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JODAY
YESTERDAY
It was a place unlike other universities. It was a place

built upon

TRADITION. It was a place where it was

common to hear people talk about the days when their
parents or grandparents walked the steps of

CONE-BOTTOMS HALL.
It was Ouachita. It was somewhere different. From the

ALUMNI who generously gave back to the PROFESSORS
who dedicated decades to teaching. From the ATHLETES
who trove
who took

to

be their best on and off the field to students

OPPORTUNITIES to take learning beyond the

walls of the classroom

to

places like Austria, South Africa

and even Antartica.
It was a place where the things that happened

YESTERDAY

the people who lived here yesterday and the

events that took place yesterday, influenced life
So in effect,

TODAY IS YESTERDAY.

TODAY.

Tr~~-1960

YESTERDAY
While the people and events of YESTERDAY were
evident in all aspects of campus, we sought TODAY to

BUILD on that standard of excellence. Receiving a
FIRST PLACE ranking by us News & World
Report, winning the BATTLE OF THE RAVINE and
building a state of the art STUDENT VILLAGE wasn't
accomplished in a year.
Whether learning in the classroom, playing on
the field or hanging out in the dorm, what we did
and what we

ACCOMPLISHED was a CULMINATION

of hard work and dedication from faculty, staff and
students over the years.
Goals were met,

MILESTONES were recorded,

but only because

TODAVISVESTERDA~
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A campus life that was built upon

E

TRADITION, and

students who strove to make those traditions part of their
lives, helped to make YESTERDAY part of TODAY.

The year kicked off with the annual

TWIRP

week

where the girls treated the men to an eventful night. Later
in the semester Tiger spirit got a boost as the traditional

BATTLE OF THE RAVINE heated up. And, just as students
had for 30 years, clubs and organizations spent countless
hours practicing and perfecting their straight lines and loud
crisp voices for TIGER TUNES.

Other students got involved raising money for student

TIGER TRAKS or by saving resources
with the GREEN INITIATIVE. The layout of campus began
changing through multiple CONSTRUCTION projects that
honored Ouachitonians of YESTERDAY with buildings and
scholarships through

roads named in their honor so TODAY'Sstudents would
remember the rich history.

•
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Summer was a time for students to have new experiences
outside of the "bubble. It was also an opportunity to take the tools
that they had learned and to put them to use before they reached
graduation and the real world. Senior Caleb Case, a d ouble major
in mass communication and studio art from Uruguay, worked at
PrintMania in Arkadelphia as a graphic designer.
"The job never had a same day," explained Case. "'All
different kinds of clients who want their own designed T -shirts;
high-school's bands, clubs, businesses, and individuals. I bad fun
designing different kinds ofT-shirts, from spray-paint-like to glowin-the-dark VBS fun-T's. But there were some that weren't as fun
but were good for the experience, like team jerseys..,
H owever the job was not always enjoyable. "There were times
when I really wanted to kick out the customers who just don't
understand that designing shirts requires time. They visit the shop
thinking they will get what they want in a minute or something.
But, well, that was a part of the experience, I suppose," laughed
Case.
Students also had the opportunity to reform the classroom by
taking trips sponsored by various departments. "'I took a study
trip through OBU Christian studies department to the Middle
East," said Samantha Frank, a junior business administration
major from Dallas, Texas.
The trip was made by approximately 30 Ouachita students,
two professors and their wives, along with local tour guides. "The
trip was the first two weeks of June, in which we visited Israel,
J ordan and Palestine," explained Frank. "I learned and gained
historical, Biblical and modern knowledge during this trip. It was
wonderful to visit many important places written in the Bible,
and to see other religions and cultures," she said.
This opened a whole new world for Frank who was fascinated
by her experience and was already considering the next place
she would visit. "I want to visit the Pacific Rim next summer and
experience new culture."
Frank also took an online class to finish credits for her degree
in business management. "Between the study trip and the online
class I was able to complete some credits to help me graduate on
time," said Frank. "It was nice because it was self paced; I really
enjoyed the class."
Summer gave students an opportunity to not only rest and
recuperate after the spring semester but also allowed students the
ability to have new experience and to put into practice what they
had learned in the classroom.

Senior Caleb Case works

on a T-sh1rt
design at PnntMama. Case was able
to put mto pract1ce what he had
learned 1n h1s coursework. photo by·

Juniors Samantha Frank,

Darlene
Seal and Stefan1e Fisher sw1m m the
Dead Sea wh1le on the Life of Chnst
trip. The trip was sponsored by the
Pruet School of Christian Studies and
allowed students the opportunity to
visit places they had studied in the
Bible. courtesy of: Samantha Frank

preforms
during Tiger Tunes as a hostess.
Briscoe. whose father was host in
the BOs. was the first Tigers Tunes
host or hostess legacy.
photo by Danny Brown
and Kiley
Burnett chat in the flag plaza
about what it must have been
like when their fathers were
at Ouachita. The girls' fathers
were friends and Betas together
in the 80s.
photo by Braeden Rogers
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~hen my mom attended Ouachita
her favorite part of the day was
when the bells would ring. She
loved walking from her classes and
hearing the bells echoing across the
campus. Now that I'm at Ouachita
I call her all the time right before
the bells ring so she can hear the
sound that brings her so many
wonderful memorief/J
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Some families bond over vacations, sporting events and
dinner table conversation. Other families form unbreakable
bonds by attending the same university, therefore being a legacy.
Several legacies were second generation, third generation and
fourth generation students. These special individuals added an
integral part to the campus atmosphere and were usually aware
of long-standing traditions about the university.
One such student, Lindsey Campbell, a junior business
major from H ouston, Texas, was a third generation legacy. Her
grandparents, father, aunts and uncles walked through some
of the same buildings that Campbell did. "This university has
always been an important part of my family. Since before I can
remember, I've always wanted to study here," said Campbell.
"It's always neat to meet some of my dad's old friends. It
seems like they always have some great stories for me," said
Campbell. Following in her sister's footsteps, Lindsey's younger
sister J ordan, a freshman business major from Houston, Texas,
also decided that this was a right fit for her.
The Campbells are not the only family with a tradition
of legacies. J ustin Teague, a senior accounting major from El
Dorado, credits family as one of the deciding factors that led him
to be a student. Teague's grandparents and all of his aunts and
uncles were O uachita students.
"I grew up hearing about this university all the time. It was
talked about at Thanksgiving dinner and at family reunions. I
couldn't help but want to be a part of that strong tradition," said
Teague. Teague was also proud to wear the same letters as many
of his family members. "Almost half of my family members that
have attended here have been a part of the Beta Beta men's
social club," said Teague.
"H aving such a rich heritage at this university has given me
an extensive network of former alumni that I know are more than
willing to help me out in any way they can," added Teague.
The alumni office was very active in keeping alumni informed
of campus events. Each year, the homecoming game, alumni teas
and tailgates were a few of the activities that kept alumni and
their families connected and involved.
Legacies were a valued part of campus life. Their school spirit
and excitement was key to upholding and honoring long-standing
traditions. These legacies were proof that this university mad e a
prominent and lasting impression on the lives of many.

The Speechies work

hard during the tug-ofwar portion of Tiger Traks. Tiger Traks was
one of two fundra1sers sponsored by the
Ouachita Student Foundation.
photo by.· Danny Brown

Upon meeting an alumnus, instantly, a student had a long
list of conversation topics to choose from. Ouachita traditions
ran deep and wide like the ravine, which inspired the Battle of
the Ravine. "It seems to be one of those Ouachita traditions
that so many OBU students have gone through," said Jason
Wells, a junior social studies major from Gurdon. "It is my
favorite because most of my hjgh school friends went to
H ender on.~ Whether a student auended the game, went to
the bonfire, helped guard the Tiger or did everything the week
had to oiTer, the Battle of the Ravine week was a week thriving
with tradition.
Other favorite traditions included TWIRP week, hanging
out on the "bridge," tiger tailgates, and late night trips to
WafOe House. Then, inevitably, tl1e big traditions would arise
in conversation, Tiger Tunes and Tiger Traks.
H ow a three-day competition provoked so much emotion
in students and alWllJli to some seemed crazy. Ouachitoruans,
though, had ftrst-hand experience and knew how a three-day
competition was more like a month of bonding. "Tiger Tunes
is a great time to get to know new people in your show and
to work together as a group. The competitive atmosphere on

campus is so much fun to be a part of," said seruor Becca
Woodall, a Christian studies major from Bryanl
Traks had been around much longer than Tunes and for
many years it was the biggest event that the Ouachita Student
Foundation hosted. The events of Traks changed some over
time. The tricycle and bicycle races were gone and other
events took their place, but the changes just inspired m ore
conversation.
Those conversations about the things that have changed
inspired that revival of tradition. From the boom-a-lack-a cheer
at games that was brought back last year in all its glory, to the
social clubs that talked with alumni about traditions lost over
the years, Ouachitonians loved remffijscing.
Campus clubs proved to be the biggest source of tradition.
C lubs provided all the activities that made Ouachita traditions
special. Women's clubs and campus ministries provided
TWIRP week. Men's clubs provided serenades at the women's
dorms. CAB provided Spring Fllng, movies, and concerts. And
the WOW executive team provid ed Welcome to Ouachita's
World, the first tradjtion many students were able to participate
in where other tradjtions were introduced.

Senior Matt Landers

passes the
torch to Jun1or Ph11ip Williamson
dunng Tigers and Torches. T1gers and
Torches was designed by the WOW
committee to mform new students
about the trad1t1ons on campus.
photo by: Danny Brown

Sophomore

Sarah Partida and
freshman Kendall Calvert ride the
tiger on campus R1d1ng the golden
tiger was somethmg that students
viewed as a must before graduating
photo by: Sarah Henley
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Class lets out and a decision must be made. Where do you
want to eat? Whether it was noon or 6:30 p.m., students all OYer
campus were faced with this decision.
There were three options of on-campus venues to get your
food or drink. First there was the cafeteria. The Commons offered
everything from pizza, to salads and desert every day. Along with
those selections, there were two lines that offered different entrees
from spaghetti to roast beef sandwiches at each meal. And the
"island," as some called it, offered a meal that was cooked and
served right before your eyes.
The second option was Starbucks. Even though they no
longer offered candy, Starbucks did offer the occasional muffin or
cookie to satisfy a growling stomach. To accompany the muffin,
Starbucks offered a wide assortment of beverages. Coffee in the
morning could help j ump start a chilly day of classes.
Lastly, Chick-fU-A and the Tiger Grill give students an
opportunity to get a hearty meal outside of the cafeteria. From
grilled chicken to gyros to chicken nuggets, the two student center
eateries filled many students' bellies.
The administration changed the policy about the amount of
money allotted for students to spend at Starbucks and Chickfil-A. In the past, there was a set amount for students to use at
Starbucks and a separate account that could be used at Chickfil-A. There were students with left over Chick-fil-A money that
could not transfer that left over money to their Starbucks account
and vis versa.
The students brought this dilemma to the Student Senate.
The motion was passed to combine Starbucks and Chick-nl-A
money into one accounL
"I prefer having more money at Chick-fU-A because I'm not
much of a coffee drinker," said Wes Hymer, a junior marketing
major from El Dorado. Students spent more at Chick-fU-A
than they did last year by almost $20,000, according to Brett
Powell, vice president for administrative services. The amount
of money given to students on their meal plan was the same, but
more was being spent at Chick-fil-A and the Tiger Grill than at
Starbucks. "I'm glad they switched the plan because I never go
to Starbucks," said Cody Willard, a junior business major from
Memphis, Tenn.
The cafeteria has always been there and will always be there.
The new plan for Starbucks and Chick-fU-A gave students a new
choice of how to spend their meal plan dollars.

Freshmen Evan Hall and Amanda
Thomas grab Starbucks between
class. Starbucks was a great way for
students to get breakfast in a hurry
when they were runmng late.
p hoto by: Danny Brown
Senior Carissa French runs by Chick-FilA between classes. "Chick" allowed
student to eat when class schedules
got hect1c.
photo by.· Danny Brown
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n works in a
garden in the Arkadelphia community.
WOW participants learned what it
meant to be a Tiger through a service
opportunity during a WOW session.
photo by: Danny Brown

,Y ~ 1e. •r ' ~~ omr new students
and help them unload their cars.
Upperclassmen volunteered their
time to help new students get better
acquainted with their new home.
photo by Danny Brown

New students were greeted by bright green shirts and bright
smiles when they first arrived on campus. WOW leaders were
enthusiastic about moving in the largest group of new students
since 2000 and did their tasks with a servant's heart, which
helped make move-in day a great experience for both the leaders
and the new students. Freshman Susanna Peters, a business
administration major from Sherwood, said, "I hadn't been here
until move-in day, so WOW taught me a lot about the rules and
what happens on campus."
Nathan Shelburne, director of student services and campus
activities, said that WOW was a good opportunity "to introduce
students to all kinds of really positive things." The leaders wanted
the week to be completely focused on the new students and
wanted the new students to know things that the leaders did not
know their first year.
WOW included many events such as the coffee house, the
community service projects, the parent orientation session,
recreation sports, and a Phil Whickham concert, which was
sponsored by the Campus Activities Board. tudents also
participated in Tigers and Torches, WOW sessions, a Campus
Ministries mixer, had dinner at a faculty member's home and ice
cream with President Rex Horne. "I really enjoyed the WOW
sessions. They were very informative and fun," said freshman
Andrea Eaves, a mass communications major from Ivanhoe,
Texas.
Move-in day brought about a time that not many parents
looked forward to: the bittersweet farewell. Freshman Sara
Hakkak, a biology major from Benton, said, "Saying goodbye to
my parents shocked me because from that point on I was on my
own and having to make my own choices without them being
physically there with me. I am only going to be seeing them
about three days a month."
New students, leaders, and the steering committee made
WOW a success.
ew students experienced what campus life
was like and had a great time during their first week on campus.
"This is what WOW is supposed to be like," said Paige Cate, a
senior early chilhood education major and WOW executive from
Bryant.

The creativity of students was expressed in a variety of ways.
One of the newest creative venues was filmmaking.
"Movie Musical" premiered on Sept. 19 injones Performing
Arts Center. Rance Collins, a junior mass communications major
from Hillsboro, Texas, co-wrote and co-produced this 100 percent
student made film with Grace Whitaker, a junior biology major
from Victoria, Texas. Collins also directed, edited and starred in
the film.
"It marked the first big premiere I've had for a movie. And,
let me tell you, having 400 plus people watch and fall in love
with the musical comedy that you made is a dream come true,
amazing," said Collins.
In the end everything came together. The movie took only
two weeks to film but Whitaker said, "The fmished product blew
me away. The shots were beautiful the songs were wonderful and
the editing is practically flawless! The comedic timing is right on,
and I don't think anyone could have done a better job!"
Classes such as Script Development and Motion Picture
Production encouraged students to try something new and to
hone their cinematic skills.
"At the Tracks," another student film, was written in Script
D evelopment by Chloe O 'Connor, a senior mass communications
major from Louisville, Colo. While O'Connor was taking the
class in the spring of her sophomore year, she drew inspiration
from a family vacation.
"I co-directed 'At the Tracks' with my buddy, Danny Brown.
He worked on the technical and cinematic side, while I worked on
organization, and with the cast and their character development,"
said O 'Connor.
"Taking on a challenge was good for me because I got to test
my directing talent on a big project with a big crew and in the
end I realized that there is a lot that I need to work on, but there's
also a lot that I learned," said Danny Brown, a senior speech and
mass communications major from Mesquite, Texas.
The movie would not have been the same without Trey
Baldwin, a junior political science major who played one of the
lead roles in "At the Tracks."
"It was great to see all our work be put together and how this
picture was put together by Danny. It was rather time consuming,
but I wouldn't trade that experience away," said Baldwin.

and senior
Matthew landers film a musical scene
for "A Movie Musical" "A Movie
Musical" was filmed 1n two locations,
Arkadelphia and Hillsboro, Texas.

photo by: Hannah Beth Midkiff
prepares for
a rain scene in the movie, "At the
Tracks." The movie was filmed during
the fall semester by the Motion
Picture Production class.

photo by. Caleb Case

OOim is much different
than theater and
1t's much harder to
accomplish film acting.
I love film because of
how different it is. I
can' t wait to do mow

M

e most trying part
of work1ng on a film IS
bemg satisfied with my
work. Getting started
IS drfficult as well but
once the ball 1s rolling.
thmgs work pretty

w
w.
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M

was so neat working
with your peers. We
were all allowed to be
so creative and had
complete freedom over
our characters. The
working environment
was one of friendship
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Junior Philip Williamson and sophomore
Jordan Lentz dosey-do at Campus Ministries'
Barn Bash. Barn Bash was held in a pasture
complete with cow padd1es.
photo by: James Taylor

As the fall semester commenced, the sidewalks were
bustling with students hurrying to class, the dorms crowded
with all the furniture that never seemed to fit, and the girls
excitedly planning their TWIRP dates. TWIRP wasn't just for
freshmen, as even upperclassmen could be found entreating
dates for one of the six different themed date nights.
Nathan Shelburne, director of student development and
campus activities, gave his perception of TWIRP week. "I
would say that the purpose of TWIRP is to provide a casual
atmosphere in which students can interact with friends and
meet new people. From a new student's perspective, it provides
an opportunity to get more acquainted with some of the clubs
and organizations on campus, as well as a chance to connect
with the social community here at Ouachita."
Campus Ministries hosted Barn Bash, a country-western
themed evening complete with catering by Fat Boys BBQ The
event was authentic in all its country glory, with a fun round
of square dancing. Campus Activities Board appealed to the
movie buffs by showing "Iron Man" and offering popcorn,
sodas, and other movie fare. Chi Rho Phi caught some waves
with their Luau, as those in attendance enjoyed dressing up in

their favorite beach attire. Pi Kappa Zeta hosted Pre-K Play
Day and took everyone back in time to the days of finger paint
and crayons. Tri Chi invited the campus to don some neon
and go overboard with hairspray as they enjoyed a night in
the 80s. Chi Delta kept the week classy with their semiformal
Harvest Moon banquet and function, and the women of EEE
brought the puppy love of the 1950s back for one night with
their traditional Twizzler and Peanut Butter games.
Freshman Emily Vinson of Corning, said, "My most
memorable night would have to come to a tie between Barn
Bash and Harvest Moon. Barn Bash was so fun and laid back.
I had never square danced so it was an experience! just being
outside and able to talk and hang out with everyone while you
ate was great."
TWIRP was a week bursting with new friendships, silly
outfits and lasting memories. Sophomore Ashley Turner said,
"I think the main purpose of TWIRP is to let the freshmen
get a feel o f what it is like to be involved in student Life. Social
clubs are a lot of fun and TWIRP is a great way to show the
freshmen girls, especially, how close students can really get to
one another."

Freshman Steven lawrence limbos
at the Ch1 Rho Ph1 Luau. Freshmen
enjoyed us1ng TWIRP as an
opportunity to meet new people.
photo by: Danny Brown

Sophomores

Morgan

Fiugerald,

Elizabeth Dav1s and Meagan Seal
show what the BOs were really like
w1th the women of Tn Chi dunng their
80s night performance. 80s night was
the second n1ght of TWIRP week.
photo by: Hannah Clayton

Sophomore Kat1e Osment

and
JUnior H . West work m the 24-hour
computer lab in HICkingbotham Hall.
The computer lab in Hickingbotham
was one of three 24-hour labs on
campus
by: Danny Brown

Junior Vince DiCarlo checks Face book
on his iPhone. Facebook was one way
students and faculty were able to
commun1cate with each other.
photo by Danny Brown
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Technology played a vital role in students' daily routines,
whether they were checking their e-mail in the hopes that class
was canceled, or sending a text message to their roommate
because they locked themselves out. Regardless of what it was
used for, advances in technology was available to students.
Social networking Web sites seemed to be the most popular.
Facebook, Myspace and Twitter brought instant communication
to students within a few short clicks of a mouse. These sites
seemed to be a default location for students whose brain needed
a rest after a long night of studying.
Students witnessed the change of Facebook three times. With
each change in the inter face came an uproar of user complaints.
This change resulted in an abundance of frustrated status updates
and herds of angry groups whose purpose was to restore the old
way of life for Facebook-ers.
"I use Facebook to creep on people, stay in touch with
friends, to avoid homework and to waste time," said Emily Peek,
a sophomore music education major from Pine Bluff.
Users of Twitter communicated with family and friends
through the exchange of quick and frequent answers to a simple
question.
Other student favorites were video Web sites like YouTube
and Hulu. They could catch an episode of their favorite show
they missed from spending all night in the library. Whether they
watched reruns of "The Office," "Family Guy" or "American
Idol," it helped pass the time in a town were there's not a lot to
do.
Besides the obvious entertainment value, there were a wide
variety of educational resources available. Students continued to
use software like Word, Powerpoint and Excel for their various
academic needs. Making sure their margins were right and spell
check was used students would rush to print their papers, hours
perhaps even minutes before they were due.
Cell phones were no longer just phones, they were portable
computers. Touch screen smart phones such as the Apple iPhone
and the Blackberry Storm were the cutting edge of mobile
technology. These devices made it possible to surf the Web, listen
to music and check e-mail, all on the go.
"I use my phone more for texting, organizing, and getting on
the Internet than I do for talking to people," said j ared Tohlen,
a junior graphic design major from Kansas City, Mo.
Even though the economy was suffering from a major
recession, it seemed that the field of technology remained strong.
After a hard day of classes, chances were that students used some
form of technology to relax whether they watched TV, surfed the
Web, stalked someone on Facebook or played a video game.

II

2007 Homecoming Queen Molly
Magee crowns the 2008 Homecoming
Queen. junior Katelyn Cash . Cash
represented the men of Eta Alpha
Omega.
photo by: Danny Brown
Dr. Phil Rice and Dean Bryan
McKinney of the Hickingbotham
School of Business visit with alumni
at OcTiger Fest. OcTiger Fest allowed
the diHerent academic schools and
organizations to meet with alumni.
photo by: Audra Hinson

Junior KJ Johnson breaks away from a
Mulerider defender for a first down. The
Tigers beat Southern Arkansas, 30-14.
photo by: Danny Brown

ew
-The weather was perfect, the crowd was huge and nearly
campus organizations and academic departments were
G:::\'Olved," stated Lauren Land, director of alumni who was
one of the people responsible for starting a new Homecoming
r::-ailition of "OcTiger Fest." The Homecoming Committee
~ general information about the week-long event in the
L":!mru magazine. They also targeted specific groups of alumni
n ~ems such as class and club reunions.
-,Ve wanted to create a centralized, spirited atmosphere
'lrl::ere current clubs, organizations and academic departments
conJd meet and greet alumni and friends while enjoying
beauty of our campus," said Land. The Homecoming
CQlilllllttee received positive feedback about the new event.
The Tiger Tailgate party and class reunions for the classes
• 1978, 1983, 1998 and 2008 followed and were held on
la n outside Crews Indoor Practice Facility. The Tiger
....;...~ featured food and live music.
During the football game, the Tigers defeated the Southern
..,,.gy,..,.s u niversity Muleriders at A.U. Williams Field by
c score of 30-14. Pre-game activities included the crowning
the Homecoming Queen, Katelyn Cash, a junior Biblical

studies major from Southlake, Texas, who represented the
men of Eta Alpha Omega. "After they called my name I spent
most of the time on the field laughing because I didn't know
what else to do. Between the crown and Tiger Tunes it was an
exciting weekend," Cash said. Cash was crowned by Dr. Rex
Horne, president of Ouachita, and 2007 Homecoming Queen
Molly Magee.
Other traditions continued during this year's Homecoming
events. Tiger Tunes was a success as this year which marked the
30th anniversary of the production. In honor of Tiger Tunes'
30th anniversary, a dinner was held in Walker Conference
Center. The dinner honored past Tiger T unes performers,
participants and OSF alumni and was open to the public.
Also, in honor of the 30th anniversary of T unes and the
launch of the online Signal, the Signal staff produced a live
Web cast of Tiger Tunes during the Saturday show. In addition
to broadcasting all of the club shows, the Signal team provided
behind-the-scenes interviews with cast members and special
Homecoming news stories.
ew developments facilitated the meshing of old and new
traditions through Homecoming festivities.

The sold-out audience in the Jones Performing Arts Center
was filled with excitement as they waited for the event to start.
Backstage a group o f seven students held hands and said a prayer
before the curtains rose. "The only thought going through our
minds was, 'Wow, il's finally here.' Everything we have worked
for is finally here," said Bethany Briscoe, a junior graphic design
major from Plano, Texas, and one of the hostesses for the 30th
anniversary of T iger T unes.
For the past 30 years the Ouachita Student Foundation has
provided a creative way to raise money for student scholarships.
This event was none other than Tiger Tunes. This production
marked the 30th anniversary o f Tiger Tunes and brought in more
alumni than ever before. For a month, hundreds of students took
time out of their busy schedules to spend up to 12 hours a week
practicing; assuring them their best performance. Tiger Tunes
raised $55,000 in scholarship money.
Celebrating the significance of this 30 year tradition, each
club gave an outstanding performance from Thursday through
Saturday night's last show. "Everyone really stepped it up to make
this year's show better than the previous years," said Kappa Chi
assistant director Philip Bridges, a junior business administration
major from Clarksville.
Each director brought a unique sense o f style and ideas to the
table. The men of K appa Chi lit up the stage with the use of head
lamps. The men and women of Campus Ministries added some
stability with their walkers, wheel chairs and canes. The women
of EEE added an interesting twist to their Carhop performance
when they used roller-skates in their performance. EEE director
Katie Strickland, a junior business administration major from
Alma, said, "Bein g a director was one of the most stressful roles I
had ever taken part in, but starting with nothing and then seeing
a certain vision come together was such a rewarding experience."
Every director stressed that hard work had a lot to do with making
their show unforgettable.
The hosts and hostesses also made Tiger Tunes an event
to remember. This group of seven individuals included Bethany
Briscoe, J on Cole, Cortnie DeVore, Alyse Eady, Bryce Faulkner,
Sky Howard and Bethany Whitfield. They each contributed a piece
of themselves when they chose their songs and choreography,
which made their performance more personal. Tigers T unes
culminated with narration and a slide show of the past 30 years.

Tri Ch1 smg about
sailing around the world in t he1r sallorthemed show. The Tn Chis won the
musicality award on Thursday night.
photo by: Danny Brown
awe the audience
with their harmonies. This was the
Kappas third year to win first place
on Saturday night which set a Tiger
Tunes record for the most consecutive
wins.
photo by: Danny Brown

the
audience to their 50th class reunion in
their show. Campus Mimstries came
in second on Saturday night. received
theme and lyric on Thursday night
and won costume on Friday night.
photo by: Danny Brown

M

u wouldn't think so, because you
can't even see beyond the f1rst few
rows, but JUSt knowmg how many
people were there, my friends, my
family I was the most nervous I've
ever been for a performan<fflJ

(J{Jh1s year one of my mam goals was
to have a good relationship with OSF
We really want to leave them 1n good
stand1ng. We ended up getting most
congenial. 1 was .vmroud
of the cllJ.'l)
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(J{1p much hard work, dedication,
organization, and creabv1ty was
involved; but it was so amaz1ng to
be able to take on the respons1~
of a d1rector and learn from
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and junior
Cody Matthews dance the fire out
with the men of Rho Sigma. The Red
Shirts humored the audience every
night.
photo by: Callie Phelps
hostesses get the
audience's attention with "Seven
Bridges Road" by the Eagles. The
hosts and hostesses featured several
favorites from the past to 30 years
to highlight the 30th anniversary
celebration.
photo by: Danny Brown
EEE say good night
to the audience as carhops. The EEE
carhops came in third on Saturday
night.
photo by: Danny Brown

Tiger Tunes as a whole underwent several changes for the
:mniversary show. For the first time each show would rotate
.he performance line-up every night. This created a fair and
.:nbiased way to showcase each club's show and ended all
rumors of the first h alf defeat. Each Tiger Tunes performance
'35 judged by a musically well rounded panel and gave points
:>ased on music, theme and lyric, choreography, and costume.
"'!'be fmal results were not revealed until the last Saturday night
;;.;mw when the winners were announced. First place, for the
:.hi.rd year in a row, went to the men of Kappa Chi. Second
;-:ace was given to the men and women of Campus Ministries.
-:bird place was awarded to the women of EEE.
Each club brought something unique to the sh ow. T he
=en of Beta Beta had fun in the sun as life guards; the women
Chi Delta caught Brittany Spears by surprise as paparazzi;

the women of T ri Chi dressed as sailors and swabbed the
deck; the elderly of Campus Ministries took us to their 50th
class reunion; the men of Rho Sigma thrilled us when they put
out the names as fire fighters; the women of EEE served us
with a smile as carhops; the men of Kappa Chi took us on a
journey into the coal mines of West Virginia; the men of Eta
Alpha Omega and the women of Chi Rho Phi took us back
to our childhood as toys; the men of Chi Iota Sigma showed
a new side of the British palace guards, while Tiger Blast gave
a chilling performance as zombies with a well kn own musical
hit "Thriller."
The 30th year armiversary of T iger T unes was an
entertaining tradition that was well celebrated by students,
alumni, families and friends. "The experience as a whole was
something I will never forget," said Briscoe.

To Save Energy and cut down on
energy bills the un1versity began to
replace old light bulbs with newer
more energy efficient bulbs. This
change saved the university apporximately 23 percent each month.
photo by Megan Fida

Sophomore Alex Ray recycles paper
at the OBU post office. The recycling
program was a part of the school's
green Initiative.
photo by: Megan Fida

It was the week of November 6. The Tigers and the
Henderson State University Reddies kept fervent watch across
Highway 7, preparing for the 82nd annual Battle of the Ravine.
In anticipation of the school's biggest rival football game, several
clubs and organizations bolstered campus activities and raised
school spirit throughout the days leading up to the big event.
The men of Rho Sigma camped in the courtyard during game
week, vigilantly protecting the Tiger. The Red Shirts also brought
the cheerleaders, band, football players, and fans together for a
torch-lit march to a bonfire pep rally. "The Red Shirts do what
they do to bring spirit to campus. We've always felt that the best
way to do this is to lead by example. If we made one student
more excited and proud to be a Tiger, we did our job," said j osh
Rovelli, a senior English major from Plano, Texas.
Other clubs and organizations also contributed to the
activities. The women of EEE hosted a cookie decorating night
in the plaza and the women of Tri Chi offered hot chocolate
and s'mores after the bonfire. The women of Chi Delta and the
members of Reaching Out to Multicultural Students (ROMS)
hosted a karaoke night, while the men's social clubs participated
in a hotdog eating contest.
The week was not all fun and games, however, as the football
team still had a big challenge ahead of them. Head coach Todd
Knight reflected that "in order to win you must keep your focus
and not lose sight that it is still a game that is usually won by the
team that makes the fewest mistakes. It can become a distraction
because the two schools are so close and everyone talks about
that game year round. Our team had great focus and desire to
win that game."
The team's focus and desire won the Tigers the game in the
fourth quarter, with a score of 43-36 at Henderson's CarpenterHaygood Stadium. Senior Julius Pruitt was recognized on ESPN's
Top 10 Plays of the Day for his 30-yard reception and was named
the Gulf South Conference Player of the Week.
The win was by no means easy, with the Tigers down 21-16
going into the fourth quarter. Coach Knight said, "The biggest
hurdle of the game was being down a couple of scores at HSU.
The team overcame it by staying focused, never giving up, and
believing in themselves. Our students were a huge part of the
win. Rushing the field after the game was a great highlight for
everyone."

The Tiger defense goes

head to head
w1th the HSU Reddies. The Tigers
took home the trophy at the 82nd
Battle of the Ravine.
photo by: Danny Brown

Junior Cody Matthews

celebrates
after winning the Rho Sigma hot dog
eating contest. The men of Rho Sigma
held different events during the Battle
of the Ravine week that helped get
other students involved.
photo by: Laura Cox

Senior Casey Bushman

works with
a student m the America Counts
program. Students worked w1th
America Counts and America Reads
through the work study program.
courtesy of the Elrod Center

Students participating in

Tiger
Serve Day gather for the opening
ceremonies and breakfast. Tiger Serve
Day allowed students to help people
in Arkadelphia and its surrounding
commumties.
photo by: Austm Walker
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Students attended college to earn a degree that will further
them in their careers, but they also gave back to the community
as well. "The purpose of the Elrod Center was to inspire and
promote an ethos of service at Ouachita," said Ian Cosh, the
director of the Elrod Center for Family and Community.
"Through major programs such as Tiger Serve Day,
Thanksgiving Project, ElderServe, America Reads and Counts,
Disaster Relief and many others we are able to place our
students in places of service in this community and beyond this
community," said Judy Duvall, the assistant director of the Elrod
Center.
Tiger Serve Day was a day dedicated to community service
where teams of students helped others with various projects. In
the fall 583 students participated in T iger Serve Day and 600
students participated in the spring. " Tiger Serve Day remains the
doorway for large numbers of students to have the opportunity to
experience the joy of service in a team context," said Cosh.
Not only did the Elrod Center provide large service projects
for students but they jumped into action when the time came
to help others who were victims of natural disasters. In the fall
volunteers went to SmithPoint, Texas, to do relief work after
a hurricane damaged much of the coastline of Texas. "Our
work was primarily 'Mucking,' removing mud and debris from
homes," said Duvall. In the spring semester, volunteers went to
Fayetteville to help with clean up efforts after an ice storm that
hit Northwest Arkansas and to Mena to help with clean up efforts
following the tornado that devastated the area.
Students took service seriously, and others took notice.
"Ouachita Baptist University has been named to the President's
Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll for exemplary
service efforts and service to America's communities for the
second year in a row," said Duvall. This was a significant honor
since the President's Higher Education Community Service
Honor Roll was the highest honor a school can receive on the
federal level.
As the Elrod Center entered its second decade of service to
the community, the increased student involvement allowed more
people to be touched by the efforts of this service. "We strive to
be aware of and acquainted with needs in the community and
to connect our students, faculty and staff with those needs," said
Duvall. Cosh added, "To be a Ouachitonian and to engage in
service has become the norm."

Students who have studied abroad
share about their time tn other
countries during Chapel. Students
connected with cultural and religtous
dtfferences experienced by thetr
fellow students.
photo by: Callie Phelps
Gary Gerber, associate professor
music and director of choral activities.
leads fellow faculty members and
students in the alma mater during
Convocation.
Convocation
a traditional service held at
beginning of the fall semester.
photo by: Danny Brown
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On ov. 4, Democratic Sen. Barack Obama of illinois rode
the message of change and hope to an electoral victory over his
Republican opponent, Sen. John McCain of Arizona The event
was historic, not only because it marked yet another peaceful
transition of power but because Senator Obama is the nation's
first African-American president.
As it was the first opportunity many students had to vote in
a presidential election, election day was an important day for
students. With that in mind, both Young Democrats and College
Republicans were hard at work in the months prior to the election
who, often working together, led pushes for voter registration and
succeeded in securing scores of new voters.
Ouachita was chosen by Arkansas Educational Television
etwork (AETN) as one of only three schools, and the only
private school, to host its 2008 College Election Forums. Students
filled Young Auditorium to hear host Tanishajoe Conway bounce
questions off of a student-faculty panel. The hour-long segment
was lively, with the panel first tossing around questions from the
host for the first half of the show and answering questions from
fellow students in the second half.
During the fall, the Honors Program conducted a special
Honors Seminar titled "Election 2008," led by Dr. Hal Bass, dean
of the Sutton School of Social Sciences; Dr. Deborah Root, chair
of the department of mass communications; and Dr. Doug Reed,
associate vice president for academic affairs, professor of prelaw studies and director of Maddox Public Affairs Center. The
seminar focused on the US electoral system and how it affected
the election. Reed often said, "Rules matter. Rules determine
the outcome." The seminar also devoted significant time to the
role of the media in American presidential politics, and each
student was assigned a major newspaper and directed to follow
its coverage of the election, both in the number of articles and
the slant thereof.
The night of the election, CAB hosted a well-attended election
watch party in McClellan. Dozens of students spent hours watching
the projector screen displaying results and analysis from the major
news outlets. The battle lines were apparent from the alternating
groans and shouts as results came in. Just down the hallway, the
Young Democrats hosted their own watch party with a decidedly
festive atmosphere. Despite radically different opinions on the
outcome, students by and large went back into the routine of
friendship and homework after the votes were counted.

Students at a watch party use
various news sources to keep up
with the election. CNN was a maJor
news source for students who were
following the election.
photo by: Danny Brown
Members of the Young Democrats
celebrate the election of President
Barack Obama. Both the College
Republicans and the Young Democrats
registered new voters on campus for
the election .
photo by: Danny Brown

The sheet rock

begins to go up on the
new residential village. Construct1on
for the residential village began in the
summer of 2008 and was expected to
be finished in August of 2009.
photo by: Danny Brown

Chancellor Ben Elrod

prepares for
the ribbon cutting ceremony of Ben
and Betty Elrod Boulevard. Both Dr.
and Mrs. Elrod have been active in
the Ouachita community for over 62
years.
photo by: Danny Brown

Members of the

Ouachita Community gather
in a circle to pray during the dedication for
the new residential village. Two halls were
scheduled to open in August.
photo by: Danny Brown

Along with the large enrollment of freshman students, as
_ as new policies and events, the year ushered in a new era
:5:1.denc housing complete with months of construction.
The idea of being able to move into brand new dorms,
d the option of two-bedroom and four-bedroom suites,
ed a warm welcome from students. It had been well over
-::ade since Ouachita had gained a new dormitory and
current and prospective students expressed a need for
~I 'm really excited about the new dorms," said junior
ess major Stephen J ohnson, "especially the privacy that
ill be able to offer students while still keeping the dorm
unity intact."
The $25 million state-of-the-art dorm facilities, named the
t Village, acted as the centerpiece of an extensive $40
n campus construction and expansion project. Phase
hich included two residence halls, was scheduled to be
leted in August, in time to start the fall semester. Phase
as slated to begin in the fall of 2009.
The new residential village would replace more than one_.; of the school's current residence halls, with the capacity
core than 500 students. The "village-like" environment was

planned to include two halls visually separated into "houses"
with four stories. Each one of the houses were to include
eight suites accornrnodating a maximum of 32 students. Also
included in the new dorms were amenities such as four thirdfloor sun terraces, recreation and fitness rooms, rooms for
group meetings or studying and fully-equipped home theater
rooms. Brett Powell, vice president for administrative services,
coordinated the university's construction projects. "With the
quality going into these new buildings, it's a huge step forward
for the university," said Powell.
In addition to the new d ormitory development, another
much needed project was constructed on campus. Chancellor
Ben M. Elrod and his wife, Betty Lou, were honored March
12 with the dedication of a new university entrance and
boulevard. An outdoor dedication ceremony was held at the
new entrance located off of Highway 7 in Arkad elphia. Even
though cold, rainy weather greeted the guests, the spirit of
the celebration was evident as Dr. Rex Hom e cut the ribbon,
opening the new entrance. "The entry drive is meaningful for
a great impression to first-time visitors and a sense of home for
those who live here," said Horne.
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"So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is
w1seen. For what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is
eternal." Centered around this passage of scripture found in 2
Corinthians 4:18, Christian Focus Week (CFW) was a Monday
through Friday event composed of worship services, concerts,
prayer times, seminars, and fellowship that carried out the theme,
aionios, a Greek word meaning eternal or everlasting. According
to senior Audreyanna Harrell, a junior communication sciences
and ctisorders major from Russellville, "We wanted our theme
to be a reminder that the troubles we face now are nothing
compared to God's glory. Our focus is not on this earth and what
it has to offer us, but on Christ."
Preparation fo r the week began during the summer and
continued through the fall up to the actual week, February 9-13.
"When we found out we were the ministry leaders for this event
the spring before, we were tossing ideas through our heads all
summer long, but we actually started putting pen to paper in
October," explained junior Trinka Newman, a Christian Studies
major from Monticello. Although the preparation was mainly
done by the student leaders and Campus Ministries' staff, il look
many volunteers to help execute the week's events.
To carry out the theme, each day was filled with various
activities. Within the five days, seven worship services were
planned to give students and faculty an opportunity to worship
through singing and preaching. The worship leaders for the
week were Matthew and Lizi Bailey, and the speakers were Wes
Hamilton and Odus Compton.
A prayer breakfast was also held on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday. Students were even given the opportunity to attend
seminars and question and answer sessions throughout the day.
On Monday night, a free Coffeehouse was held in the Commons
which featured The Running Back, Sky Howard, Jarrett Davis
and Klayton Seyler.
CFW featured new adclitions to the week. The Covenant,
a new music group on campus, performed Tuesday night.
Another new aspect of the week involved bringing in well-known
Christian artists for a concert. "This year was neat because we
were able to team up with the Campus Activities Board to have
a CAB-sponsored concert by Leeland and Shawn McDonald,"
said Newman.
In the end all the hard work and long hours paid off. CFW
provided opportunities for students to come together and take
time out of their busy schedules to focus on God and the things
to come. Senior JulieAnne Bowen, an English major from
Benton, said, "Christian Focus Week was a great time to recenter
on eternal things."

Wes Hamilton speaks

at one of the
CFW sessions. Hamilton spoke on
aionios, the theme for the week
photo by: Danny Brown

Matthew and lizi Bailey lead students
in worship during a CFW session. The
Baileys led music for all of the worship
sessions throughout the week.
photo by: Austin Walker

freshman Brooke Baker about the
Invisible Children fund. lnv1sible
Children held a function at the
Capitol which students attended.
photo by: Elisa Modesto
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shoes around
campus. For every pair of Toms
shoes bought, a pair is given to a
child in need of shoes.
photo by: Callie Phelps

ou
TOM shoes, To Write Love On Her Arms shirts or walking
in Relay for Life - whatever the cause, students found ways to
support the ones who meant the most to them.
It was evident in the clothes that students wore that there
were causes out there that were getting their attention. And
more importantly, tl1at students were taking action. If one looked
around at the feet in a classroom they probably saw three to four
pairs of TOM gracing their classmates' feet, if not more. TOMS
shoes was an organizations that gave a pair of shoes to a child in
need for every pair that was bought.
"I think TOM are awesome. They're both a cool fashion fad
and a great way to do something for others who are less fortunate
than yourself," said junior Emma Smith, a mass communications
major from Little Rock. "1 also think it's cool that you could be
wearing the arne shoes as little orphaned children in Africa."
A wide range of shirts were also seen on campus that
supported non-profit organizations, mission trips or charitable
causes. Multiple tudents raised money for mission trips by
making shirts and asking fellow students to buy them.
Other students simply gave to organizations that they thought
had a worthwhile cause. "I'm passionate about a cause that fights
poverty called Compassion International. I've been supporting
a Compassion child for almost a year and it's seriously one of
the coolest things I've ever been a part of," said Katie Osment, a
sophomore history major fromjonesboro.
Compassion found children around the world living in
poverty and worked to get the children sponsored. Sponsors gave
$40 each month and wrote letters to the children they sponsored.
In return, students received letters and pictures from their child.
Osment added, "The neatest thing about it is that I have a 7-yearold pen pal from Uganda that writes me a letter every month."
Relay for Life and Race for the Cure were other ways students
became actively involved. Through these events students were
able to run or walk to show their support of organizations and
they were able to help in raising money to fight cancer.
From dollar bracelets that supported various causes, to Tshirts supporting mission trips, students, as financially drained as
they were, found ways to support the causes that meant the most
to them.

Senior Amy York plays Madame Morrible
in the spring production of "Thoroughly
Modern Millie." York surprised the audience
as the villa1n of the musical.
photo by Danny Brown

As the price of going to the movies increased, students
found themselves in search of entertainment that was both
inexpensive and convenient. Musical productions proved
to be an opportunity for students to take part in a cultural
experience and support their peers. Along with student recitals
and concerts throughout the year, the school of fine arts
presented the fall production of "Pirates of Penzance" as well
as the spring musical, "Thoroughly Modern Millie."
The first major musical production of the year was William
S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan's opera "Pirates of Penzance,"
held in Jones Performing Arts Center on ovember 20-23. The
opera was about a young pirate named Frederick who had just
been released from his indenture as a pirate and falls in love.
Frederick was played by Jacob Watson, a sophomore musical
theatre major from Wynne. "For me, an opera was much
different than anything I'd ever done," Watson said. "Vocally,
it was more demanding on all of us and the acting was much
more presentational."
In the spring, "Thoroughly Modern Millie" was held in
JPAC on April 23-26 and was directed by Mary Handiboe.
The story centered around the character of Millie Dillmount,

who moved to ew York City in 1922 in search of a new life
Millie was played by Lindsey Wright-Forga, a senior musical
theatre major from Glenwood. "Millie was such a fun character
to play and explore, and I felt like the cast was such a cohesin
unit," Forga said. "I got to do what I love with some of my be
friends." The musical included a humorous plot, a tap-danct
dependent elevator and lively dance numbers. The romanti~..
lead of the musical, Jimmy Smith, was played by Micha
Krikorian, a junior musical theatre major from Rockwall
Texas. "I think musicals are very important," said Krikorian.
"It's a prevalent art form in our culture that everyone, not jus:
theater-goers, should be familiar with."
The musical theatre productions enabled students to tak
a step outside the "bubble" and see how the theatre arts we!"
used to express a message to the public, but it also gave then:
an opportunity to observe the talents of their peers, all whiJ
being entertained. "With musical theatre, you can watch yo
friends grow and learn their trade," Watson said. "You ca:;
watch a person's performance and realize, oh wait...they'r
not shy. Or, oh wow! I didn't know she could sing! It's a real!
neat experience."

Junior Kyle Huey

kidnaps one of
his fellow cast members during a
performance of the fall production of
the " Pirates of Penzance." This was
one of the collaborations between
the music and theatre departments
photo by: Callie Phelps

The act e e•

1 g at the Hotel
Priscilla read the tabloids as they
wait for the~r big break in the spring
production of "Thoroughly Modern
Millie." The ensemble cast consisted
not only of musical theatre majors,
but was open to students of all
majors.
photo by: Danny Brown
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Sophomore Greg Schwartz and the
other cast members of "Is He Dead?"
scheme of how to make Schwartz's
character
famous. After being
performed m Verser Theatre, "Is He
Dead?" was performed at the theatre
fest1val.
by Jarod Tohlen

Junior Samantha Parrish and
Trey Baldwin perform in the spring
production of "Play Boy of the Western
World." The play featured students of
all majors and classifications.
by Callte Phelps

The curtain falls and an ecstatic sigh of relief could be heard
backstage from the mouths of actors, crewmen and the director.
The characters' personas faded when they stepped off stage
and returned to deal with grades, work and relationships. The
students of the theatre department were hard workers, whose
lives revolved around the velvet curtain of Verser Theatre.
T he fall production "The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe"
directed by Amy York, a senior musical theatre major from
Dallas, Texas, brought in a crowd at every showing. "The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe" was even viewed by elementary
school children who came to Verser Theatre as a field trip.
Also in the fall, the Mark Twain comedy "Is H e Dead ?" was
brought to campus by d irector and assistant professor of theatre
arts, Daniel Inouye. This play was taken to the state college
theatre festival in November. "It was awesome to have been in
such a role for my first production at Ouachita. T he cast of "Is
He Dead?" and the production in general only made my love
for theatre grow. It was a cool experience," said Rudy Jones, a
freshmen theatre and English major from Smackover.
The spring production "The Playboy of the Western World,"
directed by Daniel Inouye, brought Irish accents flooding onto
the theatre's stage. Set in a pub, Michael Krikorian, a junior
musical theatre major form Rockwall, Texas, a main character,
was seen as a man fleeing from his supposedly murdered father.
The trad itional student-directed one acts and the ten-minute
play festival were seen again in December and March, respectfully.
Cessany Ford, a sophomore musical theatre major of Paragould,
said, "The ten minute plays are a really unique experience.
Putting an entire production together in 24 hours is insane."
"The reward of the process is working with others to create
something uniquely ours. Creating a show from the ground up
is a challenging, daunting task but our studen ts come to realize
what we can do when everyone is invested and contributes," said
Eric Phillips, chair of the theatre arts department.
The actors, crewmen and directors loved what they did, and
although most of them were constantly busy, it was hard to peel
them away from the stage. While thinking about his busy life,
Krikorian said, "For me just getting to be in a show at all is like a
breath of air. It may not be your favorite breath of your life, but
you need them all to live."

Rosemary "Mom" Chu was the dorm mom for FrancesCrawford, but her face and friendly spirit were recognized across
campus by students and faculty alike. "She was one of the first
people I met when I came to Ouachita and frankly I don't think
OBU will be the same without her," said Lindsey van Siclclen, the
periodicals librarian. "I eat lunch with her almost every day. She
just has a heart of gold."
Mom Chu's dedication to Ouachita started when she came to
America. At 18, Chu's parents sent her from communist China to
America. Although she never saw her parents again, she did visit
her home country decades later.
Mom Chu then attended Wittenberg University in Springfield,
Ohio, where she graduated with a degree in Biblical studies. She
also met her husband, Finley Chu, there. Together they came to
Ouachita in 1963.
Four years later Finley died, leaving Mom Chu and their 9year-old daughter, jane, behind. Frances Crawford opened a few
months later, in January 1967, and Mom Chu lived and served
there ever since.
"People do something great to lift you up and you can never
repay it," Chu said. "Ouachita is my life and I would do anything
I can to serve the people here and witness for Christ."
In 42 years Mom Chu had seen various changes on campus
as buildings came and went and rules changed. She watched as
Flippin-Perrin was built, Mitchell Hall was torn down and ConeBottoms became the administration building.
Mom Chu laughed, still amazed, when she repeated she'd
been at Ouachita for 42 and a half years. She said she'd never
expected to be working so long, even though she's enjoyed it.
But Mom Chu retired to the J ohn Knox Village near her
daughter in Kansas City, Mo.
"They have all things I need, I can't ask for better," Chu
said. "There are many classes I want to attend, churches, I can
visit people, do volunteer work. I just want to participate in all
of them."
Although Chu's service at Ouachita came to an end, she
knows Ouachita will always stay on her heart.
"I do not know about visiting," Chu said. "If I have a chance
you know I'll be there. Because of Ouachita I have today, and I
will never forget what Ouachita has done for me."

,D )

presents Mom
Chu w1th a token of appreciation for
her four decades of service. Mom Chu
was recognized w1th fellow ret1rees
at a reception m Walker Conference
Center. photo by· Danny Brown
another change
at Ouachita as she signs one of the
beams of the student village. Chu
watched many changes including
the building of Flippin-Perrin and
the change of Cone-Bottoms to an
administration building.
photo by: Danny Brown
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Diversity might not be a word lhat many would expect
to hear when referring to a small Baptist college, but diverse
we were. Above is a map depicting where the international
student population was fmm and where students studied
abroad. There was both a large group of missionary kids and
a large group of international students. Then there was the
other group. The students who took the summer or semester
to study abroad. Students were going all over the world just as
others were coming here to learn.
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g s paddles his raft during
the raft races. The raft races were part of
Friday night's events.
photo by: Callie Phelps
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After a month of seeing signs on campus with phrases Like,
"Roses are red. Violets are blue. Tiger Traks will make a man
out of you," and "Live out what your four months of Zumba
have taught you," the weekend finally came. It was time for a
competitive weekend of mind games and mud games.
Twenty-six teams of eight students each participated in
Tiger Traks. The weekend kicked off as Paige Cate, a senior
from Bryant and director of special events for the O uachita
rudent Foundation, explained new rules for the participants
and ouilined me order of events. Sophomore participant
Jordan Lentz from Waterproof, Louisiana, who played for
me peedues, said, '"Traks is important. It bonds the student
body. and you just get to have fun all weekend, especially with
the mud!"'
Friday nighr"s games began with teams rotating between
the basketball relay. ice fishing and mind games. Then, the
teams all met together for the raft races in Waggoner Pool. The
last event of me evening was Tiger Treks, a scavenger hunt
which led the teams to all corners of campus.
Saturday included a new event, mega relay, which replaced
the old obstacle course. Oilier events for the day were the egg

toss, tug-a-war and oozeball. After lunch OSF was presented
with a challenge. Rain. To continue the games some of the
oozeball competition was moved into the indoor practice
facility.
In the end the Buffalo Soldiers came away with first place.
One member of the team, David Hollis, a senior business
administration and management major from Bryant, said, "The
OSF team did a wonderful job, especially with all the adversit)
they faced this year with the wealher." Second place went to No
Possum No Sop o Taters and third place went to Speechies.
Other awards were: Most Spirit, The Educators; Best Costume,
The Caped Crusaders; Best Cheer, Fierce Flamingos; Most
Patient, No Possum No Sop No Taters; Overall Awesome.
Speechies; and Sportsmanship, Muddog Millionaires.
Cate and the OSF team were excited about the turn ouL
In past years the weekend focused more on community, but
didn't make much profit. This year though, the event turned
a profit. Cate said, "Originally Traks was the big event for
OSF, but in recent years T unes has surpassed it. I hope that it
continues to grow to involve more alumni, students and facul~
so that more money can be raised for scholarships."

{!:l[},a Is crazy funll

watched my brother
be • part of It the year
before and thouiht It
was cool, but there Is
notflinllllae ac:tually
expertenclns Itt It's

~:2~
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ld place wmner No Possum No
Sop No Tater, hops through the leap
'rog porbon of the mega relay to wm
the competJtJon No Possum No Sop
o Tater also won the Most Pat1ent
award from OSF
photo by. Cai/Je Phelps
Speech1es compete
1n the tug-a-war competition on
Saturday. The Speechies won third
place overall in the competition.

photo by: Callie Phelps

new university
hymn, "See God's Light." The hymn
was written and arranged for the
university and focused on the three
words that appear on the univers1ty
seal: v1sion, service and mtegnty.
photo by: Callie Phelps
to walk across
the stage. graduates watch the1r
classmates receive the1r d1plomas
Of the 231 graduates who walked in
the ceremony. over 100 were honor
graduates
photo by.· Callte Phelps

continues
with a word from President Rex Horne.
Horne spoke an encouraging word about the
debt the graduates owed to Baptist, family.
friends and f aculty.

photo by: Callie Phelps

With tassels to the right, 231 students marched down the
tl.ewalk from Walker Conference Center to the lawn in front of
C ne-Bottoms Hall. As they marched they passed buildings they
spent numerous hours in over the past few years. As they got
c.-::ser to their seats, they passed between the professors who had
c:.Jde their academic time at Ouachita a success.
-The last four years of my life revolved around the relationships
I • rmed on this campus," said Sam Bushey, a business major
m Stuttgart. "I'm thankful for the way I was collectively
.=~braced by the students and faculty of this university."
As the ceremony began, Senior Class Vice President J on
~ a mass communications major from Laveen, Ariz., gave the
c::- ocation, followed by a scripture reading from six graduates of
- Pruet School of Christian Studies who earned 4.0 GPAs.
e of the six, Abby Martin of Brentwood, Tenn., said, "It was
r.. honor to read the Scripture. I thought that it was a perfect
p;aure of Ouachita's goal for those graduating to have learned
importance of incorporating faith and learning as we seek to
\' in knowledge, not only intellectually but also spiritually."
Part of commencement was the debut of Ouachita's university
'IDD. The hymn, "See God's Light," interprets the three words
~ appear on the university seal: vision, service and integrity.

The text was written by D r. Terry \\". York, a published hymnist
and professor at T ruett eminary in \Vaco, Texas. The tune
"OUACHITA" was composed by C. David Bolin, a published
composer and music minister at First Baptist Church of Waco.
The celebration conferred 192 Bachelor of Arts, 24 Bachelor
of Science, 14 Bachelor of ~usic and three Bachelor of Music
Education d egrees on the graduates and honored Judge J ohn
Ward from the class of 1960 with the university's prestigious
Distinguished Alumnus Award. O ther honorees included retiring
professors T roy D. Gartin and Alex Nisbet; retiring staff member
Rosemary "Mom" Chu; and Army Lt. Franklin Vaughn, who
had completed his degree while serving in Iraq.
Addressing the graduates, Dr. Horne emphasized that
students, faculty and staff are indebted to Baptist Christians who
founded Ouachita in 1886, "to God who continues to sovereignly
bless Ouachita" and to "friends who believe in us and families that
trust us with their sons and daughters." H e then said graduates
also have a debt to faculty who "have impacted our country,
our culture and others around the world through you. You owe
them. Go out. Do your best. Make a clifference."
With that message in mind and tassels moved to the left, 231
graduates walked away ready to make a difference.

~ fil

Oct. 3: President Bush signed a bill
bailing out financial institutions for
$700 million.

Aug. 8: The Summer Olympic
Games opened in Beijing with 14,000
performers and 91,000 spectators
in the National Stadium. Dancing,
music, and fireworks entertained 840
million television viewers worldwide.
Aug. 13: Arkansas Democratic
Chairman Bill Gwatney was shot
in his office at the Democratic
Headquarters in Little Rock.
Aug. 27: Fall classes began.

Oct. 8: David Pryor visited campus
for a book signing.

Dec. 1: Dow plunged amid report
that economy was in recession.
Dec. 5-6: Festival of Christmas

Oct. 16-18: Tiger Tunes
Dec. 15-19: Finals Week
Oct. 18: First OcTiger Fest kicked off
Homecoming Day.
Oct.
29:
Earthquake
caused
devastation in Pakistan. A 6.5
magnitude earthquake hit Baluchistan,
one of the councry·s poorest regions.
At least 200 people were killed and
more than 15,000 were left homeless.

Dec. 20: Fall Commencement
Dec. 28: Israel launched air strikes
into Gaza. Days after the cease-fire
between Israel and Hamas expired,
Hamas began launching rocket
attacks into Israel, which retaliated
with air strikes that killed about 300
people.

Sept. 5: Tropical Storm Hanna struck
the port city of Gonaives, Haiti, killing
at least 500 people and leaving many
more injured or missing.

Nov. 4: Barack Obama elected
President. Obama was the first African
American to be elected president of
the United States.

Sept. 7-12: TWIRP Week

Nov. 6: OBU defeated HSU in the
Battle of the Ravine (43-36).

Sept. 11: Groundbreaking Ceremony
held for new Student Village.
Sept. 27: Tiger Serve Day
Sept. 29-1: Campus Ministries hosted
the first International Mission Fair.

Nov. 10: At least 28 people died and
more than 60 were injured when three
bombs explode minutes apart in a
neighborhood in northern Baghdad
during the morning commute.
Officials suspected the explosions are
linked to al-Qaeda.
Nov. 18: Rosa Blum a Holocaust
survivor, shared her testimony on
campus.
Nov. 18: Pirates hijacked oil tanker.
The Saudi oil tanker, anchored about
480 miles off the coast of Somalia, was
loaded with some two million barrels
of oil, worth about $100 million. It
was the first time pirates had seized
an oil tanker.

Apr. 2-4: Spring Fling
Apr. 4: Tiger Serve Day

e~.

9-13: Christain Focus Week

-~ruary

12: Colgan Air Flight 3407
:::-.:.Shed into a home in Clarence
~ter, a suburb of Buffalo, New
- -'A. killing 49 on the plane and one
~ the ground.

A
~

14: Spring classes began.

- 18-24: Rush Week

- 10: Verizon Wireless completed
S5.9 billion purchase of Alltell
-.ze~ess.

- 20: Obama, Biden Sworn into
Hundreds of thousands of
ple watched in front of the Capitol
_ President Barack Obama and Vice- ·dent J oe Biden were sworn into
_2ce.

--=ce.

21: Barack Obama's former
-al for the Democratic presidential
- "':D.ination, Hillary Rodham Clinton,
:lS confirmed as the new president's
~· for secretary of state.

~

April 6: A 6.3 magnitude earthquake
struck near L'Aquila, Italy, killing
nearly 300 and injuring more than
1,500.

June 1: lOth Anniversary of the crash
of Flight 1420.

Apr. 17-18: Tiger Traks
April 26: U.S. declared public health
emergency over swine flu outbreak.
Several schools across the nation
were closed in an attempt to isolate
those who were infected.

June 25 The death of US entertainer
Michael Jackson triggered an
outpouring of worldwide grief and
crippled several major Web sites or
online services, as the abundance of
people accessing the Web addresses
pushes Internet traffic to potentially
and
"historic"
"unpreced ented"
levels.

MAR
March 4: The International Criminal
Court (ICC) issued an arrest warrant
for Sudanese President Omar Hassan
al-Bashir for war crimes and crimes
against humanity in Darfur. Al-Bashir
was the first sitting head of state
to be indicted by the ICC since its
establishment in 2002.
Mar. 9-13: Dating, Engagement and
Marriage Week
Mar. 22-27: Spring Break
March 27: At least 60 people were
reported dead after a dam in Jakarta,
Indonesia, broke due to heavy rains.

May 4-8: Finals Week
May 9: Spring Commencement
May 26: President Obama announced
his nomination of New York federal
appeals judge Sonia Sotomayor to
the Supreme Court. If confirmed,
Sotomayor would be the first Hispanic
Supreme Court justice.

Books, classrooms and lectures were common phrases
at universities for

YEARS, but connections and hands-on

experiences allowed students to take learning to a deeper
level

TODAY.

BUSINESS students were introduced to major
companies and their employees during trips to Nashville,

MASS COMMUNICATIONS majors
networked at IABC events; and students of the SCHOOL
OF FINE ARTS learned from guest artists.

Dallas and St. Louis.

CHRISTIAN STUDIES and BIBLICAL STUDIES majors
flew around the world to study on site and to get a taste
of what their future job might be like. The

TEACHERS of

tomorrow spent countless hours alongside the teachers of
today. Students from the field of SCIENCE took their turn
mixing chemicals or dissecting knees.

Through hands-on adventures and networking

YESTERDAY was applied
TODAY.

opportunities what was learned
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he Hickingbotham chool of Business prepared srudems
for the real world of business in and out of the classroom.
This year, the school of business had a familiar face in a
different position. Bryan McKinney, who graduated from
Ouachita and UALR School of Law, served as dean of the
Hickingbotham School of Business.
McKinney understood how vital it was to make sure
that what was taught here was applicable in the real world.
"I think it's a great fit of business curriculum within the
context of a liberal arts university. I don't think business
exists in a vacuum. If studen ts learn the specific business
content we're trying to teach them, but also learn how to
do things from a liberal arts college, I can't imagine them
being more prepared," said McKinney.
Cody Duke, a senior marketing major from Burleson,
Texas, explained how the business school had equipped him
to enter the real world. "It is teaching us the fundamentals
of business and teaching us to think like business people. I
have started to look at things such as efficiency, motivation
and reward systems, and apply them to everyday life. We
know that each business does things differently, but we are
learning how things work. We should be able to use these
skills to adapt to different environments and situations."
Dean McKinney wanted to see the Hickingbotham
School of Business become the best place in the state to
earn an undergraduate d egree in business. "Ouachita's
strength is educating undergraduates, so all our resources
and energies are directed there," said McKinney. One thing
that had pushed the school of business in that direction was
the technology that came with the new business building,
which was completed two years ago.
Inside Hickingbotham Hall, students were taught life
and business lessons. Matt Cox, sophomore business major
from Hot Springs. explained how the school of business
had prepared him for a successful career and Christian
life. "The school of business is building my confidence and

preparing me for the real world. In every class I take I
learn life lessons that will help me succeed in my life after I
graduate, not just as a businessman, but also as a Christian.
For example, in personal fmance, we learn to maintain
and invest our income to secure a healthy and prosperous
lifestyle with God and the tithe in mind," said Cox.
Business students are also given opportunities to learn
outside the classroom. The school of business took a trip
with each class of business majors. In the fall, the seniors
went to Sl Louis and the juniors took a trip to Little Rock.
In the spring, the sophomores went to Dallas and the
freshmen went to Memphis. McKinney explained that each
trip had activities that were fun, educational, and cultural
for students.
"The trips were a great time to be with my friends,
but they also gave me a feel for what certain companies
value, where I would like to work and the kind of work
environment successful businesses have," said Duke.
On the last Friday of each month, the business school
brought in a speaker to talk about the business they manage.
Business students knew this as "First Friday." People from all
types of businesses came to campus to share with students
about everything from health care and government to nonprofit and retail.
Business students learned about a work ethic that
McKinney hoped would "distinguish them from peers in
days ahead. I hope they will learn that it's not all about
making money; d oing right plays a big role, too."
"I'm really proud of the good work our faculty does
at educating our students, but the students are really why
I wanted this job and why I came back to Ouachita in the
first place. I believe in our students, and I think they are
capable of going beyond these doors and making an impact
in the world. At the end of the day, the best part of my job
is getting to watch our students move on and succeed," said
McKinney.

"The school of business is building my confidence
and preparing me for the real world."
-Matt Cox
Sophomore

Scott Bonge, inventor and entrepreneur, takes
time to answer questions after his lecture.
Successful alumni came back and shared their
stories during First Friday.
photo by: Danny Brown
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Fawcett prepares to enter a race car at the
Memphis Motor Speedway for six laps around
the track on the freshman business majors trip
in April. The trips provided opportunities to
learn outside the classroom.

photo courtesy: Jim Rothwell

Instructing
h1s students, Dr. Bob
Webster lectures on the fundamentals of
accountmg. Bus1ness students took a variety
of classes mcluding account1ng, marketing and
management
photo by: Callie Phelps

Enjoying a stea d1nner Or Terry Carter and
AJ •son W11111 ·etlowsh•p at the Sen1or Cookout
Graduat.ng Chnstian Stud•es maJOrs shared
memones of the1r tome as Pruet students
photo by. Danny Brown

Giggling,

Sarah Hillyer and Haley Barron
take turns giving each other pedicures. The
Pruet Sisterhood provided an opportumty for
fellowship and renewal at the fall retreat.
photo by: Rachael Allen

sites in the Roman Decapolis. Dunng
trips, students gained a better unders•
of mformation they had learned in class
photo by: Becca Woodall

by: Megan Fida
The Pruet School of Christian Studies provided students the
opportunity to study in many different fields including theology, Biblical
studies, Christian missions, Christian ministries and philosophy.
The Christian studies department introduced several new
opportunities. In particular, The International Mission Board (IMB)
began a partnership with Ouachita to send students out onto the
mission field for a semester. This cooperative program was called
the "Hands-On" program. Students who participated in this program
received the full 12 hours it takes to earn a missions major.
"I think 'Hands-On' is one of the best ideas I've ever heard of
because not only does it get college students involved in missions, but
there is incentive and reward behind their work," saidjosh Groves, a
Christian studies major from Bryant.
Four students participated in the program during the spring
semester. They were Sarah H edges andjake Stanley (Uganda), Clayton
Chapuis (Peru), and Daniel Anderson (the Czech Republic).
"Since I am in my fifth year as a professor, I am just now at the
point where my former students are out on the mission field or at least
preparing to get there. This semester, on two separate occasions, I
received e-mail saying something like, 'I am now involved in missions
and have encountered the concepts you taught us in class. Thank you.'
That is a way-cool experience for me," said Dr. Ray Franklin, associate
professor of Christian missions.
In ovember, the Pruet Sisterhood enjoyed an overnight retreat at
Camp Paron. Sisterhood President Rachael Allen, a senior Christian
studies major from Oxford, Miss., led the event called ~Heart pa,"
which included dinner, a large group Bible srudy and fun sessions of
manicures, pedicures and facials. h was followed by s'mores around
the campfire. Thirty ladies enjoyed being ~refreshed in J esus" and
spending time together away from campus.
"I thoroughly enjoyed sitting by the campfire ,.,;th all the girls and
just knowing that we are so different "ith all our different interests and
talents, but yet we come together for the same reason, which is for
our Lord," said Katelyn Cash, a junior Christian studies and speech
communications double major from Southlake, Texas.
Dr. Barbara Pemberton, assistant professor of Christian missions,
had the Pruet Sisterhood ladies over for a fun Christmas "study break"
on the Sunday evening before fmal exams. An end of semester party
and special "commissioning" for graduating Pruet Sisterhood ladies
also became a Sisterhood tradition.
A group of students also experienced an trip to Israel. "The
amazing sights and memories each day brought [to] us in Israel are
beyond comparison to any other days of my life," Groves said.
The Pruet students continued to pursue their Christian education
while experiencing new opportunities at home and abroad.
for New Testament Greek
""":ltJOmore Mark Sumrall flips through a
:o review. Greek, Hebrew, and Latin
-suages offered in the school.
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Sarah Henley

veryone had to take them, the art majors, the Christian
studies majors, the English majors, the freshmen, the
international students, and even the seniors. They were the
CORE classes. Students took them not just because they
were required w graduate, but because their educations
could not afford to be limited to one specific area of study.
The CORE classes challenged students and contributed to
broadening their education.
While CORE classes initially seemed unnecessary
and inconvenient to some students, those students soon
learned that the CORE classes had several positive sides.
Through participating in classes such as Con temporary
World, Liberal Arts, Composition I and II, Life Science,
Personal Finance, Bible Interpretation, foreign languages,
and Senior Seminar, students were prepared and equipped
for new and possibly difficult situations that a future job
might create.
CORE classes allowed students the opportunity to
interact with other students in areas of study different from
their own and with professors in departments apart from
th eir m ajor. Comp uter science majors made friends with
musical theatre majors, accounting majors made friends
with Spanish majors, and Christian studies majors made
friends with music majors.
Through the array of CORE classes, students had the
opportunity to gain skills that h elped them while in college,
and that would be profitable to them in their future careers,
whatever they might be.
~I have not taken a CORE class that I have not learned
something from. In Contemporary World, I got an overview
of what is happening in the world and, more importantly,
why it is happening. Composition I and ll dramatically
improved my writing skills, and gave me an appreciation for
poerry, which I could not stand before coming to Ouachita.
The skills I picked up in Personal Finance are things I will
use the rest of my life, because everyone has to pay bills,

buy insurance, and balance a bank account at some point,"
said Philip Williamson, a junior philosophy, political science
and Christian studies major from Batesville.
Though similar to high school curriculum in some ways,
CORE classes provided more interesting and engaging
experience for students. Liberal Arts allowed students to
study difficult issues, Contemporary World made stud ents
aware of current world problems and global issues, and
Bible Survey reintroduced the entire narrative story of the
Bible to students. Other classes such as Physical Science,
Composition I and II, and Wellness allowed students to do
plenty of hands-on activities. Senior Seminar synthesized all
the knowledge that students gained through their course of
study and the CORE classes.
Each student had their preferred CORE class, and
various reasons for it. "My favorite CORE class was Bible
Survey," said Kristin Lamb, a sophomore music and
psychology major from Little Rock. "It was so refreshing
to go back through important Bible events and was an
important foundation for my spiritual life and outlook here
at Ouachita."
Everyone had their own opinions about the CORE
classes and had their own ways to stay motivated for these
classes. "CORE classes are not fun to take but they are
necessary and will help you in the long run. It helps when
you balance out your CORE classes with some fun classes
having to do with your major," said Ramsey Richey, a
sophomore early childhood education major from Benton.
Each major created very unique experiences for
stud ents, but CORE classes provided students with a
sense of common identity which helped to bridge the gap
between the majors of the different schools of study. They
gave students a new outlook on the educational experience.
Students understood that taking these classes was not only
required , but very vital to their education. In the end,
students were thankful that they took CORE classes.

" I have not taken a CORE class that I have not
lea rn ed something fro m."
- Philip Williamson
Junior

Discussions in a small group setting allow
students to understand and ask questions as
Dr Halaby leads the CORE art class. Students
were requ1red to take two fine arts classes to
enhance their liberal arts experience.
photo by· Hayflk Ravshanov

Po inting at his lecture notes, Dr. Scott Duvall
teaches a Bible lnterpreation about Scripture.
Every student was required to take Bible-based
classes to fulfill the CORE.
photo by: Elisa Modesto
Preparing for her Contemporay World map
test, Katie Pate dut1fully studies the continent
of Africa. In Contemporary World, students
learned about the world and the 1mportant
global issues of today.
photo by.· Danny Brown
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A ssisting

a student with her work, Meredith
Goodson applies what she learned in her classes
to the classes she works w1th. Educat1on majors
spent many hours 1n the public schools.
photo by: Amy Lynn Wentz

Studying arts and crafts, Katie Luff works
on a project in class. Education students took
classes in various areas of study including
elementary art and music
photo by· Elisa Modesto

Managing the rope, senior Hannah
helps out with the rock wall. Kine.
students participated in
activities
photo by: Callie Phelps

by: Bethany Briscoe
One of the main missional goals of the Huckabee School
of Education was to equip students and faculty with the "love
of God and love of learning." Students who were maJormg in
kinesiology or education were taught through life experiences
and hands-on training. These experiences, both in and out of
the classroom, helped the education and kinesiology students to
develop important strategies and skills for the rest of their lives.
Within the kinesiology and leisure studies department, students
were taught in different areas of interest allowing them to feel prepared
after graduation for the various ways that they utilize their degrees.
From canoeing classes to coaching, and rock climbing to backpacking,
students had a variety of settings for their classes.
"Since I want to be a coach, I have taken a lot of the coaching
theory classes and coaching activity classes that the kinesiology
department has to offer, and I feel prepared and more knowledgeable
about stepping into a program immediately and taking control," said
Justin james, a junior kinesiology major from Dallas, Texas.
A favorite class among the students in the kinesiology department
was basic human movement. "I got to go around to different schools
in Arkadelphia and observe the gradual learning and comparisons
of motor development from pre-k to high school," said Mark Cain, a
junior kinesiology major from Pine Bluff.
There were many new and exciting changes to the department of
education such as the I CATE (National Council For Accreditation
Of Teacher Education) accreditation visit The department had gone
through rigorous reviews by professionals providing assurance that the
school's teacher preparation program has met national standards.
"We have a good program and we have been accredited for a long
time. CATE had new standards and we had to explain how we are
meeting these," said Dr. Merribeth D. Bruning, dean of the Huckabee
School of Education.
"The education department is making sure we kno·w the content of
what we teach, how to teach that content, how to make it meaningful
for the students, and that we do this in a professional manner. The
education department also teaches us how to evaluate yourself and
your students in a variety of ways," said Mallory Bussey, a junior early
childhood education major from Bossier City, La.
Another standard NCATE required students to meet was having
field experiences. The education department exposed their students
to many different situations so they were equipped for diversity. Senior
Angie j ones from Keller, Texas, said, "Without some of the education
classes I could have never made it through student teaching. I was
able to apply a lot of the small things I learned in some of my classes
and make a big difference. Some things you thought you would forget
come back in that moment when you need them."
local rivers as part of trips
"es10logy and leisure studies.
!r'!O)'ed experiencing the great
the r peers.
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or the School of Fine Arts division of applied arts, this was
a year of transition and accomplishment.
The visual arts deparnnent had a new chair, David
Bieloh, who had big hopes for the program beginning with
the curriculum. "We need to have a curriculum that offers
students a nice variety of different concentrations," said
Bieloh. To do this he planned on adding classes in print
making, art history, 3-dimensional art and a variety of other
subjects.
Bieloh hoped to renovate classrooms, add new faculty
and promote the gallery. "I want the gallery to be something
that helps bridge the gap between the university and the
community," he said. He invited many artists from the
region to show their work and gave students more exposure
to different types of art.
In addition to all these changes, he brought a refreshing
new perspective and teaching style to the department.
"One of my goals is to try to teach all the students here to
be more creative problem solvers," he said.
"There's a balance between tradition and innovation,
we're always looking for new ways to do things," said Bieloh.
The collaborative nature of the art department made creative
innovation possible. Ouachita's art department was much
less segregated than most, Bieloh said. There was crossover
between the "graphic design" people and the "studio art
people" and the "ceramics people."
"He cares a lot about it and he knows so much about
design. He's had so much experience in the real world.
He knows what people are looking for now," said Brittany
McClain, a senior graphic design major from Arkadelphia.
"It hasn't been that long since I worked as a designer.
I know what needs to be in their portfolios, to give them
relevant projects to help seek gainful employment. It's a
really realistic approach to help them get work," said
Bieloh.
McClain enjoyed learning new techniques and tips to

help her creative process. "He encourages us to look up
stuff and collect brochures and ads that we like and box
designs that we like. When we're doing a project we look
back at those ... I was finally learning the process of how to
get ideas," she said.
Other areas of the applied arts experienced
accomplishment. Along with the transitions that Bieloh
implemented, the art department made and exhibited
drawing, paintings, and other works that the art students
created. "I have a hunger for sending a message, a story, and
understanding through the means of visual representation,"
said Caleb Case, senior mass communications and studio
art double major from Rocha, Uruguay. Case added, "I
don't do art because I'm an art major, I'm an art major
because I do art."
The task of creating a work of art and communicating
with others was not always easy. "It is something of a
challenge, the very idea that you can actually get someone
besides yourself to understand the sometimes, discordant
images that dance across the canvas. But a challenge is
there to be overcome," said Case.
The theatre department celebrated accomplishments
with the production of the children's play, "The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe" in the fall, and other productions
including "Is H e Dead," "Playboy of the Western World"
and student directed one acts.
"This year, having a chance to direct, d esign, perform,
and study scripts has given me a varied sense of how theatre
can be important," said Valerie Martinka, a senior theatre
arts and Spanish double major from Dallas, Texas.
Along with their accomplishments on the stage, the
theatre department added a new professor, David Inouye.
The addition of this new professor provided the theatre
d epartment with some fresh, new ideas and thoughts that
have been passed on in the classroom, on the stage, and to
the audience.

"I have a hunger for sending a message, a story,
and understanding through the means of visual
representation."
-Caleb Case
Senior

Dramatic presentations of Asian by senior
Chns Straw, and the white witch by Cori
Kidder, bring the children's play to life. The
theatre department prov1ded opportunities for
students to shme on stage.
photo by Danny Brown

Examining a graphic design book, Mr.
David Bieloh and Brittany McClain make plans
for a project. The graphic design department
taught students various techniques and creative
tips to help prepare them for the future.
photo by· Josh Hesse
Patiently, sen1or Sarah Altman works on her
pamting The studio art department allowed
students to create and exhibit their works of
art.
photo by Caleb Case
~~~k.& i'l

Festival of Christmas provides the various Performing songs by the group ABBA. the Michael Marsden and Megan Wilha.choral groups the opportunity to perform. FOC Ouachita Sounds light up the stage. The Sounds their voices with the Ouachita Singers
has become a Ouachita musical tradition.
performed several pop and religious songs.
performed on campus and on tour.
photo by: Danny Brown

photo by: Caleb Case

photo by: Callie Phelps

by: Lindsey Forgo

For the music students every day was a busy one. On top of
lessons, practice, ensembles, and challenging classes such as music
history, music theory, and aural skills, there were more than 300
student performances in recitals, concerts, and tours.
Students were also required to practice individually for their weekly
voice or instrumental lessons. "I spend probably eight to ten hours a
week in the practice rooms because practice is just as important as any
other part of my studies," said Elisabeth Hipp, a sophomore music
education major from Memphis, Tenn.
Many students in performance and education-oriented degrees
also presented senior, junior, or sophomore recitals. "My recital really
meant a lot to me," said Chris Straw, a senior musical theatre major
from Little Rock. "I was able to showcase what I have learned over
the past four years in voice lessons and acting classes, and what I have
learned in my other classes as well. Theory and aural skills taught me
how to pick songs that match my voice, and the dance classes I have
taken taught me how to teach and create choreography."
Balancing these commitments was not always easy, according
Michael Krikorian, a junior musical theatre major from Rockwall,
Texas. "I'm in a constant state of rehearsal, so I usually do school
work late at night. I do the best I can and pray that God takes care
of the rest."
One unique aspect of the division of music was that many of the
students involved in its programs were not music majors. "Music has
always been my life, and I was excited to be able to come to college
and participate in such a wonderful music group even though I did not
choose music as my major," said Lauren English, mass communications
major from Hot Springs, and member of Ouachita Sounds.
The division of music also brought in many guest artists this
year including the United States Navy Band, Andrew Grenade on
a prepared piano, and world class trombonist Paul Pollard. Another
highlight was the lecture and master class given by Darren Woods, the
director of the Fort Worth Opera. He gave students tips on auditioning
outside "the bubble" and invited some advanced voice students to
intern and perform in some of his operas this summer.
Students were also given the opportunity to perform with music
professionals. In the spring the Concert Choir sang George Frideric
Handel's "The Messiah" and were accompanied by the Texarkana
Symphony Orchestra. Some musical theatre majors were also involved
in professional equity productions at The Arkansas Repertory Theatre
and The Arkansas Shakespeare Theatre Festival.
In the end, the division of music accomplished its mission
statement's goal of bringing out "the musical, academic, and personal
gifts of students" while guiding them "toward a life of artistic creativity
and community."
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he International Association of Business Communicators,
known as IABC, hosted the annual Bronze Q uill Awards
which provided seven eager students the opportunity
to meet people who worked in their field of study. This
red carpel event recognized companies for their work in
public relations, marketing, and corporate communications.
"Being a part of the Bronze Quill Awards was a great way
to network and gain experience talking to future colleagues
and employers," said Emory Jacobs, a senior mass
communications major from El Dorado, and the president
of the first IABC student chapter in Arkansas.
Gaining experience and putting knowledge to practice
was a key element for students in the School of Hwnanities.
The school consisted of four academic departments - mass
communications, speech communication, foreign language,
and English-each focused on a skill of communication.
With the same common goal these departments had their
own unique area of study.
Mass communications had a wide arrangement of
studies involving advertising, public relations, broadcast
journalism, print media, and online media. This department
created new ways for students to have hands-on experience
in their field of study. Such programs included the student
chapter of IABC and a trip to Los Angeles, Calif. over
pring Break.
The foreign language department created ways for
students to get involved in its programs. "I have always
found panish to be interesting. All my teachers have found
certain ways to make the students involved with the language
we are learning and allow us to have true understanding for
the culture,., said Katie Osment, a sophomore Spanish major
from J onesboro. The foreign language department provided
a compmer language lab and ten different language audio
tapes to further their knowledge. The department also
provided srudy aboard opporrunities to enr ich the foreign
language experience.

Dr. Steve Phillips, chair of the speech department, was
the only full-time professor in the speech department for the
past eight semesters. Although he brought a creative way
to involve students into his classroom setting, Dr. Phillips
felt it was necessary to bring in reinforcements. "The more
teachers the better it is for the students. I feel like the
students don't get the connection that is necessary without
a variety," said Dr. Phillips. Adjunct professors provided
classes such as Family Communications and Argumentation
and Debate. A second full time faculty member was hired
during the spring semester.
The English department challenged students not only
with their studies, but with getting involved as well. "I
love the challenges that the English department gives me.
They always seem to push me to the next level," saidJosh
Rovelli, a senior English major from Plano, Texas. Dr. Doug
Sonheirn, chair of the English department, organized several
extracurricular activities for the students. Group bike rides,
guest speakers, and Christmas caroling were some of the
few activities he coordinated.
One particular activity Dr. Sonheim created was the
Student Film Society. This society was not just a great way to
get students involved, but was also a key factor in connecting
the four departments of the School of Humanities. "It is
hard to find ways to bring all four departments together.
Dr. Sonheirn did an excellent job with this when he brought
in the Student Film Society," said Dr. J eff Root, dean of the
School of Humanities. This organization invited all students
and faculty to watch movies and critique the end results in
a group discussion.
Each department, in their own way, made sure
students had connection and understanding in their field
of study. With a common goal of teaching students ways to
communicate, the School of Humanities gave its students
unforgettable experiences and invaluable connections.

"It is hard to find ways to bring all four departments
together. Dr. Sonheim did an excellent job with this
when he brought in the Student Film Society."
- Dr. Jeff Root
Dean of the School of H umanities

Dancing in front of the Interpersonal
CommuniCations class, Dr. Steve Phillips and
Mikhail Lindsay demonstrate a concept. The
speech commumcat1ons department allowed
students to grow in the1r communication skills.
photo by Danny Brown

to going deeper in her
understanding of children's literature, junior
Holly Kader flips through her notes as Dr. Amy
Sonheim prepares for the session. The English
department offered a variety of literature and
writing classes.
photo by: Kara Humble

Designing her Web site for the online
design class, senior Audra H~nson pays close
attention to the deta1ls of her project. The
mass commun1cat1ons department strived
to prov1ded 1ts students with a well-rounded
expenence m all areas that converge in the
med1a
photo by.· Danny Brown
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Comparing cards, junior Audreyanna
Harrell practices a speech pathology exercise.
Students used skills learned in class during
clinical practicum.
photo by: Mal/lory George

Working together, John Allen Cc
and Ben Farmer prepare for an eXJ>e'
Most classes in the sciences required a
remforce class lectures.
photo by: Danny Brown
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Students in the J.D. Patterson School of atural Sciences excelled
in their research and studies on campus. T hey also extended their
influence to a national level and their success brought great excitement
to the campus. The students held their own in competitive environments
and proved that small schools can produce great minds.
Seniors John Sims, Adam Hurst, and H eather Ferguson were
selected to present biology research on Ewing's sarcoma and other
related cancers to Congress in May. Biology students also participated
in the Major Field Test, which is used to determine if "students are
getting what they were promised." According to Dr. Tim Knight, a
mean of 19 students scored in the 70th percentile, which means they
did better than or as well as 70 percent of the other students. Overall
students scored in the 90th percentile in cell biology.
Students of the natural sciences were given many hands-on
experiences and opportunities. Freshmen dissected snakes and went
on tree walks. Students taking Anatomy dissected cats and later
practiced blood typing at the Health Expo. "It was a great way to
practice what we have learned and provide and interesting service to
our fellow students," said Lauren Nelson, a junior biology major from
Russellville.
Speech pathology majors were required to do practicum as part of
their training. Students studying athletic training worked hands-on with
players who needed assistance at various sporting events. Dietetic
and nutrition students wok the knowledge from the classroom to the
community, and sponsored events such as the baked potato and salad
lunch to raise funds for their trip lO the national convention. ~lath and
computer science students participated in math camp.
Professors helped students \\ith mock inteniews to practice getting
in to professional schools. There is a very high rate of graduates
going on to further their education. According lO Kristen Glover.
a sophomore chemistry major from tulloaart. this is because of the
dedication of faculty members. ~Teachers are ,·ery dedicated and
enjoy teaching so it's very easy lO build relationships, especially since
you have them several times," said Glover.
"They do an excellent job subjecting students to a variety of
experiences and teaching styles," said ~1au Dee!, sophomore chemistry
major from Weatherford, Texas. -In biology, students are able to
explore the anatomy of a number of organisms. There has even been
talk of a gross anatomy lab. In chemistry. students can do anything
from nicotine analysis of tobacco to the synthesis of nylon."
The natural sciences created quite a stir on campus with students
excelling on national levels, preparing for professional schools,
dissecting various organisms, and putting to practice what they learned.
Most importantly students built strong relationships with faculty and
classmates. It took much dedication and hard work from all of those
involved in the natural sciences on campus, and multiple students
definitely made their mark on campus and on the world.

ver the years, the Sutton chool of ocial ciences has
contained a. diverse group of students who have diverse
interests. Whether they chose to major in political science,
psychology, sociology or history, the students relied on a
group of professors to make their experience enjoyable.
Lauren Ainsworth, a senior psychology major from
Rowlett, Texas, knew her experiences here would help her
immensely in her career goals. "As an Ouachita alumna.,
I know I will enter the workforce not just skilled in my
specific field, but I will enter as a. wholly educated person
as well," said Ainsworth.
Ainsworth believed the relationships she formed with
her professors gave her a. great advantage as well. "The
wide variety of professors we interact with and the courses
we take will g reatly enhance our educational background,"
said Ainsworth.
Dr. Hal Bass, the dean of the Sutton School of Social
Sciences, echoed Ainsworth. "Our professors' scholarly
expertise, and their commitment to undergraduate teaching,
enables them to effectively transmit to students the bodies
of knowledge that characterize their disciplines," said Bass.
The sociology department allowed students many
opportunities. Dr. Richard Mills, chair of the department,
said sociology was an essential part of the liberal arts
process. "Studying sociology not only prepares students to
make a living; it assist them in the art of living," said Mills.
Ylills and the department encouraged students to gain
as much outside experience as possible. These experiences
usually carne in the form of internship programs. "Internship
programs and other off campus courses of study all serve
as a valuable tool for providing real-world experience for
majors," said Y1.ills.
The political science department allowed students the
opportunity to learn about the workings of government
and law. Here, students gained much needed experience

in different forms in order for them to excel in the political
world.
Dr. Doug Reed, chair of the department, believed the
department prepared their students well for their academic
and career pursuits. "We engulf our students in many
areas necessary to succeed in graduate school," said Reed.
"Writing and critical thinking skills in classroom assignments
are emphasized. These come in the form of papers, projects,
book reviews and article critiques."
Reed also supervised the Washington Seminar in
January and co-taught the Honors Seminar in the fall. "The
seminar for this term discussed the various aspects of the
2008 election," said Reed. "We looked at the strategies and
tactics utilized by the campaigns."
Several other areas were also examined. "We also looked
at the ways candidates tried to influence the news media.,
the news media's efforts to overcome the campaign, and
why the election turned out the way it did," said Reed.
Reed also believed internships were a great way for
students to gain valuable work experience. "I think
internships help students see the relevance of their academic
studies," said Reed.
Several students had the chance to participate in
internships. icole Stuart, a senior political science major
from Prescott, served as an intern in Washington, D.C.
for Congressman Mike Ross. Stuart described it as an
"experience of a lifetim e."
Stuart served the Capitol in several ways during her
internship. "I was able to correspond with constituents,
go to legislative hearings and write talking points for
Congressman Ross," said Stuart
Overall the Sutton School of Social Sciences strived
to make sure their students left with the ability to make a
difference in society.

"As an Ouachita alumna, I know I will enter the
workforce not just skilled in my specific field, but I
will enter as a wholly educated person as well."
- Lauren Ainsworth
Senior
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Bettis follows the instructions given
to him as part of an experiment. The sociology
department allowed students the opportunity
to learn from the textbook as well as from
hands-on experiments.
photo by: Danny Brown

Andrew Ford provides constituent services
for Senator Lincoln's office during his summer
internship.
Many social science students
took advantage of internships to further their
educational experience.
photo courtesy: Andrew Ford
En joying the cnsp autumn breeze. Dr. Kevin
Mot! lectures to h1s class at the flag plaza. A
change in env1ronment could be beneficial for
both students and professors.
photo by: Danny Brown
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Stanley overlooks the African village Audreyanna Harrell and Sarah Hurst Lacey Lewis strokes X-Ray the chet
of Muyenga. Through the Hands-on program entertain the pigeons in St. Mark's Square. a cheetah reservation on the Spier
Stanley was able to live and minister to the During the European Study Tour students in South Africa. Study abroad par
people of Muyenga for a semester.
encountered unique cultural experience
traveled to various sites in Western Europe.
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As the new semester began it was unpacking, registering, and
readjusting to cafeteria food for most students. A select few, however,
spent this time living out of a suitcase, exploring an unfamiliar area
and tasting new cuisine. These privileged few were the students who
qualified to study abroad and undertook the rigorous preparations for
the adventures that international study could offer.
The Daniel and Betty J o Grant Center for International Education
housed 15 different study abroad programs, and included destinations
like Morrocco, Spain, China, South Africa, Costa Rica, Scotland, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, J ordan, France, J apan, Australia, England, Austria
and a trio of destinations within the European Study Tour. The option
to study at Universitas Pelita Harapan in Jakarta, Indonesia was added
this past year, with Gray Prichard being the first student to study there
in the fall. In addition, three exchange students from the Universitas
Pelita Harapan in turn studied as Tigers for one semester.
"I would respectfully submit that there are important things to learn
about our interconnected world that cannot be learned from within
your own culture. To travel is to be given new eyes and new ears and
to open yourself to ideas and experiences that come to those who
seek such insight. I have listened to hundreds of Ouachita students tell
me about the life transformation that takes place during their study
abroad experience," said Ian Cosh, director of the Grant Center for
International Education.
Molly Magee, a junior mass communications and Spanish double
major from Conway, studied for the summer at the University of Costa
Rica in San J ose. Magee made new friends from all over the world
while studying in Costa Rica.
Recalling their typical daily schedule and the friends they made,
Magee said, "We took trips to beaches and explored all different kinds
of food and cities around the country. The people I met on the trip
were so much fun and we had the craziest adventures together whether
it was in downtown San Jose or on hammocks next to the Caribbean-we just loved laughing and learning together. Every morning we
would meet up at school and then go out to eat at a little soda (diner)
for a cheap plate-of-the-day and then we would either go back to
school and do homework, go into town and get bus tickets, go to the
market or go get world famous Costa Rican coffee! I learned so many
important things outside of my classroom ... I also feel like I stepped
out of my comfort zone. Exploring a foreign country was definitely an
experience that made me grow up."
"My entire life has been metaphorically and literally one long
journey, which is why I love to help our students gain the life changing
perspective that travel and study offers. On a personal note, the last of
my five daughters will graduate from Ouachita in May. All five of my
daughters studied abroad as students here and that makes me proud
because I believed enough in this experience to make sure that my
own children participated in them," said Cosh.

inals were completed, pomp and circumstance was played,
tassels were moved and cliplomas were received. After
many semesters of working hard to attain their degrees,
students were then faced •~ith decisions of what to do
next. There were se\·eral options available including
entering the workforce, continuing in higher education and
getting involved in a ministry to spread the Gospel. The
J ourneyman program, in which participants serve two to
three year terms overseas on the mission field, was one
opportunity available to graduates.
J oe Hall, Campus Ministries missions coordinator,
served as aJourneyman to the Pacific Rim for three years.
Hall said, "I consider the Journeyman program one of the
best possible options for followers of Christ j ust finishing
college." Hall said, "Futw·e leaders of the church will
greatly benefit from two-three years seeing the international
community firsthand as aJourneyman and having to find
creative ways to reach the nations with the Gospel will
greatly prepare them for their Lives as a Christian whether
they go into career missions, church staff here in the states
or work at a bank."
Several students decided to take advantage of this
opportunity. Hall said, "There are five Ouachita seniors
who are currently in the process and plan on going overseas
as a j ourneyman, and I would say anywhere from 20 to 25
current Ouachita students who are seriously considering
the J ourneyman program after college."
Audra Hinson, senior mass communications and
panish double major from Little Rock, heard about the
Journeyman program the summer after her freshman year
of college. Hinson said, "I want to do j ourneyman because
God called me to do it. It is something I have been excited
aboUl for awhile, but there are still a lot of things I am
unsure abouL ~
Derrick tewart, a senior Christian Stuclies major from
i\lansfield, Texas, said. "I am going because I feel God
has called me to see what the body of Christ is doing in
missions overseas (and) to possibly catch a vision of that

which would play out in my future-potentially in career
missions, pastoral work, or whatever I do just being
conscious of the world around me. I know that going will
make me a better person no matter what I do because my
worldview will be not just something that I hear in statistics
and see in slide shows, but be something I have seen and
experienced firsthand."
The Journeyman program is fully funded by the
International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention. Stewart said, "Since I am a member of a
Southern Baptist church I fit that requirement along with
others such as being single, a college graduate and filling
out an extensive application."
Currently there are 462 J ourneymen overseas. Hinson
said, "I plan on going to South America, but I do not know
exactly where yet. I would love to go back to Peru and work
with some of the same people that I have worked with in
the past, but I am trying to be open to other places in South
America." Stewart said, "I personally am looking to go to
a place where people have never heard the name ofJesus
and hope to bless them both with physical needs, but more
importantly share the need of the Gospel to them."
Stewart added, "I know it will be a very challenging
time of life in ways I am sure I don't even know of yet,
but based upon what I have heard from friends that have
gone and what I know of from my short term experiences
already it should be the most rewarding thing thus far in
my Life."
The one-of-a-kind experience of being a J ourneyman
benefits the participants in a personal way and provides a
vehicle for the Gospel to be spread around the world from
culture to culture. Stewart said, "We carmot just focus on
what is right around us, but must see the bigger picture of
how God's called all people, all tribes, all nations, and all
the world to know and submit to His Son Jesus. I believe
that God does not need me to do His work wherever I go,
but has blessed me with the opportunity to be able to go
and give myself up as a tool to see God work."

" I consider the Journeyman program one of the
best possible options for followers of Christ just
finishing college."
-Joe Hall
Campus Ministries Missions Coordinator
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Cole works on fillmg out his application
for the Journeyman program . The process for
applying for the Journeyman program was long
and involved.

photo by: Danny Brown

During the fall missions fair, Joe Hall talks
with Alan Greenwood about the Journeyman
program. The Journeyman program provided
just one opt1on for students after graduation.
photo by· Audra Hmson
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Guiomard presents her poster "Soc1al
Pressure and Lymg to Fa•th W1lhams and Greta
James. Scholars' Day gave psychology students
the opportunity to present the1r research
photo by: Danny Brown

Andrew

Ford discusses "Health Care Reform
and Policy Solut1ons" 111 h1s presentation.
Cultural Studies was just one area of research
that was shared with audiences.
photo by: Danny Brown

Hannah Chapman exhibits her
stage during the fine arts perfO'
Scholars had the opportunity to shme
with inst rumental, vocal, or theatrica.
photo by: Danny Brown

by: Katie Simmons Loney
April 22 marked more than Earth Day on campus; it was also the
day that Scholars' Day was held. "Scholars' Day is Ouachita's campuswide showcase of undergraduate research. The annual afternoon
enables students to experience the discoveries, performances, and
experiments of their peers," said Dr. Amy Sonheim, director of the
Carl Goodson H onors Program.
Presentations included a mock trial on the trial of Raskolnikov
from "Crime and Punishment," senior thesis presentations, a juried art
show, and poster and performance presentations. A new element of
Scholars' Day was the live Web cast of the senior thesis presentations.
T he posters also were presented in Evans Banquet Hall rather than
Hammons gallery as had been done in the past.
"Scholars' Day testifies to the tenacious curiosity of Ouachita's
students," said Sonheim. Participants in Scholars' Day had many
positive things to say about the experience.
Twelve thesis presentations were presented in the Young
Auditorium of Hickingbothom Hall. "I enjoyed presenting my thesis
for Scholars' Day because I was finally able to share what I had been
researching for so long. It was a rewarding feeling to know that I had
finally reached the end of a long process... and had been successful,"
said Kristin Cordell, senior piano performance and Spanish double
major from Fort Smith.
After spending cow1tless hours researching and preparing, senior
honors students were able to share their experience. "I was a little
nervous about presenting the research from my thesis, but it was
actually really fun. I enjoyed explaining my research and how I carne
up with my research topic. I especially liked answering questions
at the end, because people had some really good questions and it
showed me that people were really interested in my topic, ~said Molly
Throgmorton, senior English major fromjonesboro.
The mock trial was also presented by dedicated seniors. "Our
Senior Literature Seminar class did mock trial to determine whether
Crime and Pw1ishmem's Raskolnikov received a fair sentence or not.
It was a neat way to research the novel instead of writing a paper about
it," said JuileAnne Bowen, senior English major from Benton. This
reenactment was complete with a local attorney playing the judge and
senior Will Darr in costume as Raskolnikov. "I think we all learned a
lot and it was more fun than writing a research paper," said Bowen.
Scholars' Day allowed studems to shine and present their research
in fun and creative ways. "A wave of thankfulness washes over me for
students who dare to follow big dreams and share those dreams with
the rest of us," said Sonheim.

Organizations were present at Ouachita when it

BEGAN. Although some have changed and disappeared
over the years, many have LASTED. Other have changed
names and still others were started more recently.

Clubs proved to be a vital part to the university life as

CAB and OSF sponsored events for the entire campus to
enjoy whether it was the friendly TRAKS competition, the
free movie night or a crazy Christmas sweater contest.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB and ROMS gave students
a place to fit in and an outlet for finding others with
common inlerest

SOCIAL CLUBS used TWIRP, Induction

Week, Battle of the Ravine and Tiger Tunes to pass down
long honored

From the

TRADITIONS within clubs.

CLUBS that passed

down traditions to the

clubs that helped keep campus life as lively as it was years

YESTERDAY'S
students cared about who Ouachita would be TODAY.

ago, organizations were still active because

EXPERIENCING
EXCITEMENT
WHILE
FINDING A
PLACE
TO BELONG
BY: SHEA HIGGERSON

Rush week for many was one of the
most exciting weeks of the spring semester.
Approximately 100 women and 45 men
participated in rush events. Men's rush began
Sunday, January 18, and lasted through
Wednesday, January 21. Women's rush began
Wednesday, January 21, and lasted through
Friday, January 23. Rush week gave the
rushees the opportunity lO experience all of
the excitement of being part of a social club.
Social clubs hosted parties during rush
week, which allowed them to entertain rushees,
answer important questions about social clubs,
and get to know the rushees better. "I really
enjoyed hanging out with the clubs and getting
to know the personalities of each," said Austin

King, a freshman political science major fron::
Arkadelphia. "It was also a really good way l
meet upper-classmen."
Rush was a fun-filled week, even fa:
those students who did not want to pledge
Most importantly, rush week allowed non-cluz
members to decide if pledging was right £
them, and if so, which club was the best fit. ~.
loved getting to talk with girls and getting l
pray with them that God would lead them t.v
the club where they could make the bigge!
impact," said Brittney Selvidge, president c
Panhellenic. "I really feel like God is in char.:of everything, even small things like rush."
All of the parties and events th...
happened during rush would not have beer

e without Panhellenic and the lntra-

.:nal Council. Panhellenic was in charge
:.=nning women's rush and the IFC was
..:.2l'ge of planning men's rush. "Rush is a
g time, so it was really important for
be a resource to rushees," Selvidge said.
were able to go to Panhellenic or IFC
..ny problems or questions, or if they just
:::.ed someone to pray with them. Rushees
.he option not to pledge, but rush was a
::!erful experience no matter what decision
::1ade.
· Rush was very neat, and exciting, and
e-m-a-lifetime experience," said Emily
.n, a freshman accounting major from
:::ng. "Going into the week I was getting a

little nervous, because I didn't know what to
expect. The first night all of my girl friends
met in my room to walk to our meeting
together. I had a total blast that night. I don't
think a smile ever left my face. Everyone was
excited to see us walk in to each party, each
being completely unique in their own way. I
knew after all the parties were over the first
night that a social club was definitely for me,
and I found exactly where I fit in best."
Rush can be somewhat stressful for
those students who choose to participate.
All the social clubs have their own unique
characteristics and strengths. The members of
the social clubs tried to be inviting throughout
the week and made sure that all rushees had

a wonderful experience. O ne of the important
issues was keeping rushees comfortable in
siruations where they were learning multiple
new names and faces.
At the end of the week, decisions had w
be made. Some srudents chose to join social
clubs and some students chose to remain
independent or wait another year to pledge.
O verall, Pannhellinic and IFC provided
opportunities for rushees to make decisions in
a non-threatening and friendly environment
and gave social clubs opportunities to promote
their club . "Even though rush is crazy for club
members and rushees, it was a great success
as every club got wonderful new members,"
Selvidge said.
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LEARNING ABOUT TRADITION
AND DEVOTION BY: MEGAN LI NDSEY
The spring semester brought excitement, reunions with friends, and a new start to
schoolwork and classes. But there was something else that seemed to hang in the air.
Suddenly students saw groups of their classmates walking around in the same colorcoordinated outfits. Guys were wearing ties and slacks instead of jeans and t-shirts.
Girls were carrying the same handmade folder along with bags full of mysterious
items. Then they realized it. Rush was over. It was pledge week.
An entire week was set aside to pass down traditions and club secrets while helping
the new members grow together and form friendships. Pledges were seen eating meals
together as well as walking to class and to their dorms. "Everything during pledge
week should be created to bring the pledge class close together, because they are the
future of the club," said Bryant Renfro, a junior business major and Rho Sigma pledge
master from Van Buren.
One of the challenges of the week was keeping homework and studying at the
top of the priority Ust. Study hall was held in different classrooms on campus to give
the pledges uninterrupted time to catch up on homework while still being with their
pledge brothers and sisters. "As one of the pledge mistresses of Chi Delta, we acted
as a support system for the pledge class," said junior Andrea Newton, a biology major
from Hamptom. "We had meetings with the girls to see how they were getting along
with their work and held two hour study halls with them every day."
Pledges made banners representing their club that were displayed on campus.
They attended Tiger basketball games, Refuge, and Noonday together. With all
of their spare time spent together, pledge week was successful in bringing the new
members of social clubs closer. "The girls in the pledge class formed a special bond
where they learned to work together and to love one another," said senior Tiffany
Murphree, a political science major and EEE pledge mistress from Bryant.
While many pledges stepped into pledge week full of nerves, they stepped out
of it with confidence, friends, and a true sense of accomplishment. "You have to go
through adversity to discover what being and having a brother is all about," said
freshman Kappa Chi pledge Daniel Smith, a Christian studies major from Lonoke.
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GROWING THROUGH SERVICE
AND COMMITMENT BY: ERIN FAU LKNER
Having been a part of Ouachita since 1925, the women of EEE and its members
served the community and strove to represent the university in a positive way. "I love
the EEEs the most because it is a place of unique community. We have 101 girls from
different backgrounds, with various majors and interests that comprise an organization
that is both fun and service oriented," said Hayden Tucker, president of the social
club. "I have had the opportunity to meet so many wonderful girls that I might not
have known otherwise," said Tucker.
Throughout the year, the wom en of EEE participated in school-sponsored events
to show spirit, and in off campus activities to help out charitable causes. During
Hom ecoming week, the EEEs held a H omecoming tea for the current members as well
as EEE alumni. "H om ecoming was an excellent opportunity to meet the EEE alumni
and hear them share fun memories and traditions," said Meg Gosser, a sophomore
from Coppell, Texas.
Winning third place in Tiger Tunes, the EEEs entertained their audience with their
take on the d ay in the life of a carhop. "Being one of the Tiger Tunes directors, I really
enjoyed the fact that I gained a lot of respect from my sisters, and also became closer
to the girls in the club," said Amy Wentz, a junior from White Hall. "Putting together
all of the music was really fun for b oth me and Katie Strickland," said Wentz.
The EEEs served the community by participating in Tiger Serve Day, R elay for
Life and other smaller service activities. The women raised over $500 for Relay for
Life in the spring semester through a competition within th e club and a car wash.
After coming back from Christmas break, the EEEs selected 28 new pledge
members. "Being a pledge has been a great experience. I have loved getting to spend
time with not only 27 pledge sisters but with the club as a whole. It has really gotten
me more involved at OBU. The EEEs try their b est to support every group and sports
team on campus. Pledging gave me the opportunity to find friends that I will have for
the rest of my life," said Pledge Class President Brooke Basinger.
The women of EEE remained a sisterhood of different backgrounds and broad
minded personalities. As always, the wom en of EEE continued to be a club that lived
up to their m otto, "It just keeps getting better."
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ENRICHING HISTORY DAY BY

DAY

BY:CASSIE HARRELL

"To be a Red hirt, to me, is to be different from everyone else on campus," said
Cliff Hobbs, a sophomore sociology major from Keller, Texas. The men of Rho igma,
commonly known as the Red hirts, stood out in many aspects of campus life.
In late October, the club came together to perform for Tiger Tunes. T he men of
Rho Sigma donned their best firefighter costume and took to the stage ofJPAC.
"It was really stressful. I was one of the co-directors and being part of a group with
little to no musical ability made for an interesting time during practice," said Hobbs.
"In the end, it was definitely worth il"
Early ovember brought on the anticipated football game between Ouachita and
Henderson. "One of the main traditions of Rho Sigma during the fall semester is the
Battle of the Ravine festival. [The week'sJ activities end with an all night bell ring,
which continues until kickoff against the Reddies," said Clay Fitzhugh, a sophomore
biology major from tamps.
Sports were a huge deal for the Red hirts, but their academics were not forgotten.
"Most people stereotype us as a g roup of athletes. A large portion of our membership
is composed of athletes, but we also have members who are scholars. While some are
on the field in jerseys, others play on the academic field," said Fitzhugh.
In the spring, the club captured its first intramural championship title in 15 years.
The Red Shorts became the men's lower division basketball champions.
Also during the spring semester, the club gained seven new pledges. "Their loyalty to each other, lack of vanity, and the diverse yet bonded character of the club
where probably some of my favorite aspects," said K. C. Knobloch, a junior business
major from Monticello, when asked about his reason for joining Rho Sigma.
The club took pride in community service. One project the men did was painting
foursquare courts on the concrete of local elementary schools for the kids.
"Red hirts are always looking for ways tO improve themselves, the club, and the
university they represent." said Fitzhugh. ~Rho Sigma has a rich history, and that history is something that has been a mainstay at Ouachita for 74 years. That same history
continues to this day, and it will continue for years to come."

SHOWING OTHERS HOW TO
HAVE A GOOD TIME BY: MEG GOSSER
It was never hard to spot the men of Beta Beta. From Tiger Tunes to the intramural
fields, the Betas knew how to have a good time.
Cody Walker, a senior from Mountain Home and president of the Betas, said,
"Our club strives to be seen and enjoys nothing more than hanging out and having a
good time, whether it be playing club football games, hosting mind blowing serenades
while mesmerizing Ouachita women with our dazzling vocal skills, or simply heckling
opposing baseball teams to the point of their own destruction."
David Jacks, social chair for the Betas and a sophomore from Monticello, took
on the responsibility of planning mixers with other clubs. "Our mixer with the Chi
Deltas was really fun," Jacks said. " We played flamingo football. That is full contact
football except the guys have both of their legs taped together. "
ot only did the Beta Betas get involved on campus but they also reached out to
the community. "We always have a group for Tiger Serve Day," Jacks said. "We try to
do at least one or two community service projects every year. This last year we went
to Goza and painted their hallways, picked up the trash around the school, and we
painted an elderly woman's house."
Homecoming was a great way to continue tradition and keep the alumni involved.
The men hosted an alumni drop-in for all past and present Beta members.
During Tiger Tunes, the Betas carried out tradition by giving the crowd an
unforgettable performance. "Taking on the daunting duty of saving innocent lives
each day as a dedicated lifeguard in Tiger Tunes," was Walker's favorite memory.
A big accomplishment for the Betas was winning the Most Congenial Award
for their outstanding character during Tunes. "The Betas work very hard on being
respectful to OSF and their rules regarding Tunes and Tunes practices," said Timothy
Rountree, a senior from Mesquite, Texas. "We probably worked harder on not getting
in trouble than we did on the show."
This group of 42 members and nine pledges might not have been the biggest
group on campus, but they, as Jacks said, "are a classy group of guys."

Gene Whisenhunt, Jim Wright, and Jim Byrum preformed with
the Beta men in the 1981 winning show, "Udder Nonsense."

DEVELOPING
RELATIONSHIPS
WITHIN A
SISTERHOOD

BY: MEGAN LINDSEY

Friendship has always been a word that the
women of Chi Delta have connected with and
grown in. Since the social club was formed on
a cold December day in 1970, the members
have strived to keep the friendships that have
defined the club. "Chi Delta is a place for girls
to stand out and be accepted. We are a loving
group of Christian girls that pass no judgment," junior biology major Andrea Newton
said. "We stand out because we take part in
everything that our campus has to offer, which
is impressive because of our small number.
This club has become a home for many girls
and we are a close-knit family."
Throughout the year, Chi Delta participated in intramurals and showed support at

Chi Deltas celebrate the 30th Anniversary of Tiger Tunes as Paparazzi.
participate in the first Tiger Tunes show 30 years ago.
photo by: Danny Brown

Sentor Lyndsay Romano and sophomore Jennifer Neely look at a song list for
karaoke ntght dunng the Battle of the Ravine. The Women of Chi Delta. along
wtth ROMS. sponsored the event
photo by Laura Cox

the Battle of the Ravine and other camp'hosted events. They hosted their annual B
to School Bash that was open to the enu:campus and also hosted the Harvest MO'
event for TWIRP. Along with mixers he
with the male social clubs, Chi Delta ~:1m
a party called Owl-0-Ween in honor of th
club's mascot, the owl, and a Winter FormThe women of Chi Delta dedicated their W.:.
to helping the abused women and chilcJ.rl,of the Courage House of Arkadelphia, ~
of the Arkansas Coalition Against Domes-Violence (ACADV). With funds raised by·
public, the club donated two large launci:baskets full of supplies for the needy people
the Courage House.

with most of the social clubs, the
of Chi Delta participated in Tiger
>ith the theme of paparazzi and placed
21 their performance. The story of the
as about paparazzi following Brittney
played by senior Bethany Loveless.
Genevieve Horton directed the show,
_ 1th seniors Lyndsay Romano and Marci
On April 21, the Chi Delta hosted their
Daisy Ball at Dino's Diner located on
~et in downtown Arkadelphia. The
c:-aveled to Fort Worth, Texas, for their
and went to Six Flags, the zoo and
a group dinner together. During the
_ semester, Chi Delta canoed the Caddo
D'T

o' Chi Delta sing at !herr second nrght of rush
nrght photo by.· Danny Brown
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Chi Delta welcomed 16 new pledges into
the club, a number that nearly doubled their
club in size. "Since Chi Delta is a smaller club,
we all know each member very well," said
sophomore pledge Melissa Collier, a Christian studies major from Longview, Texas. "We
are a close-knit group, and though we all fit
into Chi Delta, we all have different strengths,
weaknesses, views, and interests, which makes
our club whole. Each member contributes
to the diversity of our club." Chi Delta's last
meeting of the year was followed by a picnic
hosted by the new pledge class for those who
would be graduating in the spring. Hamburgers and hot dogs were provided along with a
slideshow highlighting the seniors' memories.

The seniors were also given gifts by their Chi
Delta families, and shared advice and stories
\\ith the remaining members they were leaving behind.
The women of Chi DelLa proved that the
relationships that were developed within the
club were the most important and special part
of sharing the sisterhood. ~ 1 didn't have a very
big pledge class to start with, and then after
all but two of my other pledge sisters moved
away, I was left with a pledge class of three,"
ewton said. "Doesn't that sound miserable?
Well, it wasn't for me. I actually wouldn't have
had it any other way. I have been able to create
undeniable bonds with the two girls that have
helped me truly define the word sister."

SMALL, BUT UNIFIED, STRONG
SISTERHOOD BY: AUDRA HINSON
As the university began redevelopment through a building project the women of
Pi Kappa Zeta began a rebuilding process as well. With three members and a hand
full of beaus, the women began the fall semester looking to be as active as ever and
to find new members to join them in their journey.
In the fall the women hosted the Faculty ight of Horrors. The event, which took
place on Halloween, was a time where students and faculty were able to sit down and
share their scary poetry, stories and even a musical performance. Although it was the
frrst year for the event, it was successful and the women set their hopes on making it
a new Zeta tradition.
ormally the women hosted Pi Kappa Zeta Play Date as a TWIRP week evet, but
due to scheduling conflicts the night was rescheduled to later in the semester. The
game night involved board games, card games and a Connect Four tournament.
At Christmas time the ladies got into the spirit of the holidays with the rest of
campus as they participated in the CAB window painting contest in Evans Student
Center. The women painted a Teenage Mutant inja Turtle-inspired screen.
In the spring the women gained one pledge, junior Mitsuko Humble, after Rush
week events. Also in the spring the women held the Tiger Zeta Bake Sale. The fundraiser was their most successful event.
Throughout the year the women went on several trips to Little Rock and H ot
Springs. The women enjoyed spending time together playing karaoke, playing games
and watching movies. One special evet was Dazzlin' Date a Zeta Night. On that night
the women took a trip to Purple Cow in Little Rock and then went to the Chenal 9
for a movie with their date of choice.
Because of the size of their club the Zetas were able to spend much of their time
with their beaus. The women, along ,'lfith their beaus and a few others, volunteered
for Tiger Serve Day together.

Pi Kappa Zeta members from 2003 participated in the
Christmas window pamtmg contest as well.

AIMING FOR
EXCELLENCE
ON STAGE
AND IN
COMMUNITY

BY: MEGAN LINDSEY

"I think this particular group of guys is
exceptional," said junior Megan Antley, a
Kappa Chi little sister and biology major from
Fulton. "Each unique in their personalities,
they shine on campus in their own way."
Throughout the years, the men of Kappa
Chi have remained true to this description by
continuing to exhibit their unified brotherhood
on and off campus.
With the addition of a new pledge class,
the club brought in even more diversity. "I
feel that the club was extremely involved
on campus," said Kappa President J on Neal,
a senior mass communications major from
Laveen, Ariz. "We had members involved in
everything from OSF to choir to athletics. T hat

showed our dedication to Ouachita."
During the fall semester, Kappa Chi t..
their outing to Dallas, Texas, on H allO\
weekend where they had a Halloween-thee:
dance and a full day at Six Flags.
The spring outing was spent travelin~
Harrison, Ark., and making memories flo
the Buffalo River.
The club hosted its annual KappaChin
both the fall and spring semesters. KappaCh:...;
allowed students to share their creative
and talents with their peers in a relaxed C(l'
house atmosphere.
In the spring semester, the club pul
Kappa Chi Late ight, which was Karr
very own rendition of popular late
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Late night was organized by the
class and hosted by junior Greg

:tt.

:ng a part of Kappa Chi is not only
d a great way to meet people, but it
.he perfect way to get involved and
active in campus life," said freshman
.King, a Kappa Chi pledge and political
major from Arkadelphia.
n with their traditional club even ts, the
t::Ude it to almost every championship in
, participated in Tiger Serve Day,
7raks, club mixers with the women's
.:!ubs, and a beloved event of every
~b - Tiger Tunes.
me third consecutive year, the men of

Kappa Chi captured the title of first place at
the 30th anniversary of T iger Tunes.
The men took to the stage of ]PAC each
night singing tunes about the rigorous life of
coal miners. The men stole the show with what
they called the "Kappa light show," a display
of the ligh ts on their hard harts synchronized
to the beats of the music .
"I was really excited and more proud than
ever to be a part of Kappa," said junior Phillip
Bridges, a business major from Clarksville and
assistant director of the Kappa's Tunes show.
"It was great to see everyone's hard work pay
off."
Kappa Chi continued to truly and literally
speak for themselves. "We aimed for excellence

in everything we did as a brotherhood, and we
did this through the support of every member
of K appa," said junior Greg Schwartz, a
theatre major from Texarkana, Texas. "We
were a club unique in campus involvemen t,
student entertainment, and the b ettering
of each individual member who was a part
of the club." Acting as a symbol of unity,
brotherhood and friendship, Kappa Chi made
a unique and talented impression.
"If I ever saw a Kappa, I got the warmest
smiles and greetings, and I never felt like they
though t of it as something they had to do,"
said Antley. "I couldn't have been happier
to wear the letters of any other men's social
club."

THE LADIES IN PINK AND GREEN
FOCUS ON SERVICE BY:SHEA HIGGERSON
"Pink goes great with green," according to Galinda from the musical "Wicked."
Tri Chi proved this statement true through various campus activities and service
projects. From Rush week and mixers to car washes and food drives, the ladies in pink
and green enjoyed another very exciting and fun-filled year.
Tri Chi sponsored TWIRP 80s night and sailed away on the U.S.S Tri Chi for
T iger Tunes. The club also participated in intramural sports. The ladies stayed busy
with a sisterhood retreat, a spring outing to Dallas, Texas, crush dances, and mixers.
The club focused on philanthropies, which included Tiger Serve Day and Relay
for Life, among other projects. A group also packed supplies for missionaries in the
region of the Pacific Rim, where a group of students would be in the summer. T ri Chi
Serve Day wrapped up the philanthropies through various service projects.
"In serving others, I truly feel like we learn more about ourselves," said Amber
Lee, a junior biology, Spanish, and athletic training major from Hopkinsville, Ky.
"Sometimes putting others before ourselves changes us more than we anticipated in
the beginning. These service projects allow us to work together toward a common
goal of reaching and serving God's people. We can only expect to grow closer as a
sisterhood and a family of God."
Rush and pledge weeks were exciting for Tri Chi. The members spent time
praying over rushees and entertaining them with themed rush parties. On bid day,
Tri Chi welcomed 24 pledges. "It is exciting to know that these girls are the future
of Tri Chi and that this is a club that will hold on to the basic principles for which it
was founded, while continually changing to serve each other and OBU," said Tri Chi
President Kenley Singleton, a senior chemistry major from Paragould.
"I pledged Tri Chi because during the rush parties that was the most love I've
ever felt from a group of girls," said Tiffani Hall, a freshman history major from The
Colony, Texas.
The women of Tri Chi strived to not only be sisters in Tri Chi, but sisters in
Christ.

HAVING A ROOT BEER AND A
BLAST TOGETHER BY:CASSIE HARRELL
The men of Eta Alpha Omega stood out on campus by trying to honor Christ
in everything they did as a club and as individuals. "Our letters stand for Honor
the Alpha and Omega and we strive to do that with all of our actions," said Ryan
Gorman, a sophomore kinesiology and leisure studies major from Plano, Texas.
The Etas were able to involve themselves on campus by hosting special events,
such as their very own "Who's Line" show. The show was an improv show for students
to enjoy. Another way in which the men were involved was through the serenades they
held at the girls' dorms. During these serenades, the men would sing the anticipated
"Ylen in Tights" song. And of course, they were dressed as the men in tights.
The club, along with the women of Chi Rho Phi, participated in Tiger T unes.
Together, the two clubs performed as toys from a toy box. They were everything from
Barbies to monkeys in a barrel.
The event the Etas were most famous for was their annual "Muggin' at the Gazebo,"
which was held after the fmal Tiger Tunes show on Saturday night. "Muggin ' is just a
great time drinking root beer, hanging out after Tiger Tunes, and rocking out to some
great music," said Gorman. "It is a great place to come relax after a crazy week of
everything with Tunes and Homecoming."
The club participated in bonding experiences that allowed them to become closer.
"Throughout the course of the year we are involved in service opportunities, mixers,
outings, Tiger T unes, camping out, grilling out, and many other activities," said David
Armstrong, a junior kinesiology and leisure studies major from Uzbekistan.
The Etas welcomed six new pledges during the spring semester. "Our pledges
were guided through an intense Bible study diving deep into scripture, pulling out
what it means to live as a man of God," said Gorman. "Our activities during pledge
week are done with a purpose to emphasize the teachings."
All in all, the club was able to live up to Armstrong's description as "a diverse
group of brothers united by a common goal, a commitment to lifting up the name of
J esus as we engage life in the college setting, through serving in the name of Christ
and sharpening one another in our faith."

A TIME OF
REFOCUSING
ON PAST AND
PRESENT CLUB
GOALS

BY: CASSIE HARRELL

To sophomore Tyler King, a Christian
studies major from judsonia, being part of the
Chi Iota Sigma men's social club meant "fun
experiences, from Tiger Tunes to Tiger Serve
Day to every Monday (meeting day), any time
we get together it is so much fun!"
ln October, the men of Chi Iota Sigma
displayed for all of campus how much fun they
like to have when they participated in Tiger
Tunes. The men were British palace guards
for their show.
Perhaps the most exciting moment for the
club was receiving the People's Choice Award
for the best show on Saturday evening. The
men captured the audience's attention with
their sense of humor, costumes, and even

a break out dance performance by sen;.
Daniel Santoy, who showed off his skills
the Queen.
Also during the fall semester, the cl
went to Branson for an outing. This was
time for the members to relax and have f\:..;.
all while enjoying the time they were able
spend together as a club.
A general theme for the men of
Iota Sigma during the spring semester
"refocus."
After going through the traditional RL..
Week activities, the men of Chi Iota ig:::
were disappointed to find that they h..
received no new club members. This "fore
us to step back and take a hard look at whe--

-ere as a club," said Phillip Williamson, a
r Christian studies major from Batesville
_ club president. "Our letters stand for
'!:IJ>assion, Integrity, and Self-Discipline. We
- £O be known as the guys who love Christ
!ove good, clean fun."
The realization that the club needed to do
'!:"eat deal of refocusing caused the members
:>m together and think about what they
do to get the club back to its original
• se, which was to grow as Christ did in
m, in stature, in favor with God, and in
r \\;th man.
-our spiritual growth retreat in the spring
a major part of our efforts to refocus,"
Williamson. Also in the spring, the men

participated in Tiger Serve Day to spend
quality time bonding through serving others
in the community.
The men held a weekend Chiote Reunion
to meet with alumni face to face in March.
T he men looked though photo albums and
learned more about the history of their club.
The club made an effort to continue
helping the woman they served, their little
sisses, throughout the duration of the year. In
the spring they invited three ladies to join them
in becoming little sisses. They also took all of
their little sisses out one evening for dinner.
In return for their dedication to their little
sisses their little sisses thought highly of the
men. "The best thing about the Chiotes are

the great guys that they are. They practice
what they believe and show the true qualities
of brotherhood and sisterhood. They are
always there no matter what you need. They
are a truly amazing group of guys," said Becca
Watts, a sophomore mass communications
major from Smackover.
Throughout the year the men participated
in mixers with women's social clubs and held
serenades at the women's dorms.
Throughout their time of refocusing the
men stayed upbeat. King said, "We are the
smallest club on campus not very people
know us, but the Chiotes are a great group of
Christian guys that are enjoying what God has
blessed us with," said King.

DEVELOPING
PLANS FOR A
GROWING
ORGANIZATION

BY: SHEA HIGGERSON
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The women of Chi Rho Phi enjoyed a
very exciting year serving the Arkadelphia
community and the campus, as well as having
tons of fun in their first year doing Tiger Tunes.
The members had much to be thankful for
as they welcomed in their largest pledge class
ever. With new pledges and a genuine love for
Christ, the women of Chi Rho Phi saw exciting
changes, new opportunities and a very bright
future ahead.
The women of Chi Rho Phi enjoyed an
'80s mixer with the Etas and a game night with
the Kappas. They also participated in T iger
Serve Day, showing the love of Christ and a
love of serving others.
One of the most exciting activities for

Chi Rho Phi was participating in the 31
Anniversary of Tiger Tunes with the men
Eta Alpha Omega. Together, they brou~
back old memories of playing with Barbie, l
soldiers, and a Barrel of Monkeys.
Also exciting for Chi Rho Phi was th
jump from II members to 20 membeafter pledge week. "It's changed everyt.hi=._
from the way we do meetings to how mac
cars we have to bring on our outings,"
Sarah H orton, president of Chi Rho Phi. ·1
changed the way we interact with each oth
and the way we act as a single unit. Each n
personality has contributed to change in tl:..::
club. And that's a good thing."
Chi Rho Phi also held several fund-rais..:

g car washes, selling Krispy Kreme
..us and a Pizza Hut fund-raiser. The

pledges thought of a very creative fundT. which was very successful and brought
.ement to the members. They decided
il "'hugs and kisses" that were given
•atentine's Day to friends or significant
-Honestly, I feel like God is filling Chi Rho
1th passion through these pledges," said
Anne Shrader, Chi Rho Phi's chaplain.
s taught us all so much in this semester
and I feel like He's j ust getting started.
pumped to see what He has in store fo r
, •ming semesters. I know God's going to
..nue to move in us and I believe whole-

heartedly that He's got huge plans to use us
on campus and in the community."
The members and pledges of Chi Rho
Phi continuously served whole-heartec!Jy
and showed their passion for God, unity,
and of course, Chi Rho Phi. The club saw
several major changes and experienced great
excitement. They expect amazing things in
the future and welcome all these new changes
with open arms.
"I joined Chi Rho Phi because of the
opportunity to make lifelong friendships," said
Charlene Heirnsch, a sophomore business
administration major fro m Stuttgart. "I knew
that if I joined Chi Rho Phi, God would do
amazing things in my life, and that has proven

The women of Chi Rho Phi strived to
live by their motto, which was made famous
by Elisabeth Elliot. "The fact that I am a
woman does not make me a different kind of
Christian, but the fact that I am a Christian
does make me a different kind of woman."
Most importantly, they strived to become more
like Christ in everything that they did and to
become women that are "different" because of
the presence of Christ in their lives.
"Chi Rho Phi has faced several issues
this semester that challenged our unity and
our faith, and having to work through them
together has brought us so much closer to
each other and to the Lord," Horton said.

CHANGING

OTHERS

TO BETTER SERVE

BY:KORRIE BROWNING

"Dr. J oey Dodson shooting ping-pong balls out of his mouth at Fall Retreat would
definitely have to be my favorite memory this year," said Terese Cox.
These antics have become signature events at all Campus Ministries functions.
From the jokes at oonday to the Journeyman speakers at Refuge, students have
come to expect the unexpected. Director James Taylor and Assistant Director Terese
Cox dynamically changed the organization with their bold ideas and goals.
Matt Morrison, a senior Christian studies major from Plano, Texas, was the lead
speaker for Refuge. "I feel Like we've really integrated the message and worship this
year," Morrison said. For the first time, there was a prayer team that met before every
Refuge service to pray over the entire sanctuary.
There were many changes outside of Refuge. oonday grew under the leadership
ofJ eff Garner, a senior Christian studies major from Arlington, Texas. J ason Kirk, a
freshman physics major from Zimbabwe, also helped with the team. "There's a lot of
variety in Noonday now, it's not just about speakers. We mix it up so it will appeal
and reach everybody," Kirk said.
Other ministries grew with new faces as well. Backyard Bible Club, Big Brother
and Big Sister, Rough Draft, Christian Focus Week and Beach Reach all benefitted
from the expanded ministry opportunities.
The spring break team went to Panama City Beach, Fla. "It was really exciting
this year to see how God moved in the group when over half of them had never been
before," said Sam Bushey, a senior accounting and marketing from Stuttgart.
ew freshman family group leaders added to the growing ministries on campus.
There were 13 groups in all, many having first-time "parents." Hannah Hurn, a
sophomore Spanish and middle school education major from Little Rock, was one
of them. "I've seen cohesiveness among the groups with tons of new connections
forming. It really drew the families closer together," Hurn said.
The Campus Ministries office had always been a place of close friends and
refreshing attitude, but the new persona it took on was unrivaled. "I just wanted to get
to know students on campus and especially the ministry leaders," Cox said.

Freshman Candace Eudy walks w1lh
her hltle s1sler. About 80 students
pari1Cipalcd in the B1g Brother 81g
S1ster program through CM
photo by· Amy Lynn Wenl7

A PLACE
WHERE
UNITY CAN
BE FOUND
AMONGST
DIVERSITY
BY: ELISA MODESTO

With all the talk about the bubble, there
was one place on campus that provided a safe
haven for those trying to escape, International
Club. IC, as it was called, was represented by
many different countries and offered a place
to find unity in diversity.
On campus there were around 50
international students and 50 missionary kids
who represented a total of 50 cow1tries. With
all the diversity within the club, there were
many efforts to create unity and a familylike atmosphere. According to the president,
Willy Rasilim, a junior accounting and finance
major from jakarta, Indonesia, the goal of the
International Club was to "create a family for
all internationals and create a mediwn for

them to feel like home."
There were many outings and acnvm
that were planned to help bring unity. ()..
fall break, the club took a trip to Memph:.
Tenn. On the trip they got to see Elvis' hon::"
and they also visited the Civil War museu=
This gave the international students a chan
to see some American history where
happened and a chance to bond with e~
other. Other activities included trips to L t:_
Rock, a weekend camping trip and a clu.;.
bake sale.
The biggest event for Internation_
Club was the International Food Fest. T.:::
International Food Fest was a way for cl:.
Arkadelphia community to meet some of lb.

---.;;-..-...·anal students and to have a little taste
exr culture. Students started planning in
.. emester for the one night event in
. ·. There were over 80 volunteers who
lO make International Food Fest a huge
\\ith a higher turnout than ever before
.;;IOund 500 guests in attendance.
!\nother important part of IC was the
rt that came from the Daniel and Betty
Grant Center for International Education
-The IE Staff supports the OBU
tional students on a daily basis through
--,yjing professional support regarding all
rules set by the US Department of
land Security that surround their time
of visit to the US," said Tricia Wempe,

assistant director of International Education.
"In addition, through the IC the IE Staff is
there to be an advocate and supporter of
the international community as a whole
that is represented here at OBU." IE had an
integral part in the planning and execution of
International Food Fest. According to Wempe,
they have a large hand in the funding for the
event and they work with IC leaders for about
six months prior to the annual event.
This diversity on campus gave American
students the opportunity to be informed about
international affairs. "It has given me a chance
to get to know people, build relationships and
it got me involved in cultural affairs and a
chance to learn other languages," said Hanna

Rose, a freshman Spanish and psychology
double major from Houston, Texas.
The club meetings provided an educational
and caring environment. "IC is a place to come
together and build relationships with people
who are new to our country and culture," said
Rose. "It gives us a chance to minister and
have fun with them."
International Club was a place where
students could come and feel at home while
creating lifelong friendships. "I have made
friends with many people and learned not
only about American culture, but also other
cultures," said Elisee Habimama, a freshman
computer science major from Kigali, Rwanda.
"It is a community inside a community."

CREATING A BETTER CAMPUS
LIFE FOR STUDENTS BY:SHEA HIGGERSON
The Campus Activities Board made a significant effort to get students more
involved with campus life. Attending college in a small town made it very important
for CAB to hold several exciting activities to keep students satisfied and give them
something fun to do without spending a lot of money. CAB faced the challenge of
providing inexpensive entertainment while also attempting to host activities that would
interest all students on campus.
CAB created several new activities including coffeehouses, an indie skate party,
and a Spring Fling king and queen competition. The lndie Skate Party was a huge
success. "Only 20 percent of Ouachita's population is involved in social clubs so that
leaves 80 percent of our students with nothing to do during pledge week," said Lauren
Nelson, a junior biology major from Russellville. "We had a great turnout this year
with about 150 in attendance." CAB Coffeehouse featured OBU musicians and gave
students a relaxing environment to hang out with friends. The Spring Fling king and
queen competition required teams to compete against each other in laser tag, trike
races, speed pitching, word puzzles, and a pie eating contest. Other popular activities
were the Phil Wickham concert and the Leeland concert, as well as movie nights, with
"The Dark Knight" being the most popular movie shown.
CAB consisted of five teams, which included membership and recruitment, public
relations, special events, music and movies. Through this, CAB was able to focus on
expanding activities and gaining more student interest. "We wanted to find a way to
offer as many activities as possible and reach as many students as possible to make
their time here at OBU positive and enjoyable," said Madison O'Connor, a sophomore
political science and sociology double major from Boulder, Colo.
Members of CAB offered plenty of activities and were able to bring in new ones
to start new traditions. CAB was successful in doing what it was created to do. "As
Campus Activities Board, our one job is to plan activities for the whole campus and
that is a huge responsibility," Nelson said. "We focused on planning things that we
would enjoy, our friends would enjoy, and the person that lives at the other end of
the hall would enjoy."

CREATING A
HOME AWAY
FROM HOME FOR
MULTICULTURAL
STUDENTS

BY: AUDRA HINSON

"ROMS seeks to provide a home away
from home for its members. We attempt to
foster growth academically, socially, spiritually,
and relationally. We do this by meeting the
needs of our members and showing the love
of Christ in all that we do," said president
of ROMS, Kendra Pruitt, a junior business
administration major from Newport.
ROMS, or Reaching Out to Multicultural
Students, was one of the few clubs on
campus that was open to anyone no matter
classification, major, ethnicity, age or cultural
background. The club met every Tuesday
at 6 p.m. and spent a significant amount of
time planning events for themselves and the
community. On average the club had 20 active

members attending meetings and participatii:._
in events. Even more students simply attend
the events hosted by the club.
In the fall semester, the club collaborate
with the women of Chi Delta to host
Karaoke night during Battle of the Ravin.
On other nights throughout the year the cl:....
hosted open rnic nights, poetry reading even..
and mixers. The club also offered acaderre
tutoring, prayer support, spiritual guidan
and bonding activities for its members.
During both the fall and spring semester;
the club formed teams to participate in Ti..,
Serve Day, along with many other stud
groups. The day gave the club a chance
bond while serving the community. Nic

a senior mass communications major
Prescott, said, "ROMS is a service-based
for multicultural students on campus to
_ a niche or common ground or be able
relate to each other based on different
n,

~

"!"\\ice the club held "Reaching Out"
-als at two local churches. T he revivals
organized, planned and promoted by
club and each featured a different guest
r. Pruitt said, "It required much planning
promoting, but it was a total success."
revivals were open to residents of the
:;...delphia community, Henderson students
_ Ouachita students.
I"or Black History Month in February the

club sponsored a host of events. One evening
there was Black History J eopardy, another a
discussion panel. There were luncheons with
guest speakers who spoke on issues in the black
community. Everyday the club highlighted
a different African American inventor by
posting informalion in lhe cafeteria. The club
volunteered at Happyland Daycare in order to
get their name out into the public and to be
active in the community. At the day care the
group read books to the children. O ne of the
"Reaching Out" revivals was also part of the
month's events.
"I believe ROMS is significant to our
campus community because it allows students
who struggle finding their niche to get involved

and have a family. I am certain that several
students stay at Ouachita because of the friends
they've made and the experiences they've had
through ROMS," said Pruitt. Although it may
not have been the largest club on campus, the
club proved to be an important part of the
lives of its members.
T he club was able to meet their goals
through activities that allowed the club's
members grow closer together while sharing
lhe love of Christ with others. "Although
we are definitely a small part of the OBU
community, I believe we play a vital role not
only for minorities, but for anyone who seeks
an organization striving to make a difference,"
said Pruitt.

STUDENTS
RAISING
MONEY
TO BETTER
SERVE OTHER
STUDENTS
BY: RANCE COLLINS

The Ouachita Student Foundation (OSF)
continued to stay true to its motto "students
helping students" through its traditional
activities of T iger T unes and TigerTraks, and
also through an expanded organization that
ultimately assisted in reaching more students
than previously possible.
The revamped structure of the organization
included the additional positions of two copresidents, and two co-chairs each for three
new committees. Those committees covered
fund-raising, student recruitment, and history
and traditions and worked in conjunction with
the special events committee.
Paige Cate, director of special events for
0 F, felt positive about the changes. "After

0 F revamped we were definitely mor
effective than in years past," said Cate. "Th
new structure for OSF provided several outlC\.
of service for the four different committees."
The new structure led to many excitin.
opportunities for members to reach out an
get involved in the Ouachita community.
"We give campus tours to prospecti'
studen ts and Gold Tigers [alumni of 50 years
and we also attend college fairs," said Kolbo.
Harper, who served as the co-chair of th
fund-raising committee. "Our main goal is l
just be a great service to Ouachita."
Despite the changes, OSF kept its motto
its foundation. 0 F was established with th
idea of raising money for student scholarship:

Jically for juniors and seniors.
"essica Bruchan, the assistant director of
events, said, "The overall main goal is
:::se funds to help students be able to stay
"'uachita."
Approximately $68,000 was awarded to
nt students. Of that sum, $47,000 was
.ed through OSF's largest fund-raiser, which
t!le long-standing tradition of Tiger Tunes.
-;"iger Tunes turned 30 in the fall, and
- tOok advantage of the anniversary by
estrating a nostalgic "history" booth in the
~· at each performance. In addition, the
-raising committee helped put together a
::lt auction and a "People's Choice Award,"
~ helped up the stakes when it carne to

raising scholarships.
Other fund-raising activities throughout the
year included the end-of-the-year rummage
sale and the phonathon, where OSF members
called on alumni to ask for contributions to
scholarship funds.
OSF also awarded $5,000 to incoming
freshmen through the Tiger Network
Scholarships. Through this, OSF was able to
expand their reach to future students.
0 F also helped plan and put together
events like oin!e Chic, where the organization
collaborated directly with Becky Home to
put on a fashion show specifically aimed at
college-aged girls with college-sized incomes.
0 F also headed up the Christmas card drive

for prospective students and hosted the annual
donor and Gold Tiger banquets.
Bruchan sees 0 F as an organization for
expression. "It is my niche, a place where I
am accepted without any pressure and I get
to serve," Bruchan said. "I love to help and
inform students and keep people plugged into
Ouachita."
Haper felt OSF allowed her the opportunity
to be a "steward" of Ouachita. "I can do so
much to reach the needs of my peers," said
Harper.
"I have been given a unique chance to be
a leader in some of OBU's biggest events,"
said Cate. "I can't imagine my 'Ouachita
Experience' without OSF!"

DOING
MORE THAN
SERVING
EACH
OTHER

BY: AUDRA HINSON

"We become very close because we spend
so much time together through service and in
rehearsals as well as in social situations," said
Lauren Lewis, a music performance major
from McKinney, Texas. Lewis was a member
of two music fraternities, Kappa Kappa Psi
and Pi Kappa Lambda and experienced many
of the same things that other music fraternity
members did. Sigma Alpha Iota, Tau Beta
Sigma, and Theta Alpha Phi were some of the
other music clubs on campus.
Kappa Kappa Psi came together to serve
the university band and promote excellence
in music. The club provided water and
refreshments for all marching band rehearsals.
Also in the fall, the club hosted water balloon

fights, game nights and cookouts for the band.
Kappa Kappa Psi gave back to the communireach week as they volunteered to clean th
Arkadelphia High School stadium after game
and competitions.
Another club that worked closely with th
band and KKY was Tau Beta Sigma. The clu.::.
aimed at growing closer to one another whi1
serving the band and its members. In the fa_
they hosted master classes for junior hi
and high school students. In February, the
worked with KKY to host an area workshop.
Throughout the year the club helped set ~
and tear down rehearsal and performanc
areas.
Tau Beta Sigma also served in thE

..:::::nmunity. The group helped at the
.:.:.adelphia
High
School
concession
during football season. Leah Jones,
phomore instrumental music education
r from Burkburnett, Texas, said, "What
··
us different is that we're a club
usively for band members and that we are
=:uional club with chapters across the United
. Most importantly, we focus on service
as much as sisterhood."
-igma Alpha Iota was exclusively for
men wh o shared a passion for music and
U!Sire to support musicians. Senior Rebecca
~. a choral music education major from
rland, Wyo., said, "In the four years that I
e been a part of it, I have gotten to know so

many amazing women that share a passion for
music and we have b ecome friends as we meet
and work together to promote music through
all the activities we do."
SAl members started the year by hosting
their annual music major/minor mixer. At
the end of the fall semester, they teamed up
with Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia men's fraternity
to go caroling in the local nursing homes. In
the spring the wome n hosted a music teacher
appreciation dinner for the music faculty. The
women got together for the first time in several
years to participate in Tiger Serve Day as a
club. SAl also helped with many guest artist
and faculty recital receptions.
Another active arts club was Theta Alpha

Phi Theater Honor Society. The club's goal
was to furthe r the art of theater by exp osing
people to different types of performance. The
club worked to better themselves through
their craft Members reached their goals by
sponsoring the Ten Minute Play Festival. The
festival was the club's most successful event
and allowed anyone in the student body to get
involved in theater.
"We might be the most eclectic group on
campus, and we're proud of that I like our
sense of love and community," said senior
Cori Kidder, a musical theater major from
Colt. "We support one another through the
tough times when we are in class all day and
then at rehearsal till all hours of the night."

WORKING FOR A COMMON
GOAL OF SUCCESS BY: LAURA COX
Academic clubs not only provided students with opportunities to learn and inform
others in their field of study, but also provided students the opportunity to get to know
other students with similar interests and passions.
The Dietetics Club worked to implement a university nutrition standard. Committed
to presenting students with advice on living a healthy lifestyle, the club gave students
opportunities to serve the community, traveled to conferences, and got a small taste
of what a career in dietetics looked like. Junior Nancy Christener, a dietetics and
nutrition major from Denton, Texas, especially enjoyed the spring potato fund-raiser
for the club's annual national conference. "It was a great time of bonding for our club!
This organization has definitely been an influential component in my relationships
with other nutrition majors. We come together for fund-raisers, activities, tough classes
and we work together," said Christner.
The American Chemical ociety provided a similar learning community for
chemistry majors. ACS served as an organization in which science majors could
network with one another and benefit the campus and surrounding community
through demonstrations and presentations that focused on the fun and importance
of chemistry. The club also went to the ational ACS meeting in alt Lake City,
Utah, in March. Senior Kenley Singleton, a biology and chemistry double major from
Paragould, was one of several members who presented research at the National ACS
meeting. "It was a great way to gain experience in relaying my research information to
other students, professors and professionals, as well as to network," said Singleton.
Business students came together through Students In Free Enterprise, a club with
the purpose of creating economic opportunity by giving the community the resources
needed to be successful in the business world. SIFE placed first in the SIFE USA
Regional Competition in Dallas and received a $1,500 prize. The learn was awarded
an invitation to compete at the SIFE ational Exposition in Philadelphia, Pa.
The International Association of Business Communicators helped with in the
Bronze Quill Awards in Little Rock and hosted guest speakers. !ABC provided mass
communication students with the skills and connections necessary to succeed in the
business world. In addition, IA.BC allowed mass communication students to form
connections with business students who were also given the opportunity to join.
Whether baking potatoes, presenting research, \vinning competitions, or hosting
guest speakers, students were given unique opportunities to learn and form relationships
in academic clubs.
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PROVIDING AN
OUTLET FOR
STUDENTS'
VOICES TO BE
HEARD

BY: MEGAN LINDSEY

There are few opportunities to have your
voice be heard above the roaring crowd of
a student body. Some think it a rare thing
to truly voice your opinion and not only
know that it will be taken seriously, but feel
confid ent in the fact that it will be dealt with
and addressed quickly and decisively. Student
Senate provided an outlet for students to do
just that in a structured and safe environment.
Senate did behind the scenes tasks that
many students and faculty did not know about,
which was a duty of the organization. It was
the Senate's job to take students' concerns and
affect change on campus if needed. "Senate
serves as the intermediary between the student
body and administration," said Student Senate

President Becca Woodall, a senior Christi.:
studies major from Bryant. "It's a great wa)
help improve the university."
Members of the student-run organizati
valued the interaction between themseh
and their fellow peers. "I really enjoyed U:
relationship between the students and tl:.
administration," said Internal Vice Presidez:
Stephen Johnson, a junior business mar
from Brazil. "They spoke very frankly to lh
Senators and were very open to our input ac
suggestions."
One of the main events that Student ena-.
hosted was H omecoming, a yearly tradio
where the members awoke at 5 a.m. tJ::.
morning of the game to decorate the camP'-

balloons and banners for the visitors and
drop-ins.
\nother main event was the Academic
uds Banquet that took place at the
ation of the spring semester to recognize
ts who had excelled in their department
.udy throughout the year.
~ate also hosted a Town Hall Meeting in
-pring in which all students were invited to
and express their opinions concerning
nt life.
.-\long with funding many activities held
:ampus, three children in the community
provided Christmas presents by Student
e. As a new member to Senate, Hannah
!"fer, a freshman early childhood education

major from Benton, considered her choice to
run as freshm an class secretary a wise one. "I
loved being involved and feeling like I had
a voice in what happened around can1pus,"
she said. "I felt much more informed being
on Senate."
The proposed and approved new opendorm policy and changes to housing and
apartments policies were examples of
important issues Senate deliberated. They met
with Director of Dining Services j on Fitzgerald
to discuss changes in the school cafeteria and
with Vice President of Administrative Services
Brett Powell about the construction of the new
dorms and the proposed tobacco-free campus
policy.

They also held a meeting with Sodexo
about replacing the Tiger Grill in the student
center and discussed changes being made to
the OBU Mission Statement with Dr. Randall
Wight. Since every few years the constitution
must be updated, Senate worked for hours to
adjust and revamp it.
Living up to its reputation and purpose,
Student Senate made a direct impact on the
campus, but most importantly on the very
thing that makes it come alive - the students .
"I loved serving with 40 other students that I
may have never gotten to know otherwise,"
Woodall said. "The people on Senate genuinely
care about student life and making an effort to
change things for the better."

EXPERIENCING
CHANGE TO
BETTER SERVE
STUDENTS
AND THE
COMMUNITY
BY: AMY LYNN WENTZ

Convergence was a key term not tossed
around lightly for the publications staffs. An
online version of the school newspaper, The
Signal, was created. The idea of an online
version of the newspaper had been entertained
for quite some time. Mr. Mitch Bettis, assistant
professor of mass communications, helped
set up a solid plan for the Web site this past
summer.
Bettis put together a staff at the beginning
of the fall semester. "We had our first live debut
of the site on September 22 after we got all the
kinks worked out and after I learned how to
use the new programs that run the site," said
Holland Powell, co-editor of the online Signal

and a junior mass communications major froi:'
Nashville.
The online Signal staff consistently workec.
with the other publication staffs in order t...
continually improve the Web site. After bein:
public for only a month, the online Sigm:...
worked with the video staff and broadcast a lh
Web cast of the Saturday night performance
Tiger Tunes. "We had lots of comments abotthe Web cast from several states in the U.S., a.
well as from countries such as China," Powe..
said. "Alumni were especially grateful fl
being able to see the show from so far awa~·.The online Signal was constantly updati.Ir=
and changing. It was easily accessible ~

:a for students on the go to get information
the click of a button. It featured photo
- ows of the many events that happened
cunpus.
-:be online Signal used stories from the
edition of The Signal as well as other
from students and faculty. The Signal
~aper experienced a "facelift" this year.
design was more traditional and clean.
a new section, "Extra, Extras," which
a top five list each week and also
i:::::.:red reviews. "I came up with this section
-e hope that more people would pick up the
er each week, knowing they could expect
-thing fun, and perhaps look through

the rest of the paper as a result," said Chloe
O'Connor, editor-in-chief of The Signal and
a senior mass communications and graphic
design double major from Boulder, Colo.
The video department also spent the
fall semester producing both the Ouachita
Show, which showcased feature stories from
around campus, and The Billy Elmore Show,
which focused on the Arkadelphia football
program.
The photo lab worked very hard to get
as many pictures as possible at events. Not
only were these pictures featured on the Web
site, but they were also used in The Signal,
the yearbook and for publications in news

releases.
This lOOth edition of the Ouachitonian
was the first edition of the book to be in all
color. This put more pressure on the yearbook
staff as well as the photo lab staff because
of the extra work involved in the detail of
color photography. "It will be the first to be
in color so that means our photos cannot be
sub-par," said Danny Brown a senior mass
communications major from Mesquite, Texas.
The publication staffs each experienced
changes that allowed them to understand new
technologies and better serve students and the
community.

BOOM-A-LACKA the fans and
CHEERLEADERS showed their support. The BAND joined
With a loud

in with the Alma Mater and the team came out onto the
field.

SOCCER team came alive under new
Head Coach Alex Denning. The FOOTBALL team
witnessed the best season since 1985; and the VOLLEYBALL
and WOMEN'S BASKETBALL teams provided opportunities
In the fall the

for newcomers to shine.

In the spring the

SWIM

teams refocused and regrouped

as Coach Ryan Killackey took on new leadership roles
as the head coach. The

MEN'STENNIS team reigned

victorious as they made it all the way to the NCAA
regional match up while earning numerous other GSC
awards.

From the stands to the court or field, Tiger spirit was
just as alive

TODAY as it was YESTERDAY.

l!illl1!1ill1!1lilnside linemen p
drills during practice. A major
the team's success was the stao:
the offensive and defensive lin~
photo by Carmen Merrick

!M!211!1@1ul members are Front Row: Jeremy Young, Nice Hobbs, Julius Pruitt, Kendall Council, Keldrick
Johnson, Mikhail Lindsey, Eli Cranor, Mark Cain, Antwon Thompson, Jerrad Nutt. Second Row : Travis Anderson,
Desmond Smoot, Lance Parker, Josh Langley, Blake Burkett, Alden Loche, Terrence Garrett, Denszell Brown,
Jonathan Browning. Third Row: Jamerson Tolbert, Tyler George, Tyler Thompson, Terrence Baker, Chris McAlpine, Patrick Dukes, Clinton Dewitt, Tyler Weddle, Germaine Gilbert. Fourth Row: Jimmy Pinkney, John Johnson,
Nathan Wright, Joshua Ramer, Chad Emmons, Thomas Hollenbeck, A.J. Williams, Jordan Gay, Robert McKee.
Fifth Row: Zach Wright, Kelsey Salmon, Travis Yarbrough, Tim Erwin, Ryan Gorman, Kyle Sineath, Frank Espy,
Chad Bowman, Quint Ashburn, Jacob Harris. Sixth Row: Graham Cole, Matt Sawyer, Michael Happel. Eric
Butler, Tron Ross, Tucker Gilbert, Jerry McNeil, Austin Evans, James Hamilton. Seventh Row: David Lopez, Cory
Godbolt, Tyler Butler, Kyle Barnard, Andrew Myers, Kyle Smith, David DeYoung, Jacob Raine, Anthony Hamm,
Kyle Watkins. Eighth Row: David Hollis, Michael Green, Michael lheanacho, Chase Gardner, Adam Cooper,
Johnathan Smith, Phillip Supernaw, Bob Ruffing, David Landers. Ninth Row: Roy Richard, Danny Gray, Brady
King, Josh Mills, Taurus Williams, Bryan Church, Daniel Crellin. ian Delaplaine. Kyle Garner. Stoney Patton. Back
Row: Coaches Jay Derby, Landon Keopple, Brett Shockley, Head Coach Todd Knight. Osita Alaribe, Tim Baker,
J.R. Eldridge. Patrick Turner.
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Junior KJ Johnson breaks a
tackle at the line. Johnson finished
second in the GSC in rushing with
996 yards and 10 touchdowns.
photo by Danny Brown
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Tiger receivers re.
after a touchdown at A.U. V
Field. The team was 4-1
photo by Danny Brown

cWTerence came in the form of red zone effi:Oe Tigers made clutch plays when it mattered
The result was a 7-3 season, which the univer.t witnessed since 1985. The process it took to
was a roller-coaster ride of a story written with
~~......a. finish.
l.:..::..rd fought 30-27 victory at Harding University
_ ......:-~ the course of the season, and quite possibly the
;be program for years to come. The victory gave
_ _ a shot at finishing strong in its final four games.
uthern Arkansas on Homecoming, the Tigers
· .:m both sides of the ball, winning 30-14.
happened in the course of the final three games
fans and the program will never forget. Starting
ootout at non-conference Southwest Baptist, the
un 47-45 and the next week beat West Alabama
---...--. offensive onslaught, 45-43. Going into week lO
::ross-town rival Henderson State, the Tigers were
f their frrst winning season since 1985. However,
.earn and specifically Head Coach Todd Knight,
; strong against Henderson State meant everythe program.
_arne down to execution down the stretch," Head
7odd Knight said. " ow we believe we can play
..._..-body in the country."
even Hollywood could have scripted a better
_ ..:> the 2008 season. It was a roller coaster night for
:ms, going back and forth in the fourth quarter,
.1-vard pass from senior quarterback Lance Parker
r wide receiver Julius Pruitt tied the game at 36Parker ran for a two-yard score with 3 minutes,

13 seconds left and that would be enough, as the Tigers
scored 27 points in the fourth quarter alone, winning 43-36.
Pruitt, who finished with lO receptions for a school record
250 yards and four touchdowns. Pruitt's final touchdown to
tie the game at 36-36 was featured on ESPN's Sportscenter,
as the number five play of the day in all of sports.
The squad finished the regular season at 7-3, and 5-3
in Gulf South Conference play. It was the best finish since
1985, a team that Knight was a senior player on. The difference in 2008 came in the caliber of efficiency in Red Zone
offense and defense. The Tigers were second in the GSC
in red zone offense and fourth in defense. The team also
finished second in league play in both allowed sacks (9)
and turnover margin with a plus-11 ratio.
Leading the attack offensively was senior quarterback
Lance Parker, who finished the season with 2,475 yards
passing and 20 touchdowns. Parker was second in the GSC
in passing efficiency. Pruitt finished a stellar career with
1,116 yards receiving and 11 touchdowns, good enough for
second all-time in school history.
Defensively, sophomore Terrance Garret had a banner
season with 91 tackles and a second team GSC selection.
Junior defensive lineman Jerry McNeil led the defense with
10 sacks, as sophomore Jamerson Tolbert grabbed four
interceptions to lead the secondary unit.
The 2008 season will remain in the minds of fans and
players alike for the resiliency the team displayed throughout the season. It was the season that was in the works for
years, and it all played out brilliantly with a final touchdown that forever cemented the legacy of the team that
restored gridiron history.

WEST GEORGIA

41-17

VALDOSTA STATE

6-29

DELTA STATE

17-35

ARKANSAS-MONTlCELLO

22-44
HARDING

30-27

SOLJrnERN ARKANSAS

30-14
SOUTHWEST BAPTIST

47-45

WEST ALABAMA

45-43

HENDERSON STATE

43-36

~The squad forms a pyramid
during the Battle of the Ravine football
game. Sophomore Molly Johnson,
freshman Savannah Pendergrass and
senior Stephanie Glenn were the fliers
for the squad.
photo by Laura Cox

A new coach and a new squad with seven freshmen "It meant a lot to be able to prove that I could learn
brought new possibilities for the T iger cheerleading things on top of what we already had to know for
squad.
performances," said sophomore Melissa Collier fr.
Brian Bridges, owner of B Squared Cheer & Dance in Longview, Texas.
Hot Springs, had high expectations for the year. "I wanted
The preparation for competition also helped im
my cheerleaders to be strong in the areas of stunting and good work ethic and teamwork in the squad. "Not
tumbling. My goal was for each one of the members to people get to have an experience like I had.
improve in each area," Bridges said.
and competing nationally opened my eyes to the
This squad was especially unique because, thanks to sport of cheerleading. I realized how serious and
them, the university was recognized on a national level. it was," said freshman jordan Gay of Hot Springs.
For the first time ever, the team competed in the UCA
With all of the hard work also came fun. While
College Nationals held at Walt Disneyworld in Orlando, Florida, the squad was able to actually enjoy the
Florida.
park, along with other local attractions. "Going to
Additional members were added to the squad in was so fun. It was the first time I had been to
order to have the best competition squad possible. and actually experienced the magic of every single parL
These included freshmen Jordan Gay, Bronson Smith said freshman Lauren Dewitt from Arkadelphia.
and Julianna Ragsdale, sophomore Kati Baldwin and
While they had the opportunity to do something
junior Blair Phelps. The group practiced and perfected a new for the Ouachita cheer program, the squad still
performance to use for the competition.
to fulfill their initial responsibilities. They still made 4
The group placed eighth in the Division II Small Co- all home games, cheered on fans and learned difficult
Ed category of the competition. "Although every minute crowd-pleasing performances.
of practice was intense, it was all worth it and I would do
"I am so pleased as I look back upon this year oe(;a...;l•
it again in a heartbeat," said captain Stephanie Glenn, a not only did the squad achieve the goals I had in
senior from Little Rock.
but they went above and beyond. This squad has set
While the outcome was positive, the journey proved standard for cheerleading at Ouachita-all squads fro
to be testing for the cheerleaders themselves. They had to here on out will be compared to the great ac<:onrtplishillf~
learn to push themselves in ways they never had before. of this year," Bridges said.

l!ltmtff!ilffiii!L!Eill members are Front Row: Molly Johnson.

Stephanie Glenn, Amber Lee, Kelsey Kearney,
Lauren Dewitt, Melissa Collier, Savannah Pendergrass Back Row: Abby Turner, Clayton Chapuis, Abby Williams,
Chelsy Lewis. Leah Harrington. Andrea Eaves. Tyler Kmg. Alan Greenwood. photo by: Dr. Wesley Kluck

rn!l:m Freshman

Lauren Dev. ·the squad in a stunt. The sq
pep rallies in the ampitheatre
photo by: Sarah Glenn

WK!Eill!J

The cymbal
performs dunng the halftime s.
Cymbals added an extra elem~
the overall sound.
photo by Danny Brown

l:lfttl!tl

Joe Anderson plays the
trombone during a home football
game. Anderson was a twcryear
member of the band.
photo by Danny Brown

!Dmlmrhe brass section lines up in
pre-game formation. Band members
performed before and after every
home game, as well as halftime.
photo by Danny Brown

W

Laura Stolje conducts the
band as fans cheer. Stolje was the
drum major for the marching band.
photo by Sarah Glenn

-Qw presenting the most exciting band in Tigerland."
the stands full of family, friends,
-~ enthusiastically cheer for the band as they
.ze field to begin marching their show. Having
~ for hours for this moment, the instrumentalists,
~ ::ard, soloists, and twirler take the field and present
::-:x!uct of all their hard work and dedication.
::der the direction of Mr. Robert Hesse, the Tiger
::.:::ng band put in hours of practice and preparation
• each show. With plans for the show being made as
..:; last December, Mr. Hesse initially decided on two
t shows and a pre-game to be the performances of
::..;:1d. Due to the weather in the fall, plans changed,
.;:_e rwo shows merged and became one show that
dubbed, "Three tunes H esse likes!" This show
"Lucretia Mac Evil" and "Spinning Wheel"::Jade popular by the rock group Blood, Sweat, and
and "Thriller"-as made popular by the Michael
...Jl. including the choreographed dance.
~e said, "I have always been a great fan of this 70s
:::Blood Sweat and Tears] and knew for years that this
_ be a show that would have some great production
_ and fun to d o. What intrigued me the most was
.:::J.anY of their selections were known for different
changes and various rhythmic d evelopments within
.-.;sical charts. I looked upon this as a challenge and
...ne something fun for our group to take on."
~ announcement,

With such an upbeat exciting show, H esse said , "My
favorite that about this year's show is the same about all
of my shows: The ability to see young musicians corning
to together for one cause and thoroughly enjoying putting
on a performance that the majoring of the audience really
understands, feels, relates to, enjoys and has just as much
fun as we are performing it." Hesse added, "The crowd
response has been a true highlight of the year!"
Hesse's main goal for the marching band was for the
members of the band to have fun together. This was
communicated through the performances of the band
during their pre-game and half time shows, as well as
whenever they play to energize the crowd be it at peprallies or during the games while in the stands.
Laura Stollje, senior music education major from
Bedford, Texas, served as the field commander this
marching season. Stoltje said, "I'd say the best part of our
season was receiving the first EVER standing ovation for a
half-time show at OBU after our H omecoming Game d ebut
of Thriller (including the "thriller dance"). A handful of
hurricanes and tropical storms set the band back a little bit
at the beginning of the year, but everybody worked hard to
get back on track and we ended with an outstanding and
rewarding season."
The band of Tigerland succeeded once again in
providing Tiger football fans with a fun and entertaining
show.

BY: RICHARD ATKINSON

fiB sophomore Anna Ryan returns
a serve. Ryan played in 20 games and
recorded 62 kills.

photo by Wesley Kluck

A young but talented volleyball team was forced to
mature quickly this year for the Lady T igers as multiple
freshmen and sophomores helped lead the team to a 1025 record.
The team started out slowly going 0-12 to start the
year, but as the season progressed so did the team,
which finished the second half of the year at 10-13. They
managed to beat rival Henderson State in both matches
with a combined score of 6-1. The Lady Tigers had
14 freshmen or sophomores on the squad where many
played a big role.
"The hardest part is teaching them to finish," said
H ead Coach Danny Prescott of the youth. "When you
lose so many seniors, you lose your killer instinct."
It was not all bad for the Lady Tigers though
because many of them really enjoyed the year, especially
the freshmen who made an impact. "It was a learning
experience for everyone, but so much fun. I couldn't
imagine this year any different," said senior Raiche! Settle
from Garland, Texas.
Settle, along with senior Meredith Henry and Lindsey
Pry, were the only upperclassmen on the squad. H enry
was named to the Gulf South Conference West Division
first team. She finished the year with 278 kills, 70 blocks,

68 digs and 30 service aces.
H enry was counted on for leadership. Settle led L:..
team with 473 digs followed closely by sophomore Ube:Lauren Stuart who had 439. Merritt led the team in ki..
with 354 and fellow freshman Lexie H egi led the te in sets with 1,065 and services aces with 42. Henry's blocks also led the team.
With such a young team improvements were expect
as the season wore on, and the improvements \\t:.
evident with the Lady Tigers' strong second half of t.:.
season . "I defmitely believed we improved on becomin.::
unit. We struggled at the beginning of the year but as ;.:;
year went on, we became stronger on and off the co~
which d efinitely made the difference. We came to tr.:
each other more and a bond was formed that I think
definitely carry on to n ext year," said Settle.
After losing so many seniors last year everyone 1m:
this would be a tough year, but that did not discoura_
this year's version of the Lady T igers. After a slow s
they b egan learning and hit a mid-season grove that
powered mostly by underclassmen. This boded well
the future. Returners led the team in all m ajor statisn
categories, except blocking, where Merritt was th:
behind the lead.

lTJi]l!fliljl!l@lu! members are Front

Row: Kaitlyn Mitcham, Raiche! Settle, Lauren Stuart, Anna Ryan, Stephanie
Carrell, Lizzy Bauman. Second Row: M isty Gouge, Meredith Henry, Lindsey Pry, Libby Merritt, Chloe Lawrence,
Kristyn Howk. Back Row: Kate Strom, Ryleigh Lay, Sara W ilcox, Kristyn Townsend, Lexie Hegi.

~Freshman Lexie Hegi sets a Lac
up for a chance at a kill. Heg~ with 1,065 assists.

photo by Wesley Kluck

TEXAS WOMANSTOURNAMENT

0-3, 2-3,2-3, 2-3
HARDING TOURNAMENT

Q-3, 1-3, Q-3
NORTli AlABAMA

1-3

ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE

3-0

ARKANSASTKH

Q-3

CHRISTlAN BROTHERS

1-3

CHAMPIONS BAPTlST

3-Q

HENDRIX

3-Q

ARKANSAS-MONT1C

Q-3

HENDERSON STATE

3-1

TEXAS A&M-COMMERCE

1-3

SOUTHWESTERN OKlA STATE

3-1

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS

Q-3
ST. LEO

Q-3

HARDING

Q-3

ARKANSASTKH

Q-3

ROLUNS

3-1

CHRISllAN BROTHERS

3-1

ARKANSAS-MONTlCEU.O

Q-3

AUSTIN COlLEGETOURNAMENT

1-3, 3-Q, 2-3, 3-1

HENDERSON STATE

3-0

SOUTHERN ARKANSAS

2-3

HARDING

Q-3

a .Junior Brittany Vick fights
a defender for the ball. Vick playec
all 10 games for the Lady Tigers.
photo by Sarah Glenn

iii'fuiQloliJsophomore Amanda Ba.11
advances the ball upfield. Ba
recorded t wo assists in eight starts
photo by Jessica Bowling

'i.t((4i@u! members are Front Row: Katie Osment, Nicci Fillinger, Emily Jackson, Sarah Glenn, Lauren Pierce,
Beth Wendl, Miranda Lytle, Brittany Vick, Mariela Hernandez. Back Row: Head Coach Alex Denning, Ashley
Davis, Jody Persson, Felicia Arnold, Sarah Glenn, Amanda Baxter, Allison Cornell, Haley Whisenhunt, Haley
Barron, Lyndsay Romano, Laura Cox.
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m
senior Lyndsay Romano defends
for the Lady Tigers. Romano scored
one goal and had two assists.
photo by Sarah Glenn

~ersity

wasn't only present on the field for the
n 's soccer squad. It came in the form of having
J5 days to prepare for the first game. The program
~mstated on April 1, after a decision was made by
..::~versity to keep the program alive. Alex Denning
r:...med interim head coach.
-ould be only the beginning of an uphill battle
program that lost the majority of upperclassmen
;h the transition period.
the first match of the season, the Lady Tigers went
.;:e break with a 2-0 lead, courtesy of goals by junior
Jackson and senior Lauren Pierce. In the second
. was the same story, as Pierce and junior Brittany
;ave the squad a 4-0 win over Louisiana College.
~'« seven match-ups proved to be a daunting task,
Gulf South Conference schedule took a toll on an
· en Lady Tiger team.
-..::.'ainst North Alabama, the team fought to overtime,
r Laura Cox broke past a defender for the team's
~al in regulation. An overtime goal by UNA gave
::m a 2-1 defeat in the GSC opener.
-')bviously the GSC is a talented soccer conference,"
- g said. "The girls worked very hard and we fig...ut what we needed to do to compete."
SJter 54 minutes of play, Christian Brothers led 4-0,
-3 as if the game were largely going to be out of
freshman Beth Wend! put the Lady Tigers on the
first at the 61st minute, starting a furious second
~y for the team. Three minutes later Wend! had
- t on a goal by Pierce, then Wend! scored her

second goal of the match, giving the Lady Tigers three
goals in just six minutes. Christian Brothers stretched the
deficit to 5-3, before Pierce added her second goal with 11
minutes left, as the team came up just short, losing 5-4.
Against Central Baptist, the squad exploded with a 6-1
victory, as senior Lyndsay Romano started off the offensive
onslaught with a penalty kick goal. Pierce then scored two
straight goals for the squad, giving the team a 3-1 lead.
Sophomore Allison Cornell and Cox stretched the lead to
5-1, followed by freshman Miranda Lytle's goal that put the
finishing touches on a fmal home victory for team .
For the season, the squad finished at 2-8 overall, and
a 0-8 GSC record. Leading the way offensively was senior
midfielder Lauren Pierce who led the team with six goals,
three assists and 15 points. Pierce was named to the AllGulf South Conference second team for her efforts. Freshman Beth Wendle fmi.shed the season with seven points,
including two goals and three assists. Senior Laura Cox
also had a solid season with two goals and one assist.
The squad used five different goalkeepers throughout
the season. Freshman Sarah Glenn played in seven games,
starting in four, while recording 30 saves. Sophomore
Megan Ruggles started twice, recording 20 saves .
"The season went very well, much better than expected
in so many ways," Denning said. "We were blessed to have
an amazing group of girls step up and work hard to build
a team from scratch. The girls learned to play together
and for each other quickly which is what contributed to
them learning so quickly and giving us a good foundation
to rebuild on."

NORTH ALABAMA
1 ~2

ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE

0-4
WEST FLORIDA

0-7

MONTEVAUO

0-6

WEST GEORGIA

0-6

DELTA STATE

0-2

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

4-5

CENTRAL BAP'TlST

6-1
HARDING

0-3

Transition
building season were two ways to
describe this season for the Tigers. With a small recruiting
class, most of the freshmen being walk-ons, a new head
coach and the reinstatement of soccer, the Tigers did not
have high hopes at the start of the season.
In their first two games of the season the Tigers started
strong with a win both home and away. The fust was a 4-0
win against Williams Baptist on the road. They continued
their pre-conference winning streak as Andreas Krause
scored two goals that led the Tigers to a 4-1 home win
over Louisiana College. The Tigers then stumbled in their
third game of the season with 2-0 loss against Hendrix on
the road.
The Tigers opened conference play with a l-1 tie
against the University of Alabama at Huntsville. UAH
scored within the fust six minutes of the game. The
Tigers then held off the Chargers until the 65th minute
when senior captainjarod Townsend made a penalty shot
after the shot was originally blocked by the goalie. "Being
a man d own for almost 50 minutes, we still dominated,"
said Interim H ead Coach Alex Denning.
In their second game of conference play, the Tigers
could not hold off the West Florida Argonauts. Late in
the game, the Tigers scored their only goal of the game in

an unassisted goal by junior Alex Tonrey. During anoth
h ome game, the Tigers fell to Montevallo, 3-0 after a ha.~
attempt to guard the goal by goalie Neal Ozmun, who k:
eight saves during the game.
With a goal early in the game, the Tigers still strugglewith a 4-1 fall to Delta State and then firtished their t\1
game road trip at Belhaven College. This non-conferen.::
game ended with Belhaven taking a 6-0 win.
During their next home game the Tigers could n
recover after giving up two penalty kicks to Christi:=
Brothers ending in a 2-1 loss. This is another exa.mp.
of a "frustrating loss," said Townsend. "There were cl
games that we should have won but in the end we los:.
said Townsend. Then on Sertior Day things turned arou:;
for the Tigers as they won 3-l against Central BapL-'
College in the 78th rrtinute of the game.
The Tigers ended their season on the road in a 1-0
against Harding University. The Tiger men's soccer t
finished 3-7-1 over all and junior defender Alex Tonrey
selected to the All-Gulf South Conference second tea=.
Although it was not the season that the team was ho
for, the team was successful in certain aspects. "The g-~
did so much with so little," said Denning. "They did
much to even be able to compete on that level."

,j,[iC§i@ulmembers are Front Row: Barry McCaskill, John Lee, Andres Hernandez, Drew McCorkindale, David
Armstrong, Kyle Smith, Kyle Sun, and Luiz Dos Santos. Back Row: Head Coach Alex Denning, Blake Mercer,
Marcus Thomas, Alex Tonrey, Luisinho Nguimbi, Reid Adkins. Andreas Krause, Jarrett Davis, Victor Romero, Neal
Ozmun. Jarod Townsend. James Rogers. Harris Corley. John Mark Tohlen. Cliff Hobbs, Austin Horton.

lml.mDsophomore Andres
makes a defensive stop. He-made 10 starts.
photo by Danny Brown

LOUISIANA COlLEGE

4-1

HENDRIX COU£GE

0-2
ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE

1-1

WEST FLORIDA

1-4
MONTEVALLO

Q-3

DELTASTAIT

1-4
BEUiAVEN

Q-6
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

1-2

CENTRAL BAPTIST

3-1

HARDING UNIVERSITY

0-1

BY: REBECCA RAMBIN
They run to stay in shape or because they get addicted to cross the finish line with a time of 24:52, which put h
to the runner's high after a challenge. Some run for the in 40th place.
discipline and the energy it gives them for classes or to
"Being a young team, and having a few setbacks, we_
be part of a team. No matter the reason, they run. "It's had a productive season," McGhee said. The team be ._
something you can do for your whole life and all you practice the first week of school, starting at 6 a.m. en~r
need is a pair of good shoes," said team member Logan day. Devin Lyles, the new assistant coach and husband
Logan Lyles, concentrated th e practices on running mr.;~
Lyles, a senior Christian studies major from Bentonville.
This season, the cross country team ran hard to miles to increase the endurance of the runners as well _
complete well throughout their seven-meet schedule. In on speed exercises. They were determined to irnprcthe middle of the schedule, they competed in the Lyon times from last year.
A big change from last year's team was that they gain~
College Invitational. A favorite meet for the runners
this season, they took first p lace as a team and Hannah a new runner and lost one. This team had a wider ran=
H oward, a junior dietetics major from Nacogdoches, of abilities once the old and new were combined. '"\
Texas, led the group with a time of 19:30 for her first have all really grown together this year and we constan
individual win. Several other team members also got push each other and encourage each other," said Aman'
personal best times at the meet.
Boyce, a junior dietetics major from Fulton.
At both the Southern Arkansas Mulerider Invitational
"When one was down if they had a poor race tim:..
and the Bob Gravett Invitational, the team came in second McGhee said, "there would be two there telling them th
place. Howard and Lyles won second and third place at would perform better next time and keep their head up
the Mulerider's race with times of 20:34 and 21:59. At the
When they finished the season some of the
Gulf South Conference Meet, the team came in eighth continued running together during the offseason. E' ·
with Lyles leading them in 15th place with a time of 20:07. though they all run for different reasons, they did it togett
"The Gulf South Conference Meet didn't reflect our best as a team. "I run b ecause it releases stress and helps times," Lyles said.
clear my thoughts. I view it as a form of worship," Hm'
The team came in 16th in the NCAA Division II said . "I run because I love to compete," Boyce said.
South Region Meet, where Lyles was the first of the team
o matter the reason, they run.

Glmmrhe team has a meeting befBob Gravett Invitational. Eleven n
competed all season for the Lady T:
photo by Jared Tohlen

SOI.miERN ARK. INVITATIONAL

2nd
BOB GRAVETT INVITATIONAL

2nd
LYONCOUEGE INVITATlONAL

1st
BISON STAMPEDE

5th

GULF SOUTH CONFERENa MEET

8th
NCAA 0-U SOI.mi REGION MEET

16th

~ Junior Angela Colliver pushes
against the Southern Arkansas
defense in Bill Vining Arena. The
ladies defeated the Muleriders 84-

69.
photo by: Wesley Kluck

After winning only five games last season, expectations
were low for the Lady Tigers. They were hoping for
just a moderate improvement, but with a strong freshman
class and great senior leadership, they exceeded all
expectations, ending the season at 23-10.
"I knew we were going to be underestimated because
of our outcome last year, but I knew we would be a good
team," said Gabby Coleman, a sophomore from orth
Little Rock.
The Lady Tigers started out ranked seventh in the
Gulf South Conference Coaches Poll. They would be
fighting an uphill battle from the beginning.
Ouachita broke into the season with an exhibition loss
to orthwestern St. that threw them into an average 3-3
start. That is where the Cinderella story began.
The ladies went on an incredible 14-4 run that included
a number of impressive wins against quality opponents.
In the Harding game, the Lady Tigers set a new school
record for 3 pointers in a game with 18.
The win against Delta State, ranked 25th in the nation,
was a big confidence boost, as the Lady Tigers avenged
an earlier loss to the Lady Statesmen. This night also
marked a coaching milestone for Garry Crowder as he
tied Carolyn Moffat as the all-time OBU wins leader with
213 career victories.
Their impressive regular season play earned them a
number four seed in the GSC conference tournament
After falling in the quarterfinals of the GSC conference

tournament to West Georgia, the Lady Tigers were selec...
to play in the CAA Division II ational Tournamen.
a 7 seed against number 2 seed Fort Valley State.
"I was a bit nervous knowing it was an eliminau
game and it was my first game in a NCAA tournamer.
Coleman said.
The Lady Tigers shocked the tournament world '
their first ever victory in the NCAA tournament as tl:.
were carried by Adam's game high 26 points and Griffi:.
double-double performance.
Once in the semifinals, the Lady Tigers fmished
the Tampa Spartans. Ouachita's Cinderella story car
to an end as Delta State barely edged them out of
tournament with a 5049 victory in the Sweet Sixteen.
Miller enjoyed her chance to play in the Sweet Sixteo
"Making it to the Sweet Sixteen was a blessing. We worl
hard to get there and deserved every bit of it. It
amazing to play for."
Even though the season ended with a heartbre
loss, nothing could take away the pride that the L:.
Tigers had obtained from their incredible season. \'
only two seniors leaving, it is guaranteed that they
have a fire inside them at the beginning of next year.
"We still have a lot of weapons that will prove to
deadly next season," said Parker. "I truly believe that
can win it all if we keep it all together."
No more Cinderella stories for the Lady Tigers.
have proved themselves.

Women's Basketball Team members are Domino Miller, A 'Laeshia Adams, Kim Beverly, Maranda Parker, Kayla
Hulsey, Tamara Robinson, Haley Griffin, Lauren Kollmorgen, Angela Colliver. Alyssa Pickett, Melissa Richardson,
Beulah Osueke, Sarah Pugh, Gabby Coleman, Ashley Daniel.

1>1itit\1mtilln the January 31 game, sophomore Gabby C:
goes for a shot. The home g~
the annual "Take a Kid to tOe :
day.
photo by: Wesley Kluck
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BY:MEGAN RUGGLES
Basketball started the season with a bang,
the chance to travel to Kentucky for an
n game. "I was definitely excited about kicking
season with Kentucky. They are a respectable
n well-known school," said senior Daniel Maddox
.nckneyville, lll.
-Jing by only eight at the half, the Tigers fell to
ision 1 Wildcats 94-72. "The Kentucky game was
confidence builder and a great experience for our
said Head Coach Charlie Schaef, "It's something
remember for a lifetime."
- g the same weekend the Tigers played the
__,,_.....__,_ they went on to beat Division 1 Me eese 65.run.k the Kentucky game prepared us for what was
";th McNeese. We played like we knew we had
:der to win," said Schaef.
e Tigers started out selected to win the Gulf South
-ence West Division in pre-season coaches' poll.
:eceived six first place votes. By the end of the first
r the Tigers were 9-1.
-::.e Tigers ranked as high as 16th in the nation. But
m ainder of the season they went 4-13. "We had
-....;._..~" said Schaef, "It was a test of character and we
~ as a tean1."
;as a rocky road after the first semester, but did
me without highlights. On January 29 the Tigers
....,.'---''" their rival Henderson State University. "We were
it, sick of losing," said senior Antonio Benjamin,

a physical education major from Marksville, La. "They
(the Reddies) were in the wrong place at the wrong time."
The game went into overtime after Benjan1in sunk a threepointer to tie the score at 65. "I just shot my usual shot
and it went in," said Benjamin. The Tigers went on to win
the game with a final score of 76-68. "The Henderson
game tested ow· toughness and character as a team," said
Schaer.
The Tigers concluded their season with an overall
record of 13-14 and a conference record of 3-11. Statistics
included the highest field goal percentage reached by
senior Ed Keyes.
Freshman Quintin Smith had the highest 3-point
percentage. Senior Rowen Ledbetter, an All- GSC West
Division 2nd Team member, led the Tigers in free throw
percentage with 79 percent. Daniel Maddox led the team
offensively, averaging 12.3 points a game, while Keyes led
the team in rebounding with 7.6 per game, including 77
offensive rebounds.
"The season was disappointing because everyone's
expectations were high," said business management major
Rowen Ledbetter, a senior from Little Rock. "But I would
have never wanted to do it all without the teammates I
had."
It was the final season for Head Coach Charlie Schaef,
who left for a head coaching position at Southwestern
Oklahoma State. Mark Price was announced as the new
men's basketball head coach during the offseason.

l:t\1(.){41 In Bill Vining Arena, sen1or
Daniel Maddox scores against Drury.
Maddox led the team in scoring,
totaling 320 points for the season.

photo by: Wesley Kluck

Men'sBasketball Team members are AssJstant Coach Damon Francis, Assistant coach Daniel M unday, Rowan
Ledbetter Ok•e BenJamin, Austin Mrtchell, Belford Williams. Zane Thigpen, Roger Eiland, Daniel Maddox. Josh
Raine, Ed Keyes, Anthony Henry Emmanuel Engulu, Quintin Smith, Brandon Rose, Jaranimo Marks and Head
Coach Charlie Schaef.

...,;......_...,•• Senior Rowan Ledbetter leads the offense in the season
~ Ledbetter was known for his consist ent free-throw shot.
tJy Wesley Kluck
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Swimmers prepare
freestyle swim against Hender5.
The Lady Tiger Sharks defeateo
Reddies in one of two meets.
photo by: Danny Brown

tmltnmd Freshman

Kelli
exits the pool after a dive.
was one of two divers on t he teaphoto by: Danny Brown

WhoHuQ.i\wl!ul@ulnembers are Front Row: Megan Rishel Kelli Caldwell, Megan Young, Sarah Davis, Brittany
Norton, Caitlin Boren, Summer Morris, Jenny Christensen, Greta James, Back Row: Ruth Megli, Kelly Johnson,
Heidi Siner Aimee Ragan, Trina May, Sarah Watson, Katie Patterson

~Senior Sarah Watson prepares
for a backstroke swim. Watson was
the only senior who participated
backstroke races.
photo by: Danny Brown

""';:e year looked to be a rebuilding year for the Lady
~ harks, as they had a new coaching staff and lost
.earn members from the previous year. H owever,
:.:dles proved otherwise.
.:1e Lady T iger Sharks began the season with a loss
hands of rival Henderson State. This loss only
.-d them harder and brought them closer together
-. moved on to their first home meet, which would
to be positive. "Overall I was very pleased with our
:nnance against H enderson State," Ouachita H ead
Ryan Killackey said.
:::te ladies won a meet against Delta State 127-ll2.
relied heavily on a complete team performance
victory, as they needed help from both their
ers and their divers.
·:uJlackey has emphasized how we have to train as
.::!..::ll, work as a team and in return, we will succeed
..earn," said sophomore Sarah Davis from ewark,
"That happened this year. We have really come
~~er to see that everyb ody succeeds in their events
m return, we win as a team."
-iller struggling from November through the
:::::ning ofJanuary, the Lady Tiger Sharks got revenge
- t Henderson State on senior night at Waggoner
"ith a 136-94 victory. ot only did the victory feel
it also proved how much they had improved over
~.ourse of the season. Once again, the Lady Tigers
ed a team effort as they finished first in 11 events
..le night.

The girls rode this wave into conference championships,
where they were determined to finish higher in rankings
than t.he past year.
The Lady Sharks came up sh ort as they finished fourth,
but were happy with their results. This finish fueled their
fl.re for ationals and would prove to be enough.
The ladies started off their ='<ationals run with a strong
opening day. In the IM finals. senior arah \ atson finished
fifth while Ksenia Gromova fmished eight.h. They ended
the day with a third place finish in the 200 medley relay.
The Ouachita women continued their success on the
second day as they had two more top ten finishes. Gromova
was one of these, as she came in ninth in the 100 butterfly.
The Lady Tiger Sharks also took second place in the 400
medley relay.
The Lady Tigers had their best day of the meet in the
third round of finals. They fmished in the top ten in four of
five events, highlighted by Sarah Watson's nfth place finish
in the 100 backstroke finals.
T he Lady Tiger Sharks fmished off the last day of
Nationals with a fifth place finish in the 400 freestyle relay.
"When all was said and done, the women's swim team
placed sixth in nationals, which was an improvement over
last year's ninth place. "Our team finished much higher
than expected," said junior Summer Morris from Flint,
Texas.
All the hard work throughout the year paid off and
the team could finally sit back and dwell on what they had
accomplished .
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Vicente Condorelli rests
after a freestyle race. A Brazilian
native, Condorelli was one of five
international students on the squad.
Photo by: Danny Brown

Last year's season ended successfully with a finish in
the top five in the CAAs, but it was bittersweet as the
team watched their coach retire.
This season was a new beginning under former assistant coach Ryan Killackey, who was ready to prove himself as the head coach.
The first meet was against rival Henderson State.
They won the meet with a complete team effort 134 - 10 I ,
but the team was not satisfied with the result. They knew
they were capable of a better performance.
"We made a clear statement that we are one of the top
teams in the nation," Head Coach Ryan Killackey said.
The second meet of the year turned out to be the first
loss of the season. The team was anchored by strong performances from junior elson Silva,] unior Radu Badalac,
and senior Hal Eubanks, but it proved not to be enough.
The Tiger Sharks dominated in their next meet against
Delta State as they swam to a fmal of 137-100. They took
that win into the Henderson State and UALR Christmas
Invitationals and finished a strong second place with one
of the most complete team efforts of the year. The UALR
meet was special for freshman Daniel Karkoska.
"Our relay at this meet made the A cut for ationals which meant one of the guys on the relay, who did
not have an A cut yet, could go to ationals," Karkoska
said.
The last two meets of the season were split as they
suffered a loss against Delta State, but rebounded with

a victory over Henderson State on Senior _
goner Pool.
The Tiger Sharks continued the momentum of victoras they headed to the New Intercollegiate Swim Conli
ence Championships. They had their sights set on a goc
season fmish, and their expectations carne true.
The Tiger Sharks fmished third in the meet. The tea::was once again anchored by Badalac and Silva, who b
qualified for ationals with their times in the 100 freest)
and the 200 backstroke.
The team ended the season successfully and went cto the NCAA Dll National Championships. The Ti
Sharks had high hopes going into the championships an
they were rewarded with great performances from mar;:
of the team members. They were top five finishers an
broke school records by the end of the week.
Silva, Eubanks, Badalac, and freshman Max Hei.IL..
finished second place in the 400 medley relay on the fir:
day of finals. The next day ended in individual sucreby Radu Badalac, as he captured his first national vicur
with a first place fmish in the 100 backstroke finals. Th
success continued with a strong third place fmish for H....
Eubanks in the 100 breaststroke.
T hese performances helped wrap up a success±
season as the Tiger Sharks placed fifth in Nationals.
"Vve ended the season as strong as possible,"
Badalac. "I am very pleased with how we swam, and
excited to see how we will perform next year."

IM!t\\!]!,!,l!.!oil£lllimembers are Front Row: Daniel Karkoska, Nathan Bercaw Second Row: Kristian Krc,
Travis Ball, Kyle Bartlett. Razvan Goga, Radu Badalac, Harrison Tomlinson. Kyle Tilley. Vicente Condorelli. Nelson
Silva, Back Row: John Ragland, Hal Eubanks, Chris Hull, Steven Harvell, Nicholas Bass, Maximillian Heinze and
Austin Teague.

ttiM\iU.J.i Senior Vicente Co,..::.
swims during a freestyle _
Conrodelli finished his career -
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i:lM*:F\ttiJunior Thokozile z.
demonstrates the proper back ha:
return as an opponent makes
serve.
photo by: Danny Brown

l~ltQajmfrtj Junior Katie Potts reb..

a serve during a home match for ·
Lady Tigers.
photo by: Danny Brown

h'Jolu!§.iimtttA! members are Front Row: Tavu Fa, Katie Potts, Mariana Divardin. Back Row: Megan Ruggles,
Natalia Drada, and Thokozile Zulu.
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. a tough season for the Lady Tigers tennis
squad finished the season at 2-13 overall and
"?Cord in Gulf South conference play.
:....dy Tigers opened the season with a promising
~ over Christian Brothers, but then came a
_edule against GSC opponents and junior
:un.s that overwhelmed a team that struggled to
_-h healthy teammates to be able to compete in
~wn the stretch.
~h of 14-straight losses for the squad put the
.a tough position to ever put together enough
....m to make it to the GSC tournament, much
~A postseason play. Among the losses were five
ollld four 8-1 losses.
nad many struggles this season with injuries and
-...short in number, but we fought through it and
a stronger and closer team," said junior Katie
:::nett, Mo.
'::1 matches against Southwest Baptist (5-2) and
n State (6-2) provided open opportunities for
Tigers to seize mid season victories, but the
~dn't capitalize.
r Natalia Drada from Lexington, Ky. and junior
from Suva, Fiji had mixed success during the
Both players teamed up for doubles play and a
~ a 4-7 record. Among the victories were wins
:.erJ unior College, Southwest Baptist, University of
ort Smith and Southern Arkansas University.
fmished the season at 2-8 in singles play

with wins over Christian Brothers to begin the season
and Southern Arkansas to end her final season as a Lady
Tiger.
Fa recorded the most singles win on the season, putting
together an 8-7 singles record. Fa recorded impressive wins
over No. 26 Drury and No. 25 Delta State. The junior
played the o. 2 and 3 position in singles throughout the
season, narrowly missing victories over No. 5 West Florida
and Arkansas Tech.
"We really grew together as a team even with the tough
competition and schedule. At different points, players
stepped up in singles and doubles, but we could never put
those individual performances together as a team," said
Potts. "We have a great group of girls that have become
much closer together as a core."
The team finished strong with a 4-3 victory over
Southern Arkansas University to end the season. Drada
and Fa recorded singles victories after winning their
doubles match 8-0 to provide a 3-0 lead. Sophomore
Mariana Divardin from Ponta Grossa, Brazil, finished the
match with a default win, as the Lady Tigers fmished the
2009 on a strong note.
One of the women was honored at the close of the
season. Junior Thokozile Zulu, an accounting major from
Zimbabwe, was among eight OBU athletes to be named to
the GSC Spring All-Academic Team.
Other teammates, Divardin, Drada, Potts and
sophomore Megan Ruggles were named to the GSC
Academic Honor Roll.
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Momentum could be a strong component for a team. two wins each over Cameron and Drury, the nation
Just ask the opponents of the men's tennis team. The team, to notice differences in the this team compared t
who had a 18 match streak, swept regular season play and teams.
headed to the Gulf South Conference Tournament
The secret? It could be found in the work ethic
After a 5-0 victory over Alabama-Huntsville to open Tigers implemented in day-to-day preparation. '"I.
up GSC tournament play, the Tigers took down No. 10 time away from the court that's most crucial for us,West Florida, 5-3, to advance to the GSC finals to face said. "When it comes down to the match itself,
Valdosta State for a second-straight season. Unfortunately, about focusing on the moment. You always have an:C!ll.
the result was the same, as o. 4 Valdosta swept doubles the day of the match, but once you step onto the co..:
play, leading to a 5-0 victory over the Tigers.
about your preparation and playing within your seLSince the team was widely successful, indr
After the GSC tournament, the Tigers prepared for
a tough CAA regional match up against No. 10 West accolades tended to follow closely behind. The :
Florida. After a 2-1 deficit in doubles play, West Florida swept the GSC Men's Tennis All-Conference ..
won three singles matches to win a 5-2 match and end a including G C West Player of the Year and G C
disappointing postseason run for t.he Tigers.
Freshman of the Year. For the first time in his career
In the midst of the season's success was a team that in Coach Craig Ward won GSC Coach of the Year h
its core was only as strong as its weakest link. "The key to
For the fourth consecutive season, Ouachita S\
our team, is that everybody is willing to play any position individual awards for the West Division. Sophom
to help us be successful," said Head Coach Craig Ward. Plewinski garnered Player of the Year honors a se
"We have eight guys that completely trust their teammates receiving Freshman of the Year. Plewinski was ranL
to give 100 percent day in and day out. That's been the 13 in the nation in singles play, and No. 14 in doubL.
difference in this season and in seasons past."
with sophomore Till H eilshorn.
The success of the team could be judged by the
Freshman J ean Charles Diame was tabbed G::
caliber of its opponents. Of the competition, 11 of the 18 lop newcomer, gaining Freshman of the Year a~
overall wins came against top 30 ranked teams. Of those Diame had an undefeated record at 20-0. H eilsb
ll wins, five were against top ll teams in the nation.
Tafelski also received honors, making the All-G
ational powerhouses West Florida, Cameron, and Division Team, giving the Tigers four players on tb
Drury were all in the path of the Tigers' success. With player team.

Men'sTennis Team members are Front Row: Mike Basler, Szymon Judek, Pierre Tafelski. Back Row: Coach Craig
Ward. Daniel Moser. Vasek Stverka, Till Heilshorn, Jan Plewinski, Jean Charles Diame.

L!IJIQillllJjPierre Tafel
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Team.

photo by: Danny Broo.
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~ Senior Blake Sisson cor
a tee off during a golf match
was one of the top finishers a·
of the matches.
photo by: Danny Brown
WE!Jsenior Klayton Sey
1n the ball at the sixth hole
played on the "A" team.
photo by: Danny Brown

[lfl1!1@!ulmembers are Cole Fisher, Rob Greer, Klayton Seyler, Blake S1sson. and Dax Demaree.
photo by: Megan Tucker
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~ Bobby Allen drives the ball.
Allen was one of three seniors who
led the team.
photo by: Danny Brown

...: three seniors to help lead the team, Tiger golf
.o start their season strong. "The strength of
was definitely the senior leadership. Being a
I was able to feed off of what they did. I was
see how they acted and carried themselves at
It was a scary thing jumping from high
..:> college golf, but having all the seniors just take
-=ade the transition much easier," freshman Tanner
.aid.
September 15, the Tigers showed that they could
among the best. In their first tournament, the
?'3ll Classic held at Harding University, the team
.:hird after two rounds with a combined score of
Rob Greer led the team with two scores of 71,
'lth senior Klayton Seyler's scores of 75 and 72.
e B-team also competed in the tournament, placing
1th a combined score of 645. Freshman Tyler
~ored 79 and 76 in his two rounds, leading the
- scoring. "The first tournament was an experience
::,ot ever forget. Stepping up to the first tee and
those butterflies in my stomach was something I
er felt. It felt good to think, 'I can really do this,"'
said.
~ team then traveled to Northeastern State
for the lOth Annual NSU Golf Classic. T hey
: 13th after three rounds with a combined score of
:::.ophomore Cole Fisher helped lead the team to
with scores of 88, 74 and 70.
Tigers placed 13th once again in their next
the Derrall Foreman Invitational, to end

their fall season. Greer led with scores of 76 and 75, with
Fisher adding scores of 78 and 76.
Between seasons the team worked on skill, endurance
and teamwork. Members traveled to DeGray Country
Club as often as possible to work on their game. "We had
to practice together and encourage each other to keep
unity in the game. I had a lot going on with it being my
senior year, but I still made time to go to the course and
practice," senior Klayton Seyler said.
The first tournament of the spring season was the
Doyle Wallace Classic held at Henderson State University,
in which the Tigers placed fourth after two rounds with a
combined score of 635. Senior Blake Sisson led with scores
of 78 and 77. Greer contributed scores of 74 and 83.
Sisson also led the team in the next tournament, the
Crawford-Wade Invitational at East Central University, with
scores of 80 and 75. The team placed 13th overall with a
combined score of 638 after two rounds.
In the final tournament of the year, the Mulerider
Invitational at Southern Arkansas University in Magnolia,
the Tigers placed second overall with a combined score
of 607 after two rounds, falling only two points behind
Henderson State University's score of 605. The team
had three members place individually in the Mulerider
Invitational. Fisher placed third overall with two scores of
75. Greer tied for seventh with a combined score of 152,
and Seyler placed lOth with a combined score of 154.
T he Tigers had much to be proud of. Seniors Seyler,
Sission and Bobby Allen aided in a successful season. The
team finished 8th at the GSC championships.
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bl!fuJl!i11f!it Kristen

Rigsbee collects
one of many base hits during the
season. R1gsbee made the AII-GSC
team.
photo by· Danny Brown

The ability to put together a clutch run and achieve
success while reaching milestone goals are what teams
are remembered for. Count the 2009 Lady Tiger softball
squad as a memorable team.
For the first time in school history, the Lady Tiger
softball team advanced to the Gulf South Conference
tournament, fueled by a 12-18 finish in GSC play and a
23-29 overall record.
After finishing as the o. 4 seed (rom the GSC West
Division, the team had the daunting task of taking on the
o. 3 nationally ranked Valdosta tate Lady Blazers.
After 3- l and 2-1 losses to VSU during the regular
season at Sully Anderson Field, the Lady Tigers were
confident with the match-up against one of the nation's
premier programs. "Making the conference tournament
for the first time in school history was big," Head Coach
Mike McGhee said. "It's been our goal for the last two
seasons. I think it was the first big step we had to take to
build our program."
After a pair of base hits in the top of the first inning,
the Lady Tigers jumped to a l-0 lead. A double by VSU
in the bottom of the fifth inning tied the game at 1-l,
then the Lady Blazers ended the game in grand fashion
with a walk-off home run in the bottom of the seventh
inning, putting the Lady Tigers in the loser's bracket with
a 2-1 loss. Rain shortened the tournament, ending in a
conference title for Valdosta and ending the postseason
nm for th e Lady Tigers. Despite the loss, OBU sophomore
pitcher Kristen Rigsbee held the No. 3 Lady Blazers to

just three hits on the afternoon.
"Kristen pitched a quality game, struck out eight
at that time they had moved up to number three in
country," McGhee said. "We scored one in the top of
first and should have scored another run."
For the second-straight season, Rigsbee was name<.
the GSC West Division First Team after leading the k
with a .372 average and hitting seven home runs and
RBI. Her 1.99 ER A on the mound was just as impres..
while her 14-13 record didn't fully indicate her
efforts. The sophomore struck out 160 batters in
innings of work, while only giving up 49 earned runs.
"Without Kristen we are in trouble. She is our
one pitcher, led us in number three hole in the order
is a great leader by example," McGee said.
Just as impressive as reaching the program miles
was the path that the team took to get there. True frP•:lt::.,.
filled the starting Uneup at four different positions.
"Our freshmen have made me excited about
program and where it is going," McGhee said. AI:::
them were freshman Taylor Austin who received All·
Western Division second team honors. The Canton, T
product hit .348 with 54 hits and 29 RBI.
O ther standouts at the plate included freshmen ~1
Davis who hit .364 with 33 runs, and Jana Deen
.286 average and 40 hits on the season.
On the mound, sophomore Sara Hanson was
on the team with a 4.06 ERA, 7-8 overall record, a=.
strikeouts in 110 innings.

l>!ltQ!!ll!l@lu! members

are Front Row: Aspen Grams, Jana Deen, Kelli Beth Bratton, Nikki Bain, Whitney
Hays, Jessica Hill. Abby Eason. Second Row: Assistant Coach Ben Thomas, Sara Hanson, Alexis Johns, Sarah
Bell, Haley Chambers, Taylor Austin, Monica Davis, Korrine Cook, and Head Coach M ike McGhee. Back Row:
Wh1tley Hoppe, Emily Matthews, Crystal Robinson, Randi Wilson, Kristen Rigsbee, and Assistant Coach Warren
Robertson.
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~ JoeDan Poulter takes a
at the plate. Poulter hit .289
RBI while playing second base
photo by:

tmmJ Rudy

Jovanovski malc:t
turn at second base. Jovanoo
.305 with 50 RBI on the seascphoto by:

l:fttt!lt'!\111>i4HI.Jlimembers were Blake Lockwood, Patnck Lemmond, Derek Dibbens, Sean O 'Rourke, Drew Wur·
zelbacher, Chase Baran, JoeDan Poulter. Drew Maus, Jarod Hershberger, Rudy Jovanowskt, Jerry Helferich, Chris
Gordon.
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expectations at an all-time high to start the
ilie T igers started the 2009 campaign with a 21-7
znd early season confidence. Then came a tough
uth conference West Division schedule that not
::anged the midseason momentum, but also the
Jf the season.
.er being swept by Delta State in the GSC opening
and losing two-of-three to Harding, the Tigers
.hemselves at l-5 in GSC play and in need of a
a.k to get back in the hunt for postseason play.
~r series victories over Henderson State, Arkansas
ello, and a series sweep over Arkansas Tech, the
moved to S.7 in conference play. Losing a series
at the hands of No. 1 Southern Arkansas put the
m a must-win situation heading into the final series
season against Christian Brothers. After winning
_..;.Dles, the T igers clinched the o. 4 seed in the
"\'est Division for the G C tournament, ftnishing
nference season at ll-10 overall.
-;:e first game of the GSC tournament matched the
against GSC East Division winner West Alabama.
falling behind S.0 through six innings, the Tigers
-red with runs in the seventh and eighth, but it was
":llugh, losing 10-5 in the GSC tournament opener.
.sme two of the tournament put the Tigers against
i ta State in an elimination game, needing a game
·.end postseason hopes of making the CAA South
Regional tournament for a third-straight season.
became dear early on that it wasn't going to happen,
Blazers collected 20 hits in the game, rolling to a
ictory over the Tigers and ending the season in
..!1

disappointing fashion.
The Tigers finished the season at 37-20 overall, ll-10
in GSC play. Fueled by a 23-5 record at home, the Tigers
were able to compete with some of the nation's best, but
ultimately couldn't fmd a way to fmish games down the
stretch. "We really were pretty steady all year, we just could
never get on that run to put us over the top," Head Coach
Chris Moddelmog said.
Junior Will Gowdy became only the second player in
GSC history to be named the GSC West Player of the
Year and be named to the All-GSC first team as a pitcher
and position player. The junior college transfer became the
third-straight Tiger to win player of the year, after having
a stellar debut season for the team, hitting .429, which was
good for third in the GSC. The 29 d oubles he collected
were second in Division IT baseball.
"Will really was a force on the mound and at the plate,"
Moddelmog said. "He worked hard each day and that
helped him have the season he had. We're excited to have
him back as a cornerstone for next year."
For the first time in school history, the men took home
the GSC West Freshman of the Year honor, sweeping the
major awards in the division. first baseman Brock Green of
Hot Springs, helped lead the Tigers to their fourth straight
GSC Tournament. Green finished in the top three on the
team in batting average (.359), slugging percentage (.523),
on-base percentage (.464), hits (55) and doubles ( 16) while
leading the team with two other players in hit by pitch (12).
Senior Jared Hershberger joined Green on the All-GSC
second team after a 7-1 finish on the mound with a 5.13
ERA and 51 strikeouts.
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i1ll!!mmFreshman Nolan West makes
an interception for the Thundercats.
The Thundercats. an all-freshman
team, captured the lower division
title.
photo by: Danny Brown

With a new group of freshmen joining the student
body, intramural athletics grew both in numbers and
competitive spirit. "I had heard a lot about intramural
athletics before I cam e to Ouachita and was excited to
participate once I got here," said freshman Daniel Smith,
a Christian studies major from Lonoke.
Smith was a member of the competitive freshman flag
football team, the "Thundercats," which took first place
in the men's lower division. "Team Rex Horne" once
again captured the title for upper division. In women's
flag football, "Powerhouse" won the upper division
championship and "Infuego" the lower.
In October, the intramural athletic program
hosted a Halloween Sk run. Around 65 students and
faculty participated, and each received a shirt for their
involvement. "It was fun to see everyone dressed in their
Halloween attire having a good time. The event was a
good way to celebrate Halloween," said freshman Katelyn
Smith, a dietetics major from Longview, Texas.
"Staff Infection" captured the title in the open
volleyball division, with the "Blockbusters" taking the coed division.
With intramural basketball season came a group
of freshman girls determined to do in basketball what
"Team Rex Horne" did in flag football: Win. Uniformed
in purple jerseys with ribbon-elaborated bull horns,
"Team Becky Horne" captured the upper division

women's championship title. The "Pink Ladies" won
lower women's division. "Our team was an aweso
experience. We were nervous about being an all
team, but we love the game and walked away with
championship. Dr. and Mrs. Horne gave us so m1.
love and support and we thank them for it. Team
Horne is here to stay," said freshman Allison Grigsb·
mass communications major from Cabot.
"Superbad" won the men's upper division u"'"'~'u.......,
while "Duh-nuh-nuh" won the middle and "Red Sho..
the lower.
Intramural softball consisted of a men's division anco-ed division. The men's division championship title
captured by "Wreckin' Crew" and the co-ed division
"Rabid."
The "Heartbreakers" took the upper men's clivi,.
title in soccer and the women of EEE won the wom
division. For the first time ever, the men of Kappa
captured a soccer championship title, winning the m
lower division. "My first thought was, 'we're goint
Disneyworld.' I was really excited," said sophocKappa Chi member Justin Hodges, a Christian su.
major from Stuttgart.
Although teams were competitive, intramural athl
allowed students an opportunity to be active in
Ouachita community, as well as a way to meet new pe.
and have Christian fellowship with other students.

~iill!oGW4iJsenior Rowan Ledbetter fights off junior Seth Northcutt as he makes his way down the field. The men
played in the upper soccer division.
photo by: Danny Brown

1f:J:!i1GJ Students prepare for a
of frisbee golf. Signs posted at
tee listed par and the hole nurrophoto by: Danny Brown

t!!mmJ Senior Bob Ruffing thrO>
disc into the pole hole. The bool
provided In nova discs for stude.photo by: Danny Brown

~ni!l.!oi!J!J Members of Tau Beta
Sigma prepare for the frisbee
golf competition by setting up a
registration table. The women hosted
the competition as a fund-raiser
conjunction with Spring Fling.
photo by: Danny Brown

(illJ,J.ilif\fi'l'flll Senior Ryan

Rundle
prepares to throw a disc. Rundle used
a mid range disc to better control his
throw.
photo by: Danny Brown

ring came to Ouachita and with that came the itch
.,utside. The bipolar, but mostly beautiful Arkansas
_.ca;....:.,, provided everyone with an excellent opportunity
.)y the great outdoors.
, new outdoor attraction was the Disc Golf Course,
-.sbee Golf Course, that was completed late in the
!'Dlester. The course was located at the intramural
and along the cross country trail on campus. It
_.._.rl:u 18 holes, baskets actually, spread all around the
The course was designed by Tom Pitchford of Fort
along with the Campus Activities office.
·athan Shelburne, director of Campus Activities,
be played the course several times, and enjoyed
:~·s a great opportunity to hang out with friends
do something relaxing, but that is still active," said
He added that it could, of course, get pretty
• - -.,... rilivP at times.
· unior Eli Cranor also played the course frequently.
r was involved in football and could not play during
.:>all season, but said he played two or three times a
during the offseason. "I like to throw things, and
the mental aspect of the game, like deciding what
w use or what shot to make," said Cranor.
-This is one of the longest courses I have played,"
Cranor, but the length did not discourage beginners
people could choose between two different
.., .~,s. one of which was shorter than the other.
Disc golf was a growing phenomenon that offered
possibility for people to compete in tournaments and

win money. Ouachita did not host any major tournaments,
but the possibility was there with tournaments being hosted
in other places in the state. During the weekend of Spring
Fling members of Tau Beta Sigma National Honorary Band
Sorority hosted a small competition on the course.
Competition was not the only reason to play however.
Many people played for the enjoyment of it, and as
Shelburne said, the social aspect "I have seen several other
groups playing, within those you see a very diverse group
of people," said Shelburne.
Cranor has also noticed the diversity in groups. "I have
noticed it is not all Ouachita students. Lots of people from
the community and Henderson come out and play, which
gives Ouachita an opportunity to help out the community,"
said Cranor.
It may not be well known, but disc golf enthusiasts
used a special set of discs. Your average everyday Frisbee
would work, but was not the choice of most. Discs came
in a wide array of varieties, just like golf clubs. There were
drivers, mid range discs, discs that hooked left or sliced
right, and of course discs for the short game, the putters.
Most players could easily get by with a driver, mid range
disc and putter.
Ouachita students looking to take up the hobby of
playing frisbee golf were considered lucky because the
discs were always readily available for use as well as for
sale. The bookstore sold disc sets that included the three
needed discs along with score cards for those who wanted
to get competitive.

1920s picnics were held on the campus lawn. In
the 1980s frisbee was a common afternoon activity on the
lawns. Today is the same. The PEOPLE who make up the
OBU community used the lawns to get from one building
to another, to play catch, to take in the FESTIVITIES of
In the

Lunch on the Lawn.

The lawn was a place where people visited and gained

DIFFERENCE
MAKERS. People learned of faculty members like ALEX
NISBET who announced his retirement after 46 years and
Coach ALEX DENNING who went straight from class to
coaching. They heard stories about ANNA TOHLEN who
traveled to Antarctica and AMANDA SEELEY who planned
a charity event. They saw BRAEDEN ROGERS take
pictures and STEVEN HARVELL ride his unicycle.
even more knowledge of the incredible

TODAY'Sstudents was
trotted on years ago by YESTERDAY'S students. The
LEGACIES they left then made Ouachita brighter today.
The lawn that was walked by

r70 "A:¢

Abby Adams • Houston, TX
turen Ainsworth • Rowlett, TX
Rachael Allen • Chatham, !L
Samantha Allen • Helena
Sarah Alunan • Slaton, TX
Jeremy Arledge • Hot Springs

John Atkins • Arkadelphia
Amanda Baker• lrving, TX
Heather Baker • Cleburne, TX
Ariel Bealer • Branson, MO
Jennifer Beaver • Salem, OR
Tracey Beckett • Garland, TX

J osh Bland • Win11Sboro, TX
JulieAnne Bowen • Benton
Laura Brownlow • PickeiiS, SC
Jessica Bruchan • Lucas, TX
Angela Burk • Housto11, TX
Brian Burk • Sherman, TX

Judah Burk • Hurst, TX
Ashlee Burt • Massena, NY
Sam Bushey • Stuttgart
:::asey Bushman • Burleson, TX
Morgan Butler • Hope
Erin Carpenter • Allen, TX

Caleb Case • Rocha, Uruguay
Sarah Casey • Batesville
Paige Cate • Bry·ant
:mifer Caudle • Bossier City, LA
1tthew Clarkson • Garlarld, TX
J on Cole • Dallas, TX

Vicente Condorelli •

Rio De janeiro, Brazil
Thomas Connell • Hope
Kalee Cook • El Dorado
Trey Cook • Paragould
Hayli Coon • Gurdon
Kristin Cordell • Fort Smith

ENIORS

T hey were fami liar names. T hey were seen in the caf, the student center and the music building frequ ently.
were people who others wanted to be friends with. J on Cole and Amy York were active individuals on
...:npus who were honored as outstanding seniors at the culmination of the Academic Awards Banquet.
Cole, a se nior music major and Christian studies minor from Dallas, Texas, was shocked when he learned
me award. He said, "First I though t the votes had been miss co unted. And then, it was ver y humbling."
Cole was active in International Club through a Japanese Bible Study and Three Degrees
.ernational Bible Study. Cole was a member of the band and choir. H e studied abroad in Japan
_;ng his junior year. In the fall o f 2008 he dedicated m any hours to practice and performance as
:-iger Tunes host.
Cole was more than the tall, skinny, blonde guy. H e was awarded Outstanding Senior member in
...nd for 2009, Dream Date of International Club in 2008 and Who's Who among American College
....dents for the 2008-2009 school year.
After college he planned to ser ve with the Inte rnational Mission Board as a Journeyman in Asia
~ rwo or three years. H e then planned to return to the states for seminary in order to go back
crseas for long-term missions.
Yo rk, a senior musical theatre major from Dallas, Texas, was equally shocked and humbled by
c results. York said, "I thought that President Horne messed up the names! I was truly in shock and
_] do n't feel even remotely deserving of this award!"
York was involved in many aspects of the theatre department from acting in numerous productions,
operating the sound board and even directing the fall p erformance of "The Lion, The Witch, and
-e Wardrobe." York was a member of Theta Alpha Phi Theatre Arts Honor Fraternity, Alpha Chi
tiona! H o nor Society, T heta Alpha Kappa, Concert Choir, Women's Chorus, and Rough Draft.
rk also worked for Dr. George Keck and as a theatre intern.
~ot only was York awarded with the Outstanding Senior award, she was also awarded T heta Alpha Phi
nior Award, The Rotary's "Service Above Self" Award, and Theta Alpha Phi's "Best Actress" Award. With
..:mjJity York said, "I don 't think that is true, all of our actresses are extraordinary."
York said she loved learning and that she did not have trouble motivating herself to get all o f her work
ne. "God has given me a very specific passionjcalling to glorify him in the theatre. So, I suppose I was
:>tivated to soak up any bit of information I could so that I could one day use it in the theatre."
York hoped to one day move to Russia to start a theatre group at an orphanage in St. Petersburg.
~ey

photo by: Kara Humble

Robert Cotten • Celeste, TX
Clint Cox • Mansfield, TX
Elizabeth Cox • Mufreesboro
Kaitlyn Cox • Cherry Valley, CA
Laura Cox • Hot Springs
Andrew Curtis • Wickes

Dru Danielson • Cabot
Darci Davis • Garland, TX
Zachary Dickey • Crossett
Sandy Dicus • Clarksville
Luiz dos Santos •
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Natalia Drada •
Santiago de Cali, Colombia

"God says to do everything we do as if we were doing it fo r him, so why wo uldn' t I give 110 percent," sa.Lindsey Forga. "I feel like God has given me so much and it's my responsibility to honor him with the gifts b.
gave me." The senior mass communications and musical theatre double major from Glenwood lived her 111
with this in mind and was rewarded for her hard work by being named the Over all Academic Achiever.
"I was really surprised when I got this honor. It was a shock," said Forga. "O verall I guess I' m just honore<
to have many people think so much of my studies. It's ver y humbling." Forga had a 4.0 and \\ ...
chosen for the award by the faculty.
Forga gave part of the credit for her academic success to her parents. he said, " My parents ha
always encouraged me to be the b est I can be and then that motto just son of stuck." Forga also fe
honored by the wonderful professors she learned under while at Ouachita. She mentioned Dr. 1:"
Flora, Dr. Scott Holsclaw, Dr. George Keck, Dr. Kevin Mot!, Eric Phillips and Dr. J eff R oot all
having been influential in her life. Then she said, "but the two that really stand o ut in my mind a:
Mary Worthen and Mary Handiboe. Mrs. Worth en is such a wise wo man and has been there for c:.
since th e beginning of my freshman year when I was cast in Ouachita Sounds. She is so encouragt:;..
and my voice has grown exponentially under her tutorsh ip. Likewise, I have also learn ed so mu
from Mary Handiboe. My first acting class was with Mary and I don't think I've ever b een so nern ..in my entire life, but she was so open and accepting. She really wanted to make sure everyone
that class learned something, and created an environment that was friendly and inviting which is
for nervous acli ng students."
Forga was a member of O uachita Sounds, Theta Alpha Phi national theatre honors frateriL
and A lpha Chi national college honor society. She also ser ved as th e EEE wom en's social clusong leader, a freshman class senator, sophomore class secr etary and junior class president. represented the senior class at Homecoming in 2008. In 2006 she performed as a Tiger Tunes hostess.
While this was the only award Forga earned while in college she said her years at Ouachita were a re\\
themselves. "Ouachita p rovided the environment that I needed to have to spread my wings and fl y. RJ_
now I feel like I have the wo rld by the tail, and I can't thank this university, my family, my friends, and m
impor tantly my Heavenly Father enough," said Forga happily.
Forga planned to give 110 percent for one more semester at Ouachita and then g raduate. After gradat.
she planned to continue to strive to be the best by pursuing a career in musical theatre.
Cody Duke • Buruson, TX
Robert Eason • Beirne
Emily Evans • Colleyville, TX
Lauren Faulkner • Malvern
H eather Ferguson • Hol Springs
Jennifer Files • Arkadelphia

Katie Fisher • DeWilt
Andrew Ford • Arkadelphia
Katherine Frazier • Maumelle
Carrissa French • Arlington, TX
J ordan French • Stultgart
Katy Fritts • Richardson, TX

Jeff Garner • Plano, TX
Jeremy Garren• Garland, TX
Rachel Garren Bland •

Mesquite, TX
Courtney Gibson • Superior, CO
Amanda Glenn • Little Rock
Stephanie Glenn • Little Rock

Meredith Goodson • Russellville
Daniel Graham • Richardson, TX
Cara Graves • Little Rock
Alan Greenwood • Arkadelphia
Brittany Gubser •

Mount juliet, TN
Grant Gubser • Dmver, CO

Matthew Gudino • Forney, TX
J eremy Hall • Batesville
Rachel Hardin • Wills Point, TX
Kolby Harper • Gurdon
Lucas Hawthorne • Scottsdale, AZ
Carly Hayes • Oak Grove, LA

Robert Hennagin • Arkadelphia
Mariela Hernandez • Arkadelphia
Sarah Hillyer • Elkins
Audra Hinson • Little Rock
Allison Hodges • Garland, TX
Annie Hollaway • Arkadelphia

Genevieve Horton • Ovilla, TX
Sarah Horton • Rockwall, TX
William Hunsucker •

Lake Cormorant, MS
WUI Hunt • Amity
Aaron Hunter- Arkadelphia
Sayuri Ito • Toyoko Osaka, japan

Emory Jacobs • El Dorado
Angle J ones • Keller, TX
LucasJustl • Brazilia, Brazil
Cori Kidder- J.i?'nne
Daniel Laney • Tomball, TX
Jody Lee • Arlington, TX

Tyler Lee • GruniJ)()(J(]
Deborah Leech • Stuttgart
Beth Lewis • North Little Rock
Lauren Lewis• McKinney, TX
Kim Lindsey • Sheridan
J oy Uvers • Semon

Kristi Lochala • Almaty, KS
ara Jane Love • Crossett
Michael Marsden • Paragould
Abby Martin • Nashville, TN
Valerie Martinka • Dallas, TX
Adam Massey • Benton

Aimee Mathis • Higginson
Daniel McCauley • Benton
Brittany McClain • Arkadelphia
Dillon McClain • Arkadelphia
J onathan McCrary • Nashville
Sara McDonald • Parkuille, MO

atalie McHargue •

Grapevine, TX
Anna McKenzie • Little Rock
J oy Mobley •

Colorado Springs, CO
Leslie Monk • El Paso, TX
arah Monroe • Mountain Home
Vanessa :\1oody • Fouke

Undsey Moon • Pine Bluff
Marci Morgan • Mountain Home
Tiffany Murphree • Bmton
J on Neal • Lavttn, AZ
Leah Nixon • Celeste, TX
Chloe O 'Connor • Louisville, CO

Rachel Oswell • Garoin, OK
Neal Ozmun • Arkadelphia
Kim Parker • Paragould
Kim Pallon • Plano, TX
Greg PeLerson • Stu//gart
Lauren Pierce •

Grand Prairie, TX

In the words of Richard Petty, "In the kind of business we're in, you have to have faith. R acing the way
-e do, you put your life in God's hands." Senior Kelsey Redmond from ElDorado lives by these words when
e drag races. R edm ond has been racing since 1999, but never expected to develop such a lasting inte rest in
Her brother began racing aJunior Dragster at age 8, but she didn' t truly become interested in racing until
.er best friend from high school started racing. She then decided to give it a try and quickly found
rself gaining a new hobby.
"My favorite thing about drag racing is the adrenaline rush. I also like it when I race against guys
1 say they can't lose to a girl. But they d o!" Redmond said. H er family owned a 2002 Undercover
ragster with a 565 horsepower motor. She considered drag racing a very family-oriented activity
d always had her family there to support her and be her own pit crew as they fixed the motor,
anged tires and oil and made sure everything was running smoothly during the race.
Her brother alternated racing with her every other weekend. Redmond raced almost everywhere
1 of the Mississippi River from Georgia to Ohio, along with more local areas around Arkansas,
exas and Louisiana. In the summer she raced at Quaker City Raceway in Salem, Ohio, and
nsburgh Raceway Park in ew Alexandria, Penn.
Redmond obtained h er share of wins and various awards from drag racing. She took wins at
alti ple local tracks and was an Outlaw 330 qualifier and a Quick 16 qualifier, which included racing
der specific guidelines with some of the fastest cars in the race.
"I wanted to race because it looked really fun to go fast, but I also enjoy the social atmosphere
cause I have so many friends all over the United States that race. I always thought I couldn't do
because I always thought that it was an all boys sport so, I wanted to show that girls could too."
•dmond said.
Redmond was known to eject the parachute if there was not enough stopping distance and to lift the front
;:res off of the ground a few times at the starti ng line. "Imagine going 170 mph in a quarter of a mile and only
ing a co uple of inches from the ground," she said. "Going from 0 to 170 in seven seconds can be pretty
•ense. The only problem is I want to go faster."
he recommended that everyone try racing or at least go to a real drag race. "I must warn you, if you get
w a race car it is very likely yo u won't get o ut. After experi encing the thrill of going so fast in a car like
you will have that adrenaline in your blood for a long time!"

photo courtesy Kelsey Redmond

Taylor Post • Grand Prairie, TX
Andrea Prislovsky • Grttrs Ftrry
Kendra Pruitt • Newport
Kristen Pucik • Vilonia
Andre"' Pyle • Mow/lain Home
Heather Q uillman • Plano, TX

Timothy Ransom • Forney, TX
Hayriddin Ravshanov • Ttrmu,

Uzbekistan
Kelsey Redmond • El Dorado
Andrew Riddle • Ashdown
Braeden Rogers • Garland, TX
Timothy Rountree • Mesquite, TX

J oshua Rovelli • Plano, TX
Wltitney Santifer • Hope
Rebecca Seago • Worland, WY
Warren Seals • Ashdown
Abigail Seibert • Benton
Brittney Selvidge • Hot Springs

Some peo ple counted the states they visited this year, others the countries traveled to, but senior biolo
major Anna Tohlen, from Grapevine, Texas, counted continents. Her most recent addition included watchin.
elephant seals, discovering that penguins are hard er to catch than it first appears and noticing that glacie:r
look striped . That's right, she's traveled to Antarctica fo r one surreal research expedition .
The trip started as a part of the Carl Goodson Honors Program . Her original plan was to stud
in Alabama, but when that fell thro ugh she b egan looking at other options. "It almost seemed lil.
a joke at first," Tohlen said. "Dr. Amy Sonheim suggested I r equest some information from Oreg
State about a trip they were taking to Antarctica, just to see if I would be interested. ext thin
know, I'm filling out an admissions application and requesting financial aid."
Altho ugh honors students were not required to travel for research projects, it was encourage<
and a joint effort was made to fund students' trips. "Part of the purpose of the Honors Program
to encourage students to explore the world. That is why we provide funds for them to travel," sa.
Sonheim. "H er sponsoring professors [in the biology department] literally wanted to see her go tb
extra mile, so they assisted in enabling her to make it to Antarctica."
First, Tohlen took an online class during the fall semester, participating through weekly webcas
res ponse papers and tests that covered a multitude of subjects about Antarctica. "The informatic covered everything I ever wanted to kn ow about Antarctica, including history of exploration ar
exploitation of the region and information about the flora, fauna, and climate," Tohlen said.
And when other students headed home for winter break to relax and forget about school, Tohl
boarded a plane for a two-week excursion in Argentina and Antarctica. "The semester of studyi.::.
before we left made me feel very cut off from the materi al we were studying," Tohlen said. "But once I got
the plane in Ushuaia (Argentina], everything I had seen in the PowerPoints was suddenly there, right in frcof me, in real life. I can' t d escribe the feeling; it's like walking into a movie you've just been watc hing."
The trip was fro m Dec. 15 to Dec. 3 1, with four days in Argentina and a ten-day cruise around Antarcti~
"On Christmas Day at Deception Island, we did what's known as the Polar Plunge," Tohlen said. "You ha
to jump in and completely submerge yo urself in 30 degree Antarctic waters. I have pictures and a certific
to prove I did it."
Despite some work, like presenting research on Antarctic whaling, Tohlen said most of the trip
experi encing what she had been studying for a semester. The group made landings twice a day for five da} ·
eight locations to explore wild life and historic sites, like Larsen's hut. "People go to colonial Williamsbur_
experience American history and people go to the Amazon rainforest to experience an extreme environm
and ecosystem," Tohlen said. "Going to Antarctica is experiencing everything at once."
Tohlen said people's favorite question to ask her was if she saw penguins. Unlike many in the world. ·
saw thousands of penguins and other animals in their natural habitat. "On Paulet Island alone, there are c
100,000 Adele penguins," Tohlen explained. "I' ve seen enough penguins to last a lifetime."
Tohlen concluded her journey by presenting her research before her peers at Scholar's Day. She was •
sure what life after graduation held for her, but knew traveling would continue to remain a part of it. ""r
now been to four of the seven continents, including the one that is the hardest for most people to travel
Tohlen said . "I now have a goal of visiting all seven continents. So if you h ear of anyo ne planning a trip
Africa, Asia or Australia, let me know."

SENIORS
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Katie Simmons Laney •

Mesquite, TX
Kenley Singleton • Paragould
Alan Smith • Longview, TX
Allison Smith • Annona, TX
Derrick Stewart • Mansfield, TX
Lindsay Stinson • Crossett

Christopher Straw • Little Rock
Nicole Stuart • Prescott
Elizabeth Sturm • Garland, TX
Joseph Taub • Cabot
Sara Terlecki • Hot Springs
Molly Throgmorton • jonesboro

Anna Tohlen • Grapevine, TX
Hayden Tucker • Arkadelphia
Grant Turner • Fort Worth, TX
Leah Turner • Carrollton, TX
Candace Veatch • Texarkana, TX
Lauren Veatch • Texarkana, TX

Allison Vire • Burleson, TX
ErnUee Wade • Big Sandy, TX
Cody Walker • Mountain Home
J essica Walley • White Hall
Annette Whitehead • Hot Springs
Katie Widdig •Allen, TX

Candice WUiiarns •

Wichita Falls, TX
Randi Wilson • Batesville
Allison Winn • Fayetteville
Becca Woodall • Bryant
Ashley Wright • Arkadelphia
Zachary Wright • Conway

Lindsey Wright-Forga • Glenwood
Megan Yoder • Searcy

Forty students were selected for inclusion in the 2008 edition of Who ' s Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges. The students were chosen for Who's Who by the faculty,
staff and senior class based on their academic achievement, service to the community, leadership
in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.

Tracey Beckett
early childhood education major • recipient of the
Maude Wright Award • President's List • 2005
Homecoming Queen • Eta Alpha Omega men's social
club sweetheart • Freshman Family Group leader •
worked in Ouachita's development office and as
missions intern • America Reads • Big Sister
program • volunteered with the Human
Development Center in Arkadelphia •
Alpha Chi national college honor
society • Kappa Delta Pi honor
society • plans to become an
elementary school teacher

English major • producer
and ministry leader of
Rough Draft drama team
• Tiger Serve Day team
leader • presenter at
Ouachita's Scholar's Day and
Sigma Tau Delta's National
Convention • Ouachita's
Wind Ensemble • Marching
Band • Tiger Blast • Sigma
Tau Delta international
English honor society •
Alpha Chi national college
honor society • Batesville
First Baptist Church youth
intern • Sky Ranch Camps
counselor • Speer Writing
Center consultant •
Community Outreach English
teacher • visiting English
teacher in China • plans
to teach English as a second
language

C
C

Whitney Burger
Biblical studies and Christian ministries double major • member of EEE women's
social club • Panhellenic Council • Pruet Sisterhood • Campus Ministries (ministr)
leader for both Publicity and Freshman Family Groups) • Tiger Serve Day • Relay
for Life • worked at Kanakuk Kamps, Heritage Baptist Church, Texarkana First
Baptist Church and Arkadelphia First Bapt ist Church • 2008 Homecoming Court
as 3rd runner-up to the queen • plans to pursue a career in women 's ministry

I JulieAnne Bowen
180 ~

mass communications and
speech communication double
major • Welcome to Ouachita's
World Executive Team • Photo
Lab editor • intern and life
group leader at the Church
at Rock Creek • production
assistant, grip and camera
operator for Screensurge Studios
..........._ • produced documentary films
~n Ethiopia, Kenya, Guatemala,
Honduras, Mexico, New Orleans
and Austin, Texas • director
of Ouachita's motion picture
. _ . production class's feature film •
•V
plans to pursue a career in the
~ television and film industry as a
....
camera operator

...=

mass communications major • vice president of chapter of
Alpha Chi national college honor society • Kappa Chi men s
social club little sis • opinion editor for The Signal • Ouachrt.:
Scholar • Welcome to Ouachita's World leader • Freshmar
. . . . Family Group leader • President's List • Tri Chi women's soc ~ club • Theta Alpha Phi national theatre honors fraternity •
enjoys languages, travel, photography, theatre and painting

..:=.::

Sam Bushey

Heather Ferguson

accounting and business marketing double
major • Welcome to Ouachita's World
Executive Team • EEE Beau • Tiger Serve
Day Leadership Team • Freshman Family
;:roup ministry leader for Campus Ministries
• worked with Arkadelphia Fellowship
Church 's children's church • intramural
-oorts participant • plans to pursue a career
n the accounting division of Windstream
Communications

biology and Spanish double major
• Dean's List • President's List •
Homecoming Queen nominee •
Governor's Distinguished Scholar • Tri
Chi women 's social club (pledge class
chaplain, club chaplain, and sisterhood
chair) • secretary for Ouachita's
American Chemical Society • Welcome
to Ouachita's World group leader •
Tri Beta biological honor society •
volunteered with ElderServe, Transerve
and Tiger Serve Day • plans to pursue
a career as a medical doctor

early childhood education major • director
of special events for the Ouachita Student
Foundation • recipient of the Betty Oliver
Grant Endowed Award • member of the
Welcome to Ouachita's World Executive Team
• Kappa Delta Pi honor society for education
• volunteered with Arkadelphia's Human
Development Center • Tiger Serve Day team
leader • worked with Geyer Springs Baptist
Church and Arkadelphia Fellowship Church's
children's ministries • worked in the registrar's
office and education lab • 2008 Homecoming
Court as 1st runner-up to the queen • plans
to pursue a career in elementary education or
children 's ministry

aige Cate
Laura Cox
English major • named a Governor's Distinguished
Scholar • recipient of Ouachita's English award • EEE
women 's social club • Sigma Tau Delta international
English honor society • Theta Alpha Kappa national
honor society for religious studies and theology •
Alpha Chi national college honor society • assistant
editor of "Scope" literary journal • President's List
• women's soccer team • member of Lake Valley
Community Church • plans to teach English as a
second language overseas

political science and business marketing double
major • International Association of Business
Communicators • EEE Beau • Homecoming
planning committee • executive treasurer of
Ouachita's Student Senate • co-chair of fundraising
_ and finance of the Ouachit a Student Foundation •
treasurer of Ouachita's Young Democrats • Dean's
List • President's List • awarded the Maddox
Scholarship for social sciences • worked at the
Arkadelphia Area Chamber of Commerce and
the Clark County Community Foundation • held
an internship with United States Senator Blanche
Lincoln • Tiger Serve Day • founding member of
Project RELOAD • plans to attend law school
i.Oi.&'sU& iSJ

Biblical studies major • sophomore
class president • senior class
president • student body
president • Pruet Brotherhood •
International Club • theatre program
• varsity football squad • Reaching
Out to Multicultural Students • Big
Brother program • Tiger Serve Day
• Operation Christmas Child •
Alexander youth prison ministry
• Beach Reach • worked as a
library assistant • intramural sports
referee • resident assistant • Disciple
Now small group leader • Noonday
ministry leader • Rookie Counselor of
the Year at Camp War Eagle • plans
to marry the love of his life, Sarah
Grace Kampfe, and attend seminary
to train for either the mission field
or church ministry

Jeff Garner
Amanda Glenn
Biblical studies major • EEE women 's social
club (intramural director) • Women 's
Soccer Team • Welcome to Ouachita's
World Executive Team • Campus Ministries
• Arkadelphia Fellowship Church • Tiger
Serve Day • ElderServe • Camp Wamp
• Beach Reach • Campus Ministries'
prison ministry • Pine Cove Christian
Camps • plans to enter the mission
field

Alan Greenwood
mass communications major • helped found
and lead Arkadelphia High School's Fellowship
of Christian Athletes • Ouachita's Student
Senate as freshman class president and
sophomore class president • president of
Kappa Chi men's social club • sports editor
for the Ouachitonian yearbook • sports editor
for The Signal campus newspaper • "Tripp
the Tiger" mascot • worked in sports
information, admissions and computer
services offices • host of "The
Brad Harris Show" • play-by-play
announcer for KDEL radio • New
Student Retreat Leader • Welcome
to Ouachita's World leader • Beach
Reach • Tiger Serve Day •
plans to pursue a career
either in student ministry
or sports journalism

Christian studies major • president
of Theta Alpha Kappa national honor
society for religious studies and
theology • co-chair of fundraising for
the Ouachita Student Foundation •
Alpha Chi national college honor
society • student planning team
• Pruet Sisterhood • member of
Arkadelphia Fellowship Church
• Tiger Serve Day • student
leader for Outdoor Discipleship
Ministries • worked in
Ouachita's development office
and president's office • hall
director in Frances-Crawford
Hall • plans to pursue a
master's degree in spiritual
formation and soul
care from Denver
Seminary

Brittany Gubser
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business management major • Campus Ministries
president • Backyard Bible Clubs ministry leader
• Freshman Family Group leader • Carl Goodsor
Honors Program • Alpha Chi national college
honor society • Beta Gamma Sigma internationa,
honor society for business • Arkadelphia
Fellowship Church • Transerve • Tiger Serve Da
• Sunday School programs • youth discipleship
programs • Dean's List • President's List •
recipient of the Botany Club Ray of Light awara
• resident assistant in Daniel and Anthony Hal..s
• plans to pursue his dream of owning his own
business

Grant Gubser
Christian studies major • Marching Band
• Rough Draft drama team • Ouachita's
Outdoor Discipleship Ministry • youth
pastor at Arkadelphia Fellowship Church
• worked in Ouachita's Print Shop • hall
director of
Frances-Crawford Hall • Tiger Serve Day
• plans to pursue a master's degree in
outdoor men's ministry from Denver
Seminary

biology major • EEE Beau •
President's List • Academic AllAmerican on the men's tennis team
• Beta Beta men's social club (social
chair, secretary, and vice president)
• treasurer of Ouachita's American
Chemical Society • tennis instructor
at Ouachita's Heflin Tennis Center •
Big Brother program • Tiger Serve
Day Leadership Team • plans to
pursue a career as a medical doctor

Lucas Hawthorne
accounting major • treasurer for Campus Activities Board • Tiger
Tunes leader for Campus Ministries • Freshman Family Group leader
• Dean's List • Beta Gamma Sigma international honor society for
business • worked as a business tutor • intern at Grant Thornton LLP
• tutor at Sylvan Learning Center • volunteered at Osburn Health
and Rehabilitation and with Rio Vista Church's homeless ministry •
plans to pursue a career in microfinancing at an accounting firm

Spanish and mass
communications double-major
• Dean's List • President's List
• 2008 Homecoming Queen
nominee • student life editor,
assistant editor and editor of
the Ouachitonian yearbook
• EEE women 's social club •
Handbell Ringers • Ouachita's
Photo Lab • Tiger Serve Day
• intern at the Promise House
• summer missionary to Peru •
youth intern at Geyer Spring First
Baptist Church • 2009 Arkansas
Yearbook Editor of the Year •
received Gold Medalist rating
for the 2008 Ouachitonian from
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association • plans to enter the
Journeyman program with the
International Mission Board

Audra Hinson

Cori Kidder
musical theatre major • Ouachita Singers • theatre
intern • box office manager for the Jones Performing
Arts Center • president of Theta Alpha Phi national
theatre arts fraternity • leader for Campus Ministries'
Tiger Tunes show • 2007 Tiger Tunes hostess • Dean's
List • Irene Ryan Acting nominee • plans to pursue a
career in musical theatre or worship ministry

I

accounting major • America Counts • Big Sister
program • Tiger Serve Day • member of the Ouachita
Student Foundation • Beta Gamma Sigma international
honor society for business • Chi Iota Sigma men's
social club little sis • President's List • worked in Speer
Writing Center as a writing consultant • plans to work
with PricewaterhouseCoopers

Rowan Ledbetter
business management and accounting double major •
Men's Basketball Team • Academic All-Conference award for
excellence in academics and athletics • School of Business
Advisory Board • Tiger Serve Day • plans to attend graduate
school or play basketball internationally
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graphic design major • EEE women's social
club • studied abroad in Salzburg, Austria
• Dean's List • member of Second Baptist
Church in Arkadelphia • Tiger Serve Day
-""
• Disciple NOW small group
leader • worked in the
News Bureau • intends
to pursue a job in
graphic design
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Brittany Cosh McClain
Dillon McClain
mass communications and
Christian studies double major
• Beta Beta men's social club
(president and chaplain) • Alpha
Chi national college honor society
• Theta Alpha Kappa national
honor society for religious
studies and theology •
International Association
of Business Communicators • Tiger Serve Day • Riverfest • Disciple NOW leader •
Ouachita's Campus Ministries •
plans to pursue a career in
communications, marketing or public relations
Christian studies major • Chi Iota Sigma men's social club (president
vice president, and chaplain) • publicity chair of the Tiger Serve Da
Leadership Team • Webmaster and speaker for Campus Ministries •
Backyard Bible Clubs • Tri Chi Beau • youth intern at Preston Tra
Community Church in Frisco, Texas • children 's intern for Prestonwood Baptist Church in Plano, Texas • interim youth minister for Firs··
Baptist Church of Saint Jo, Texas • worked in Ouachita's lnformatior
Technology Services office • plans to preach in an itinerant setting o
serve as pastor of a church

Matt Morrison
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mass communications
major • reporter, lifestyles
editor and editor-in-chief
for The Signal student
newspaper • The Online
Signal • Film Society •
screenplay writer and codirector in a motion picture
production class • panelist
on the Arkansas Educat ional
Television Network's College
Forum • received a Kluck
Student Enrichment Grant
for The Signal and for her
motion picture production
project • received Gold
Medalist rating for the
2007-2008 Signal f rom
the Columbia Scholastic
Press Associat ion
• Tiger Serve Day
• plans to pursue
a career in the
print, design or film
industries

mass communications and speech
communication double major
• recipient of the Governor's
Distinguished Scholarship •
Trustees Scholarship • Mrs. J.R.
Grant Award • E.L. Keith
Scholarship • President's
List • church soloist •
Disciple NOW leader
• Lighthouse ministries •
Courage House • counselor
and financial director for CentriKid camps • advertising manager
for the Ouachitonian yearbook
• Tri Chi women 's social club
(corresponding secretary and
Tiger Tunes director) • 2006 Tiger
Tunes hostess • Ouachita Student
Foundation Steering Committee •
plans to attend graduate school for
advertising or public relations

...............................

Andrew Pyle
=.....ssian language and

speech
communications double
-najor • President's
List • Dean's List
• Distinguished
Russian Language
Student • president
of the Ouachita
5tudent Foundation
• chaplain, sergeantat-arms and vice
oresident of Chi Iota
. gma men's social club •
·ector of the Rough Draft
ama team • Tiger Serve Day
• Mountain Home Marathon for
enya • worked as a youth intern and
camp counselor • college ministry at
=irst Baptist Church of Arkadelphia
• plans to pursue a career as a
college professor

Brittne Selvidge
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Christopher Straw
musical theatre major • vice president of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia national
fraternity for men in music • Campus Activities Board • Theta Alpha
Phi national theatre honors fraternity • Agape Church in Little Rock •
volunteered more than 200 hours at the American Red Cross • 2007
Tiger Tunes host • winner of the Mary Shambarger Competition for
singers • National Association of Teachers of Singing regional finalist •
plans to pursue a career in performing, artistic directing or teaching

mass communications major
• member of the Rough
~I Draft drama team • Tiger
Blast • Marching Band
• Saxophone Ensemble
Alii'
• Tiger Serve Day •
~
Fellowship Church of
Arkadelphia • received
honors in the 2007
Concerto Competition
• Tri Chi Beau • plans
to pursue a career
as a professional
photographer
~
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Nicole Stuart
mass communications major • co-president
of the Ouachita Student Foundation • vice
president of Reaching Out to Multicultural
Students • treasurer of Ouacl:lita's International
Association of Business Communicators • EEE
women 's social club • worked as a tutor at
Ouachita • mentor for TRIO programs
• resident assistant in O.C. Bailey
dorm • aide in the president's and
vice president's offices • named to
the Academic Enrichment Center's
hall of fame • Dean's List • Homecoming
Queen nominee • Big Sister program •
Tiger Serve Day • Greater Pleasant Hill
Baptist Church's college ministry •
plans to pursue a master's degree
in student affairs administration

psychology major • President's
List • Dean's List • received
the Psychology Faculty Award
• treasurer and president of Psi
Chi national honor
society for psychology
• Psychology Club •
Carl Goodson Honors
Program • Ouachita
Student Foundation • America
Reads • Big Sister program •
Jingle Bell Run • Tiger
Serve Day • plans to
pursue a master's degree
in psychology

Sara Ann Terlecki

Biblical studies and mass communications
double major • EEE women 's social club
(historian and president) • chairman and
vice chairman of College Republicans •
Theta Alpha Kappa national
honor society for religious
studies and theology •
Alpha Chi national college
honor society • International
Association of Business
Communicators •
/
Tiger Serve Day
ElderServe •
Operation Christmas
Child • Governor's
. . . . . . Distinguished Scholar
._.
• President's List •
............ Trustees Scholarship •
~ntern at Community
Bible Church in San
Antonio, Texas • plans
to pursue a career in
public relations
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Landon White

church music major • Welcome to
Ouachita's World Leadership Team
• Ouachita's Student Senate •
Ouachita Singers • Ouachita Jazz
Band • Refuge Band • studied
abroad in Salzburg, Austria •
Dean's List • Trustees Scholarship •
Tiger Serve Day • music ministry
assistant at First Baptist
Church of Benton • plans
to pursue a career as a
worship pastor or minister
of music

Alan Thomas
music major with a percussion emphasis • creative
leader for student ministry and a student ministry intern
for the Church at Rock Creek in Little Rock • volunteered for various church events and has participated
in several mission trips • plans to enter the music field
where he is considering being a studio artist
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Allison Winn
Christian studies major • recognized by Campus
Ministries for servant leadership • Campus
Ministries leader for missions promotions • EEE
women's social club (chaplain) • Theta Alpha
Kappa national honor society for religious
studies and theology • small group and youth
group leader • member of the choir and a Bible
study member at her home church
• volunteered with a disaster relief
trip to Louisiana • Tiger Serve Day
• Race for the Cure • Relay f or Life
• Habitat for Humanity • part of a
mission team to Australia • youth intern
at First Baptist Church of Bentonville
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Becca Woodall
Biblical studies and theology double major • EEE
women's social club • Campus Ministries Tiger
Tunes program • Handbell Ringers • Alpha Chi
national honor society • Theta Alpha Kappa
national honor society for religious studies
and theology • Ouachita Student Senate
president • Freshman Family Group leader •
President's List • Tiger Serve Day • active in her
church's children's ministry and missions efforts
• children's minister at Fellowship Church of
Arkadelphia • worked in Ouachita's
Christ ian Studies office • plans t o either
pursue a career in missions or attend
seminary

Ashley Wright
Christian studies major • Dean's
List • President's Li st • Campus
M inistries ministry leader for prison
ministry • EEE women's social club
(pledge class chaplain) • member of
Arkadelphia Fellowship Church • sophomore
ministerial award • Transerve award fo r over 50
hours of community service for her work with
prison ministry • disaster relief teams • Tiger
Serve Day • Beach Reach • Promise House pen
pal program • worked at Gymnastics
Plus, The Hamburger Barn, TRIO
Talent Search, T Bar M Camps
and San Antonio Community Bible
Church • plans to pursue a career in
school-based counseling
' , ,.
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communications
theatre double
and senior class
major • junior
Homecoming Queen nominee • Dean's
List • Ouachita Sounds • Theta Alpha Phi
national theatre honors fraternity • Alpha Chi
national college honor society • EEE women's
social club (song leader) • freshman class
senator • sophomore class secret ary • junior
class president • Ouachita Student Senate's
Food Fight • Tiger Serve Day • member of
the church choir • Girls in Action leader and
camp counselor • plans to pursue a career in
musical theatre

Amy York
musical theatre major • Alpha
Chi national honor societ y •
Rough Draft drama team •
Concert Choir • Women's Chorus
• vice president of Theta
Alpha Phi national theatre
honors f raternity • received
)
a Rotary Scholarship •
received an award from the
American College Theatre
Festival for excellence in
directing • attended the
William lnge Theatre Festival
for directing • Irene Ryan
Partner • Tiger Serve Day •
captain of Shoes for O rphan
Souls • drama director at her
church • Sunday School teacher
for t he toddler class • worked
as a teaching assistant and
secretary • hopes t o move
t o Russia w here she
plans to start a theatre
program for an orphan e
tO~s 1.0 It!

Victoria Adams • Hot Springs
Megan Antley • Fultorz
Alana Armstrong • Arkadelphia
Felicia Arnold • Keller, TX
Alden Ashley • Booneville
Richard Atkinson • Arkadelphia

Erin Baker • Longview, TX
Lindsey Baker • Berzton
Abby Bankhead • BoiSe, lD
Kyle Barnard • The Woodlands, TX
Derrick Barnes • Arkadelphia
Haley Barron • Flower Mound, TX

Brooke Belcher • Alma
Sarah Berry • Lillie Rock
Jason Bietendorf• Royse City, TX
Celeste Bird • Ashdown
Meagan Blackmore • jonesboro
Brandi Bowdle • Malvern

Amanda Boyce • Prescott
Phillip Bridges • Clarksville
Amelia Buckmaster •

Chillicothe, MO
Kiley Burnett • Wildwood, MO
Mallory Bussey • Bossier City, LA
Garland Butram • Little Rock

Mark Cain • Pine Bluff
Lindsey Campbell • Houston, TX
Katelyn Cash • Southlake, TX
Grant Caskey • Houston, TX
Hannah Clayton • Mesquite, TX
John Allen Cockerell •

Texarkana, TX

Danielle Cody • Midlothian, TX
Daniel Collier- North Little Rock
Rance Collins • Hillsboro, TX
Eli Cranor • Russellville
Katie Crow • Arkadelphia
Tara Davidson • Mountain Home

JUNIORS

Mark Cain was a Renaissance man of sorts. Technically, he was a Renaissance man of sports. However, it
as an injustice to curb Cain solely to the realm of sports, for his aptitude stretches to many fields. The gam e
eld was simply where Cain's star shines brightest.
The intelligent, d o-it-all junior kinesiology major from Pine Bluff g raduated fifth in his class in high school
rh a 4.2 GPA. Impressive for so meone with a velleity to dabble in every ath letic and social d omain possible.
--hletics for Cain was an analogical hokey-pokey. H e would have an arm or a leg in and out of
Tactically everything, and he certainly shook things all about by lettering in football , baseball, tennis
d soccer. Truly a man can do all things if he wills, and Cain lives that to the core. "I wo uldn't
.:tange my high school exp erience one bit," Mark said. "It was tough at times juggling four spo rts
~ rop of classes, but after the first year I got a hold of everything and was able to stay on track. It
ept me in good shape for sure."
But he is no superhero who gets a funky high off the sun. Even Superman had his parents. T hat
where David and Ann Cain cam e in. They enabled Mark to pursue his careers. The Cains, who
.·e big sports fan s, b oth played team tennis, as well as semi-pro baseball and softball. So Cain got
taste of sports early. "Mark saw a lo t of sports g rowing up watching us p lay," Ann said. "Our first
- ··estment was providing balls for him to play with and in turn for us to play with him. We never
-earned that his multi-sport interests wo uld continue into the collegiate level."
"My paren ts were a big part of m e staying on track," Mark said. "They made sure I stayed
anized and got all my work done. I am ver y blessed with the paren ts I have." Most of Mark's
<ends and teammates have had a chance to m eet his parents. Those who have not simply can attend
y of his games. A nn and David consistently make th e hour-plus long trip to suppo rt their pr ide
d joy. "My parents have been my biggest fans," Mark said. "There is no telling how many miles
- d how much time they have put into my sports. There is no way I can pay them back for every thing that
~ey have done for me."
Mark, whose first love is baseball, red-shirted on the field for football his freshman year. T hen he decided
redshirt off the field. Mark pledged Rho Sigma along with one of his teammates and now roommate Cody
fatthews. "We're always together," said Matthews, a junior. "We live together, we ball together. We're best
ads. Cain and I feed o ff each other."
"The thing I love abo ut Cain is how he t hr ives und er pressure ," Matthews said. "H e loves to be the guy
at pulls the trigge r in the clutch." His d emeanor n ever lets on that he is too stressed d espite a schedule
,rh an abundance of practices, games, assignm ents and tes ts. H e had to adj ust to long road trips to Georgia
r Alabama and handle the r esponsibilities of a pledge year, but when the going got tough, Mark would
rsevere .
"To commit himself to school scholastic goals first and then to both teams is no t easy," Ann said. "But
: ark pulls it off and d oes not seem to show stress, nor does he put off his frie ndships, commitmen ts to school
udies and organizations or his family."
"Luckily, some parts of college have slowed down since fres hman year," Mark said. "I think I' ve done a
. :1od j ob so far of juggling the b usy life b eing a dual-sport college athlete while having other responsibilities
·e Rh o Sigma and trying to keep a beautiful g irlfriend happy."
Keeping his g irlfriend happy? Even Superman had his kryptonite. Hopefully that is not Mark's.

Jarret! Davis • Henderson, IX
J ennifer Dawson • White Hall
Nick Dawson • Collierville, TN
J ohn Dicus • Clarksville
Jennifer Duffel • Manila
Emily Duncan • Man·on
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Alyse Eady • Fort Smith
Melissa Edwards • Azle, TX
Roger Eiland • Grar1d Prairie, TX
Lauren English • Hot Springs
Megan Fida • Allen, TX
Megan Gentry • Little Rock

Mallory George • Dardanelle
Samantha George • White Hall
Laura Goode • Titusville, FL
Leonard Goodnight • White Hall
Eric Gravin • Rolar1d
J eff Green • Batesville

A member of the NCAA Division II national runner-up baseball team got a ring without eve:
lifting a finger. Junio r H eath Cariker, a kinesiology business management major from Tunica, Mississipp
had to red -shirt the first two seasons of his college baseball career. One year he had a freak accid ent wbehe got hit in the head and the other injury was from torn ligaments in his shoulder. That's just the begin nin:
of what he had to endure during his injuries.
"It was a fun experience watching and going to the champio nship game," says Cariker. "I wishe..
I was ab le to play but I was there to suppor t my team anyway I could."
During his freshman year be experienced the accident when he was hit in the head by a pileThe accident injured his optic nerve in his eye, which caused temporary blindness in one eye. Hthought the injury was going to end his college career early. H e eventually got his sight back anrecuperated to return later his freshman year, since he re d-shirted the previous year. T he followii:._
season, the baseball team was the Div. II National Championship runner-up with a 51-16 record, an_
Cariker only played in o ne game for the Tigers before he injured his shoulder from wear and teconstantly throwing the baseball. The coach then pu t him on his medical red shirt for that season
He had to endure numerous hours of therapy to recover from surgery from both injuries to ...
back to 100 percent. Cariker did not let his time off the field become a waste; he took mental not
and learned a lot from older players, such as Jim Stricher. Last season Stricher was the catcher a.c
now Cariker played the sam e position. H e learned from Streicher that no m atter what the situati
is, you have to keep calm and collective, kee p your head up no matter what happens, and play U:.
best to your ability.
A new edition to the baseball team was H ead Coach Chris Moddelmog, nickn amed Coach Me _
Cariker could d efinitely tell the differences in coaches. Cariker said, "H e knows what he's doing
we have the capability of wi nning like last year. H e doesn't have favorites and gives everyone a chance
show their potential." In his sophomore year of eligibility Cariker had high hopes for the season and ko"
he could contribute to the team having another successful season. H e knows he's been injury prone the L
couple of seasons but he hoped to succeed with his come back to the game. In the near fu ture he h as hopes
playing in the next level when he's finished with college, and if that does not work, he wants to coach. Cari:..was always a good team player when he sat the b ench and now he planned to prove that o n the field.

Amy Guiomard • DeSoto, TX
Kelsey Hack • Owasso, OK
Austin Hall • Marshall, TX
Alex Hargis • Camden
Jeffery Harmon • El Dorado
Audreyarma Harrell • Russellville

Amy Hazelrigg • Batesville
J ordan Henry • Greenbrier
Jake Hilburn • Harrison
Corey Hiscocks • Plano, TX
Lindsay H ollingsworth •

Mountain Home
Mitsuko Humble • Susono, japan

Leslyn Ichter • Conway
EmilyJackson • Mesquite, TX
Justin james • Arlington, TX
Kaylajohnson • Benton
Molly Johnson • Gillett
Stephen Johnson •

Curitiba, Brazil

Camijones • Mansfield, TX
Umid Khasanov •

Tashkent, Uzbekistan
Brady King • Dallas, TX
Ashley Knight • Arkadelphia
Holly Koder • Garland, TX
Krysteena Koiner • Azle, TX

Amber Lee • Highlands Ranch, CO
Megan Lindsey • Camden
Lauren Ltsenbee • Heber Springs
Joshua Lord • Rockwal~ TX
Molly Magee • Conway
Madison Mason • Little Rock

Kimberly Matthews •

Universal City, TX
Barry McCaskill • Arkadelphia
Stanley McCoy • El Dorado
Kathryn Merrill • Keller, TX
Elisa Modesto • Red Oak, TX
Benjamin Morris • Arkadelphia

ummer Morris • Flint, TX
Desarae 'elson • Arkadelphia
Lauren \lelson • Rusulwille
Trinka Newman • Monticello
Nico Nguimbi • Luanda, Angola
Linh Nguyen • Ho Chi Minh,

Vietnam

Hayley :-<olan • Sherwood
Cora-Fay 1 ykolaishen •

Arkadelphia
Scan O'Rourke • Belmont, Ml
Ashley O'Sullivan • Longview, TX
Jesse Parker • Little Rock
Christa Perez • Bedford, TX

Blair Phelps • Arkadelphia
Holland Powell • Nashville
Emily Quick • Dalton, GA
Kaycee Rabb • Mo11tiullo
John Ragland • Hot Springs
Gabri Sand~ • Broken Arrow, OK

Misty Sandoval • Mena
Cheryl Schmidt • Hazen
Kate Shell • Batesville
Jake ligh • Camden
Christen Smith • Longview, TX
Emma Smith • Paron

David Spradlin • Cordova, TN
Amy Steeger •

Colorado Springs, CO
Jon a than Stockman • Fayette, A L
joseph Swut • Wltite Hall
Katie Strickland • Alma
Rachel Swayne • Montgomery, AL

Jared Tohlen • Raymore, MO
John Mark Tohlen • Grapevine, TX
Megan T uckcr • Bmt011
Eric Varner • Vilonia
J ullelle Vaught • Nashville, TN
Brittany Vick • Conway

To Grace Whitaker, d ance was not just the body in motion. "Dance is not only beautiful," said Whitaker,
u nior biology major fro m Victoria, Texas. "It is a way to express in movement what t he soul cannot say
words. It is definitely a gift from God." She started taking ballet lessons when she was 3 years old and
ntinued until she was 13, picking up tap, jazz and po inte. It wasn't until she was a freshman in high school
at she decided to truly begin to explore the world of dance and what it had to offer her.
Until her freshman year of high school Whitaker wen t to a private school wh ere her mother was
.e cheerleading coach and Whitaker was expected to fall in her mother and sister 's footste ps as a
eerleader. But Whitaker knew that she wanted to dance and that in order to be a part of a dance
~ she would have to transfer to public school.
o Whitaker auditioned for the dance team at Memorial High School where she became the
~shman officer and therefore, moved to public school. Whitaker was then able to help produce
erything from high kick to hip hop and lyrical dances. In 2005, Whitaker's dance team won the
~tio na! American D ance and Drill Team as well as the Crowd Pleasers award.
After graduation, Whitaker landed a job with ShowTime International Dance Company wh ere
· e did camps fo r the organization , judged d ance and drill team competitions in the spring and she
ntinued to choreograph for them when she was needed.
The experience sh e gained from ShowTime inspired her to cho reograph the opener for the Miss
uachita Baptist University pageant as well as all of the Court of H onor's performan ces. W hitaker
1S also named the choreographer for the Tiger Tunes H osts and H ostesses for 2009. "I hadn 't felt
e my gifts were being used properly until I decided to come to OBU," Whitaker said. "God is so
_ 10d and faithful to open doors for me here."
Grace described herself to be more inclined to do well in hip hop, lyrical and stylistic j azz dancing.
_,Jl where does dance fit in to her fu ture? "I have a job th at allows me to work summer camps and judge
mpetitions, so I plan to do that fo r as long as I can. But as for getting a studio or som ething like that, I'll
ave that to the b etter of my peers," Whitaker said with a smile. "I thin k m y brains are going to take me
...nher than my feet." She considered dance to be a learning experience that teaches hard work, dedication
d responsibility, as well as the joy of performing in front of an audience. "D ance for me is a form of
·erapy," she said. "It's a way to connect with other s, a way to express myself and a way to honor our Lord
d Savior.''

photo by: Danny Brown

Jill ian Vire • Burleson, TX
James Ward • Weatherford, TX
Devin Waters • Frisco, TX
J ason Wells • Gurdon
Amy Wen!Z • White Hall
Adam Wheat • Ruston, LA

Cody Willard • Collierville, TN
Philip Williamson • Batesville
Sarah Wood • Dallas, TX

photo courtesy Stephanie Beck

D edicated and diligent, two words that described Stephanie Beck, a sophomore from Sheridan. A doublemajor in French and Russian languages and a minor in mathematics, Beck was dedicated to Irish dancing anc
balanced her schoolwork with her love for dancing.
Beck was a traditional competitive Irish dancer, which she explains, "involves both hard shoe and soft shOt
dances, group dances, and solo dances." With six years of experience, Beck said, "Ever since I was a little girl. .
loved watching Riverdance and the Lord of the Dance. I loved watching the performers dancin ~
alongside one another in perfect beat to the beautiful Irish fiddle and bodhran."
Studying Irish dance under th e direction of Mary Rose O'Donovan Fansler at O ' Donovar
School of Irish D ance in Little Rock, Beck has had the opportunity to participate in man
competitions. "Over the years I have b een to numerous Ir ish dance competitions (called "feisanna·
in Dallas, St. Louis, Memphis, Fort Smith and Little Rock," said Beck.
Currently at the openjprize-winner level, Beck was looking toward moving to th e Preliminar
Championshi p level with a first place dance in a hard and soft shoe dance. Over the years she ha.
wo n many m edals for solo and group dances. "I r ecently won two first-place trophies fo r dancin:
the 'treble reel '-a solo dance-in competition," said Beck.
As a student, Beck had a busy schedule. "I go to dance class in Little Rock every Saturda
for two to three hours. I also take time to practice two to three times per week on my own her
at O BU," said Beck. "I am ab le to make this big commitment through dedication and love f.. ·
dance."
Realizing that her talent is a gift from God, Beck gave honor and glory to Him for allowin.
her to manage everything. "God is truly the o ne who has given me the ability to juggle schoo
and dan ce. H e has blessed me with the diligence to finish my work early during the week so th
I can make it to the classes on Saturdays," said Beck. She was also g rateful to her parents f
their love and support in th is end eavor. "They always encourage me and help me out with ili
gas expense of driving back and forth b etween Little Rock and Arkade lphia," said Beck.
Beck's favorite thing about dancing was performing. "I absolutely love dancing in front of cheering audienc
knowing that they're not watching every little detail of my dance like judges in comp etition, but just enjoym.
it! I also kn ow that God enjoys it when I dance to glorify H im, so that make dancing so rewarding!" said Bee ·
With her dedication and diligence, Beck was able to be a full-time studen t and still do what she loves-Ir"
dancing.

Alana Adams • Monticello
Christina Albee • Hannibal, MO
Lauren Altenbaurner • Ashdown
Claire Anderson • Shreveport, LA
Daniel Anderson • Spring, TX
Brooke Baker • Benton

Allie Baldwin • Arkadelphia
Kati Baldwin • Conway
Amanda Baxter • Carrollton, TX
Stephanie Beck • Sheridan
Amy Berry • Little Rock
Ananda Boardman • Geronimo, TX

SOPHOMORES

Hoss Boling • Stultgart
Juliana Braswell • Lillie Rock
Jacquelyn Breithaupt •

Shrevepcrt, LA
Jeremy Briggs • Alexar1der
Karen Brown • Gru nville, TX
Molly Brown • Row/ttl, TX

Korrie Browning • Cypress, TX
Ruth Bryan • Wimberley, TX
arah Burgess • Arkadelphio
Natalie Carroll •

Harare, Zimbabwe
J ake Carter • Norphlet
tephen Chapman • Van Buren

Melissa Collier • Lcngview, TX
'athan Courtright • Rowlett, TX
Mall Cox • Hot Springs
Katie Cresswell • Shreveport, LA
Whitney Crews • jonesboro
Chelsea Cunningham •

Clebunu, TX

Leanne Cushman • Von Buren
Brian Dale • Mt.Pieosant, TX
Elizabeth Davis • Ashdown
arah Davis • Newark, TX
Jan Deetz • Houston, TX
Lurelee Doleshal • Little Rock

Heather Ederington • £1 Dorado
Ryan Ellis • Allen, TX
haron Emerson • Pine Bluff
Emmanuel Engulu •

Fort Worth, TX
Carla Eubanks • Mabelvale
Alek Eurich • Gainesville, TX

Joshua Ferrell • Cocoa, FL
C. E. Fifer • Olney, IL
Morgan Fitzgerald • Coppell, TX
Clay Fitzhugh • Stamps
Emilie Gill • DeRidder, LA
Angela Gillis • Keller, TX

Kristen Clover • Stullgart
Christa Con: • EL Dorado
Meg Gosser • Coppell, TX
Sarah Greeson • Hot Springs
atalie Gregory • jonesboro
Rachel Griffith • Grttnwood

JuUe Hagar • Mansfield, TX
ara Hanson • 1)/tr, TX
jessica Hardy • Ozark
Drew Harper • White Hall
Cassie Harrell • Springhill, LA
Amy Harrington • Btnton

Morgan Hart • BT)·ant
arah Henley • El Dorado
jessica Hensarltng • A//tn, TX
AnnaLeigh Herrin • Bon Witr, TX
Lori Hilburn • Montiullo
Alissa Hill • Btl/a Vista

Laura Hogue • Arlington, TX
Whitley Hoppe • Montgomery, TX
Hillary H unter • Desoto, TX
Hannah Hurn • Htnslty
Wes H)mer • £/ Dorado

Bethany Ivie • Rtd Oak, TX

Ali a jackson •

Colorado Springs, CO
Breanna johnson • Grmwillt, TX
Andrea jones • Ttxarkana
Leah j oneS' Burkburnt/1, TX
Daniel Karkoska • BT)·att, TX
Tyler King • judsonia

jason Kirk • Harart, Zimbabwe
Brandon Knight • Stai'C)
K.C. Knobloch • Mont1ctllo
Lauren Lener • Conway
jordan Lenu • Watrrproof, LA
:'llichaelyn Ules • Ttxarkana, TX

SOPHOMORES

"I remember watching my first Teen A rkansas pageant and thinking I could never do anything like
hat those girls were doing," said Bethany Whitfield, a sophomore history major from Bryant. She soon
:oved herself wrong and shattered all d oubts. On February 28, Bethany was crowned Miss Ouachita Baptist
Diversity.
Having never d o ne a pagean t before, Whitfield had a unique appreciation for ho lding a title that would
:atap ult her into the world of pageants. Along with winning the crown, she also won lhe swimsuit
...nd talent portions of the pagean t. Winning Miss OBU m eant she would be going to Miss Arkansas in
..Jy. "I was thrilled to be given the oppor tunity to go to Miss Arkansas!" Whitfield said. "I love this
.Diver sity and everything it represents. I look at this as an ho nor, privilege and a huge responsibility.
can't wait to get up on that stage!"
Whitfield served as secretary o f College R epublicans, sophomore class treasurer for Student
enate and worked in the admissions office. Bethany repr ese nted the wom en of EEE in the pageant
...nd considered her pledge sister s the dri ving force behind her hard work. "The nigh t I was crowned,
.!!ere were 15 other girls who won with m e. I had friends go to the gym with m e, help me practice
~,. song and inte rview m e," Whitfield said. "It was d efinitely a g ro up effor t!" For her talen t in
.le pageant, Bethany sang "The Greatest Star," a version by Barbara Streisand. H er platform was
~anage for the Future: Personal Finance.
Whitfield was crowned by the former Miss OBU, Lauren English . Upon receiving her crown,
nitfield was awarded a $1000 scholarship by the univer sity. "Being crowned Miss OBU was certainly
mo ment I will never forget. I am extremely proud of the fact that this was my first pageant and I
orked so hard while still having the time of my life," Whitfield said.
All 12 co ntestan ts of the Miss OBU pageant were nominated by campus organizations and clubs.
-ust runner-up and winner of the inte rview portion of the pageant was Bethany Briscoe, a junior
:rap hic d esign major from Plano, Texas. Second runner-up and evening gown winner was Kristen Glover, a
:>phomo re chemistry major from Stuttgart. Third runner-up and winner of congeniality was Melissa Elliot, a
.:reshman from Little Rock. The o ther contestants of the Miss OBU pageant included Christina Albee, Melissa
...oilier, Andreajones, Kathryn K ellogg, Molly J ohnson , Sarah johnson, Katie Steele and Andrea Ross.
Bethany considered her first experi ence with pageants a thrilling and memorable o ne that, thanks to
o.1pportive family and friends, opened many doors into new experiences. "It was an amazing feeling laying in
-'ed that night knowing I was Miss OBU," Whitfield said. "I felt like I had really accomplished something."

photo by: Callie Phelps

Katie Luff• Colorado Springs, CO
Kelly Magee • Conway
Justin Magness • Texarkana
Eric Mahfouz • Hazen
Matthew Marsh • Benton
Keeson Martin • Plano, TX

Leasha May • Spring, TX
Caitlin McBride • Van Buren
Cassie McKinley •

Missouri City, TX
Callie Miller • DeQueen
Wltitney Moore • Sheridan
Bethany Moss • Mesquite, TX

Casie Neal • Gilbert, AZ
cou Nelson • Dallas, TX
Chris Nissen • Frisco, TX
:\1adison O'Connor •

Louisville, CO
Katie Osm ent • jonesboro
arah Partida • Whitehouse, TX

Ashley Parlridge •

Balon Rouge, LA
!mesh Patel • Lillie Rock
John Patton • Booneville
Lindsey Pearson • Conway
Callie Phelps • Conway
Alex Ray • North Little Rock

Leslie Reynolds • Arkadelphia
Liz Richardson • Sheridan
Ramsi Richey • Benton
Katie Roam • Pittsburg, MO
Andrew Roberson • Conway
Lola Runyan • Arkadelphia

Bea u Landers spent his spring break experiencing a different culture. He didn't travel overseas. In fact, he didn't lea
American soil. Landers was in Wellington, Utah, ministering to people surrounded by strong Morm on influences.
According to Landers, there are Mormon churches on every corner in Wellington just like there are Baptist church
on every corner in towns like Arkadelphia. Landers d escribed th e area as a place of neglecL "Christ has called us to )aeverybody," Landers said. "Even if som eone's worldview is as distor ted as a Mormon 's, their souls are still lost. They a:"
suffering because of these b eliefs." Landers and his friend Ajay Torres traveled to Utah and p
together a wo rship team to help th e new wo rship minister at First Bap tist Church in Wellingt
They also led Bible studies and held a concert in the park. T wenty people attended the concewhich Landers said was more than expected . He d escrib ed his time in Utah as a dive rse, rand
lime. "I j ust learned th at you have to meet people's needs where they are," he said. "Whed:;
praye r for a tes t or just a coke, everybod y has needs at some point thro ugho ut the day."
Landers described th e churches in Wellington as being ve ry independent from o ne analwith a lack of unity among th e Christi ans. He taught the worship minister guitar char ts and help.
him ge t back into the rhythm of playing again. Landers and Torres also encouraged the pa!>
and helped him with the skills he needed to d evelo p, because he was never formally trained
"There is a need to get outside of Christians and share the Gos pel," Landers said. "For to just sit back is arrogant." Landers realized that it was easier to hang out with o nly Chris
fr iends than to go o ut and minister to or hang out with people from different backg rounds. :
believed that whether someone is Buddhist, Mo rm on, Hindu or any oth er religion, Christ ca.
us to love th em. "Faith becomes real when you share that faith," he said.
The experience in Utah allowed Landers to apply things he had learned in his classes. :\t
importantly, he was able to help people in need and he realized that the tiniest deed can m
th e bigges t impact on som eone's life. 'jesus washed the disciples' feet no t j ust to set an exam,..
but b ecause their feet were dirty," he said.

I SOPHOMORES

Jessica SchleiiJ• Ben!on
Beth Ann Shrader • Litchfield, IL
Lauren Smith • Kmnetl, MO
arah parks • Texarka~~a, TX
Jake Stanley • Mesquite, TX
Robert Steed • Dumfries, VA

Mark Sumrall • Tomball, TX
Adam Tanksley • Springdale
Margaret Taylor • Russellville
Oliver Thomas • Searcy
EJ Thrasher • Burbank, CA
Nick Tinnesz • M ena

Tanner Treadway •

New Boston, TX
Clay Trimble • Bryant
Julie Tucker • Hot Springs
Abby Turner • Sherwood
Ashley Turner • White Hall

Cara Tyhurst • Bmton
Lauren Uhrich • Cabot
Lynley Vire • Searcy
Austin Walker • Benton
Rui Wang • Beijing, China
Stephanie Warren • Spring, TX

Becca Watts • Smackover
josiah Wheeler • jacksonville
J ennifer WhHe • Stullgart
Bethany Whitfield • Bryant
Katie Willhite • Row/ell, TX
Rachel Willhoite • Carmel, IN

Vanessa Allen • Dallas, TX
Sarah Anderson • Denton, TX
Taylor Austin • Canton, TX
Arlene Baart • Black Forest, CO
Nicole Bain • Texarkana, TX
Dexter Barksdale • Bryant

Dustyn Barnette • Dermott
Sarah Barteaux • jones, OK
Taylor Bartel • Lucas, TX
Brooke Basinger • Carrollton, TX
Olivia Basrin • jakarta, Indonesia
Stephanie Batsel • Mansfield, TX

Vikki Bennett • jonesboro
Austin Binz • Benton
Sara Bobo • Hope
Jessica Bowling • Santiago, Chile
Kristen Bowman • Hensley
Anne Bradford • Edmond, OK

Jessica Braudrick • Frisco, TX
Elizabeth Burke • Hot Springs
Meredith Butler • Hope
Melissa Butters • Denison, TX
Kendall Calvert • Mansfield, TX
jordan Campbell • Houston, TX

J ennifer Carney • Van Buren
Kinsey Carpenter • Memphis, TN
Landon Carver • Ashdown
Reuben Cash • Springfield, TN
William Caudle • Parker, TX
Rachel Chapman • Rowlett, TX

Margaret Coffman • Tyronza
Julia Conrad • Royse City, TX
Audrey Craven • Rockwall, TX
Kyla Crenshaw • Pine Bluff
Aaren Crews • Arkadelphia
Andrea Crichton •

Duncanville, TX

FRESHMEN

On the evening of April 28 the title of Ouachitonian Beauty was passed to Megan Lindsey. Describing
the moment she won, Lindsey said, "A huge smile spread across my face because I was b oth extremely
nonored and very excited to be given such a wonderful honor and very excited to be given such
a wonderful title that represented a university that I love so much."
The annual competition was hosted j ointly by the office of student activities and the Ouachitonian.
The competition was heavily judged on a ten-mintue individual contest interview with a panel
3f alumni judges. The interview posed questions about the interviewee, their involvement at
O uachita and how Ouachita impacted their life. Contestants were also judged on b eauty and poise
during the interview.
The men of Kappa Chi, whom Lindsey ser ved as a little sis, sponsored her in the competition.
Lindsey, a junior mass communications major from Camden, was also active on campus as a
member of the wom en of EEE. In the fall she served the women as social chair and in the spring
she ser ved as keeper of the beaus. She was assistant editor of the Ouachitonian, a writer for the
news bureau and a member of In ternational Association of Business Communicators.
"Megan is one of my pledge sisters in the EEEs and I am so excited for her," said first runn er-up
:\Iegan Fida. "She truly has a heart of gold, j ust as all the oth er ladies were extrem ely beautiful. "
fida, a junior mass communications major from Allen, Texas was sponsored by the women of
EEE. She was also involved in College Republicans, IABC, Photo Lab and Student Senate.
Second runner-up was Julie H agar a sophomore mass communications and political science
double major from Mansfield, Texas. The 2009 pledge class of the women of EEE sponsored
Hagar in the competition . She was active in Campus Ministries and in the video department in
Jte production of the monthl y " Ouachita" show.
"The title of Ouachitonian Beauty means being an example of Ouachita that represents what a hardworkin g
and respectful Christian woman is, inside and out," said Lindsey, summing up her feelings on the award. "And
to me, it also mean receiving one of the greatest honors."

Jenna Cumntings • jacksonvillt
joshua Curtis • Van Buren
Monica Davis • Fomty, TX
Jana Deen • Wills Poi11t, 7X
Philip Deer- Lilllt li<X~
Abigrul Dekle • Sachse, TX

Clinton De Wiu • A rkddelphia
Lauren DeWitt • Arkadelphia
Elizabeth Diaz • Spring, TX
Britlney Dickerso n • Arkadelphia
Brittany Dunn • Bmtonville
Andrea Eaves • l1111nhoe, TX
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Aubrey Elliou • Bentonville
Candace Eudy • Sherwood
Kelsi Ferguson • Louisville, K Y
Nicole FU!inger • Morrilton
Lydia Fincher • Hot Springs
Coresia Fitzgerald • Nashville

The girl in the ruby red slippers or the ruby red TOMS became one of the biggest tre ndsetters on campus.
It all started with her first and favorite pair or bright red TOMS shoes.
On November I, freshman Amanda Seeley, a Christian studies major from Garland, Texas, m ade an
impact on campus as leader of the "Take the Walk Event." After having taken part in it in Dallas she kne''
that she wanted to do it again and she knew that "Ouachita was the perfect place fo r it." Amanda
and 80 o ther students participated in a walk and made donations in suppo rt of the non-profit
organization, Friends of TOMS. Amanda found a way to include everyone in something that was
important to her.
While surprised that people actually showed up, she claimed that " it was a pleasant sur prise to
kn ow that she went to such a g reat place where even a freshman could get people involved and to
kn ow that people really do care."
TOMS shoes were a new type of shoe whose founder, Blake Mycoskie, lived the slogan "one
for one." For every pair of TOMS shoes that were bought a pair was give n to a child in need ot
shoes.
Amanda, like Mycoskie, wanted to make a difference in the world. The walk that she organized
helped to fight poverty, HIV, and AIDS in Africa. For every per son that walked in the event, $ 1 was
do nated to "Take the Walk." "Take the Walk" immediately sparked Amanda's interest since it was
founded by her favorite band H anson. T he knowledge of this char ity and the bands involemen
with TOMS led led to even a bigger interest in TOMS where she found a pair of shoes that became
her favorite, even to this day.
While the "Take the Walk" organization almost reached its goal during the school year, Amand
hoped to become involved in similar no n-profits. After seeing such great results she was encouraged
by the students o n campus that another non profit event could be and wo uld be j ust as successfm
She said, "While, Eighty may not be the biggest number in the world, but I know that those who did show ur
knew what they were walking for, and it was great to see people who really did support the cause."
Amanda Seeley showed everyone on campus and even som e in other areeas of the world how importan
this cause was to her and planned to co ntinue making j ust as bold of statements in days to come. Seeley said
"I wanted us all to be able to make a difference together, and while it may not be huge every little bit helps ~
According to her friend, Han nah Pheiffer, a freshman from Benton, "Her interest in the event alone made
difference not only to the charity but also to us because it provided us all with the opportuni ty to become
part of som ething g reater than ourselves."
After hanging a countless number of fl ye rs, having conferences with Nathan Shelbourne, waiting fo:·
approval fro m Take the Walk, ord ering T-shirts and then walking a mile in her bare feet Amanda Seele
claimed that it was all worth it for such a good cause. She said, "I was so pro ud of everyo ne and can't wa.
to see what else o ur students can do."

On the evening o f April 28 the title of Ouachito nian Beauty was passed to Megan Lindsey. Describing
;te moment sh e won, Lindsey said, "A huge smile spread across my face because I was both extremely
.onored and ver y excited to b e given such a wonderful h onor and very excited to be given such
• wonderful title that represented a univer sity that I love so much."
The annual co mp etition was hosted jointly by the office of student activities and th e Ouachitonian.
:Oe competition was heavily judged on a ten-mintue individual contest interview with a panel
: alumni judges. The interview posed questions about t he interviewee, their involvemen t at
) uachita and how Ouachita impacted their life. Contestants were also judged on beauty and poise
·uring the interview.
T he men of Kappa Chi, whom Lindsey served as a little sis, sponsored her in the competitio n .
...mdsey, a j unior mass communications major from Camden, was also active on campus as a
::tember of the women of EEE. In the fall she served the wo men as social chair and in the spring
ae served as ke eper of the beaus. She was assistant editor of the Ouachitonian, a writer for th e
:.ews bureau and a member of International A ssociation of Business Communicators.
"Megan is one of my pledge sister s in the EEEs and I am so excited for h er," said first runner-up
legan Fida. "She truly has a heart of gold, just as all the other ladies were extrem ely beautiful."
'1da, a junior mass communications majo r from Allen, Texas was spo nsored by the women of
:EE. She was also involved in College Re publicans, IABC, Photo Lab and Student Senate.
Second runner-up was Julie Hagar a sophomore mass communications and poli tical science
.:nuble major from Mansfield, Texas. The 2009 pledge class of the women of EEE sponsored
Hagar in the competition. She was active in Campus Ministries and in the video d e partment in
.ue production of the monthly "Ouachita" sh ow.
"The title of Ouachitonian Beauty means being an example of Ouachita that represents what a hardworking
m d respectful Christian woman is, inside and out," said Lindsey, summing up her feelings on the award. "And
~ me, it also mean r eceiving one of the greatest hon ors."

J enna Cummings • jacksonville
J oshua Curtis • Van Buren
Monica Davis • Forney, TX
J ana Deen • Wilts Point, TX
Philip Deer • Little Rock
Abigail Dekle • Sachse, TX

Clinton De Witt • Arkadelphia
Lauren DeWitt • Arkadelphia
Elizabeth Diaz • Spring, TX
Brittney Dickerson • Arkadelphia
Brittany Dunn • Bentonville
Andrea Eaves • Ivanhoe, TX

:AMa~.
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Aubrey Elliou • Bentonvillt
Candace Eudy • Sherwood
Kelsi Ferguson • Louisville, K Y
icole Fillinger • Mom'lton
Lydia Fincher • Hot Springs
Coresia Fitzgerald • Nashville

The girl in the ruby red slippers or the ruby red TOMS became one of the biggest trendsetters on camp'It all started with her first and favo rite pair or bright red TOMS shoes.
On November 1, freshman Amanda Seeley, a Christian studies major from Garland, Texas, made
impact on campus as lead er of the "Take the Walk Event." After having taken part in it in Dallas she kn
that she wanted to do it again and she knew that "Ouachita was the perfect place for it." Aman
and 80 other students participated in a walk and made donations in support of the non-pr
organization, Friends of TOMS. Amanda found a way to include everyone in something tha t
important to her.
While surprised that people actually showed up, she claimed that "it was a pleasant surprise
know that she went to such a great place where even a freshman could get people involved and
know that people really do care."
TOMS shoes were a new type of shoe whose founder, Blake Mycos kie, lived the slogan '"~ ~
for one." For every pair of TOMS shoes that were bo ught a pair was given to a child in need
shoes.
Amanda, like Mycoskie, wanted to make a difference in the world. The walk that she organt=
helped to fight poverty, HIV, and AIDS in Africa. For every person that walked in the event, Sl
donated to "Take the Walk." "Take the Walk" immediately sparked Amanda's interest since it
founded by her favorite band Hanson . The knowl edge of this charity and th e bands involem
with TOMS led led to even a bigger interest in TOMS where she fo und a pair of shoes that beca:
her favorite , even to this day.
While the "Take the Walk" organization almost reached its goal during the school year, Ama.n
hoped to b ecom e involved in similar non-profits. After seeing such g reat results she was encoura:::
by the students on campus that another non profit event could be and wou ld be just as succes-.
She said, "While, Eighty may not be the biggest number in the world, but I know that those who did sho'
knew what th ey we re walking for, and it was great to see people who really did support the cause."
Amanda Seeley showed everyo ne o n campus and even some in other areeas of th e world how impor
this cause was to her and planned to continue making just as bold of statem ents in days to come . Seeley s
"I wanted us all to be able to make a difference together, and while it may not be huge every little bit he.:;
According to her friend, Hannah Phe iffer, a freshman from Benton, "Her interest in the event alone mad
difference not only to th e charity but also to us because it provided us all with the opportunity to becom
part of something g reater th an ourselves."
After hanging a countless number of flyers, having conferences with athan Shelbo urne, waitin
approval from Take the Walk, o rdering T-shirts and then walking a mile in her bare feet Amanda SeP
claimed that it was all worth it for such a good cause. She said, "I was so proud of everyone and can't
to see what else our students can do."

Richard Fitzgerald • El Dorado
J essica Fleeman • Manila
Cheyenne Flemister • Monticello
J essica Flint • Texarkana, TX
Erin Flippin • Denison, TX
Hope Freel • Nashville

Charles Freeman • Sparkman
Anna Ganong • jonesboro
Leah Garavelli • Olive Branch, MS
J ordan Gathright • Longview, TX
Sarah Gehring • Hernando, MS
Stephen Geurin • Little Rock

Kimberley Gibson • Superior, CO
Deann a Gilliam • Redfield
Marvin GUmore • Little Rock
Sarah Glenn • Little Rock
Rachel Glover • Cabot
J ohn Gomez • Bluefield, VA

Mariko Goto •
Sapporo Hokkaido, japan
Brittany Green • Frisco, TX
Charlee Green • Quitman, TX
Elisee Habimana • Rwanda
Lindsey Hackett • Texarkana, TX
Sara Hakkak • Benton

Daniel Hall • Denton, TX
Tiffani Hall • The Colony, TX
Callie Hamilton • Arkadelphia
Wesley Hansen • Glenwood
Andrea Hare • Hope
Teresa Hargrove • Mansfield, TX

Amy Harrington • Prattsville
Laura Hart • Little Rock
Mason Hayes • Cabot
Emily Haynes • Garland, TX
Charlene Heimsch • Stuttgart
Matthew Hepp • jacksonville

Shea Higgerson • Stultgart
Hannah Hilburn • Harrison
Hillary Hill • Forrest City
J essica Hill • Ponder, TX
Leigha HJU • Bolivar, MO
Thomas Hollenbeck • Grwzwood

atalie Holmes • Richardson, TX
Chelsea H oisted • Morrilton
J ohn Housewright • Dallas, TX
Kristyn H owk • Rowlett, TX
Paul Huenefeld • Heber Springs
Tanner Huffman • 11J11111e

Shannon Hum • Longview, TX
Trevor Huxham • Plano, TX
Bereket lsayas • Tyler, TX
Grace Janzen • Tulsa, OK
Woong Koo J eon • South Korea
Andrea J ohnson • Lewisville

Michael J ohnson • Benton
Cameron J ones • Ft. Worth, TX
CoreyJones • Smackover
Andy Jordan • Many, LA
Alison J ungfleisch •

Grand Prairie, TX
Glna Karina •

East jakarta, Indonesia

Jenelle Kaske • McKinney, TX
Chelsle Kauffman • Ford)'et
Townsend Keller • Celina, TX
Kathryn Kellogg • Sherwood
J oy Kelly • Waxahachie, TX
Kathryn Kelly • Hot Springs

Austin King • Arkadelphia
Kathryn Kremer • Ballwin, MO
Katherine Krikorian •

Rockwall, TX
Xavier Lagunas • Arlington, TX
Joshua Langley • Benton
D ayton Lavender • Grapevine, TX

FRESHMEN

Steven La\YTence • Sunset, TX
Alice Lee • Sheridan
Joseph Levy • Little Rock
C helsy Lewis • Benton
Madison Lewis • Conway
Jenna Lindsey • Van Buren

John Lively • Texarkana, TX
'athan Lockhart • Garland, TX
Chloe l..o\YTance • Forney, TX
Miranda Lytle • McKitmey, TX
Mariska Makrnud •

j akarta, Indonesia
Wade Matheny • Denton, TX

For many people, Steven H arvel was a face and a name t hat stood out. A lt hough h e was o nl y a freshman,
teve n was well known. Maybe it was his unique beach-like attire complete with bright colo rs, light fabrics,
unique hat and bare feet, or possibly it was his desire to get to know eve ryo ne on campus. There was just
_omething a bout Sleven that set him apart in a good way.
On any g iven day, one was likely to find Steven riding around campus on his unicycle. After
·atching a fri end ride a unicycle, Steven d ecid ed he would teach himself how to ride one. "It's a
.:>last!" said Steven. "You can rid e anywhere because there aren't any signs that say 'No Unicycles."
When asked why he chose to ride a uni cycle, Steven was mod est in his answer. "It's a talent. I
njoy riding and it gains atte ntio n, but that's not the main reason ." Wh en teven was n ot riding his
:micycle, h e co uld be seen riding on a scooter "just to change it up a little."
By simply watching Steven, il was easy to see that he had a love for people. ot many people have
1 desire to learn everyone's name o n campus. Steven did. "I love to b e social," said teven.
Steven's love of b eing social co mbined with his desire to "go where God se nds and plant churches"
ed him to a d esire to go on a mission trip with Campus Ministri es to the Pacific Rim in May.
A s a way to raise m oney for th e trip, Steven d ecided to sell scarves. Because his dad was in the
military and stationed ove rseas, Steven was able to have his dad mail the scarves to him. "They're
.rom the Middle East," said Steven. "1 sell the scar ves for $ 10 and I've already made over $500
-;>rofit."
With a passion for the Islamic world and the Muslim people group, Steven would live in Morocco
J he could choose anywhere to live. H e said, "It's a cultural hub where you can reach everyone."
While atte nding Ouachita, Steven, who is from Camden , Del., was working on earning a degree
,n C hristian studies. H e hoped to be abl e to take his ministry wh er ever God calls him to plant churches and
reach out to people.

photo by J•rod Tohlen

Addison McCarver • Texarkana
Cara McKinney •

Hughes Springs, TX
ichole McNair • Minol, N D
Vanessa Mendez • Carrollton, TX
Libby Merritt • Conway
Sarah Meyerdirk • Denton, TX

Charley Miller • DeWitt
Emily Morgan • Mountain Home
Corey Morrow • Conway
Katelyn Mustain • Coppell, TX
Kezia anda • jakarta, Indonesia
David Nlxon • Celeste, TX

Elisee Habimana, a freshman computer science major came from Rwanda to study at Ouachita in 2
But Ouachita was not his first stop of his journ ey.
In February 2008, Habimana was chosen from the Rwa nda Government as o ne of 100 students who rna
the highest scores in science. T hese students' names were published in vari ous mass media, and Habima:
who had just finished high school, heard his name for the first time on the national radio. "It was exci
eno ugh to hear my name on the radio without it being the invitatio n from o ur government," lau h
Habimana.
The 100 students were invited to compete in a writing and interview challenge both in English. T h
who passed were told they would be give n a sch olarship fro m the gove rnment to study abroad in the m
State. Habimana passed the challenge, along with 25 others.
They first arrived at Unive rsity of Arkansas in Little Rock where they studied English in summer ci~
When the summer was over, the 25 Rwandan students were given choices of which academic schooL
attend. "We were given six choices, one in South Carolina, five in Arkansas; Wofford, UALR, H endr
Harding, Philander, and OBU." Habimana co unted d own. "For OBU, only o ne stud ent was accepted . .
my choice was accepted," said H abimana.
Habimana was ver y happy with his decisio n. "I wanted to go to OBU because it h ad fewer people u:
other schools. I thought that environment will make it easier to recognize new people and becom e frie,...
with them. Other schools seemed too big, and to have too many people to do that." Habimana's stancebeing honest and developing good relationships wi th others came from th e environment where he gre''
"In my hometown, all neig hbors knew each other. Our neig hborhood relati onship was ve ry tight and st
I liked it."
Habimana got his wish . At OBU, his favorite event was to hang out with his friends. "I love watch.
movies, play games and go on a picnic. And no t with just specifi c friends e ither, I enjoy being with
roommate and suilemates, classmates and fr iends from Intern ational Club, with a variety of majors
graders. In OBU, there are many chances to meet and talk to people, and teachers are always very car
toward their students. I love being here."
Habimana completed ano ther challenge just by studying abroad. At the end of his first year he rece
an award at the Academic Awards Banquet. H abimana, alo ng with eight oth er students from the math _
computer science departm ent, were awarded th e Rowland Mem orial Awards in Mathematics & Comp ~
Science.

Katelyn Parker • Texarkana, TX
Katie Pate • Little Rock
Moriah Patterson • Sheridan
Stoney Patton • Scurry, TX
Jody Persson • Sherwood
Susanna Peters • Sherwood

Preston Pickett • Dallas, TX
Hannah Pierce • Fort Worth, TX
Marshall Pope • Texarkana, TX
Tyler Posey • Sparkman
Jere my Prine • De Witt
Jonathan Pritchett • Midlothian, TX

Robert Pruett • Harrison
Mark Pullen • Plano, TX
Elizabeth Quick •

Colonia, Uruguay
Humoyiddin Ravshanor •

Termez, Uzbekistan
Philip Reeves • Bryant
Hanna Rose • Baytown, TX

Angela Rosenblatt • Grapevine, TX
Andrea Ross • Heath, TX
Ashlee Sharp • Arkadelphia
Tomoki Shite • Fukuoka, japan
Dielle Short • Boerne, TX
Andrew Shotts • Cabot

Laura Sikes • Greenbrier
Tanner Simon • Denton, TX
T yler Simon • Denton, TX
James Slyby • Hot Springs
Mary Smethers • Hot Springs
Andrya Smith • Melissa, TX

Eric Smith • Conway
Katelyn Smith • Longview, TX
Kyle Smith • Royal
Kyle Smith • Fredericksburg, VA
Lara Smith • Harrisburg
Shannon Smith • Carrollton, TX

Valerie Smith • Plano, TX
Rachel Spencer • Rockwall, TX
amantha Spradling • Italy, TX
Timothy Squires • Sherwood
Britta Stamps • Fort Smith
David Street • Cheroku Village

Timothy tringfello'" • Kingsland
Michael Sutton • Hot Springs
Andrew Sweatman • Van Buren
Morgan Thornton • Bismarck
Harrison T omlinson •

Carrollton, TX
J oshua Tripp • Sheridan

J ohnathon Valdez • Garland, TX
Lindi VanSlyke • U1lit, TX
Amy Vaughan • Grapevine, TX
Kristen Vaughan • Lillie Rock
Wendy Vick • Conway
Emily Vinson • Corning

J effery Wacaster • Hot Springs
Yasuhiro Wada •

Hiroshima, japan
Nathan Wade • Big Sandy, TX
Alyson Walker • Benton
Caitlyn Wamble • Pine Bluff
Allie Wnrd • Smackover

J oseph Watson • Azle, TX
Sarah Waymire • North Lillie Rode
Beth Wend! • Plano, TX
Nolan West • Bolivar, MO
Haley wttisenhunt • Lillie Rock
David White • Crossett

Ashley Wieronski • Southaven, MS
Abigail Williams • Paragould
Andrew Williams • uynne
Holly Williams • Row/ell, TX
John Williams • Little Rock
Melanie Williams •

For years, students looked forward to getting on Facebook and seeing a particular student's updated photo
alb ums that boasted pro fessional, gorgeous, and unforgettable images. These images were captured with the
::~aturally talented eye of Braed en Rogers, a senior mass communications major from Garland, Texas.
To many a p erson's disbelief, R ogers started shooting a mere two years ago. But when so meone was to
-;ew his wo rk, it seem ed as though h e had been taking photos for much lo nger. "Something about
photography] still amazes me. Its really aweso me just to see the honest emotions and feelings that
can be caught only by the camera," Rogers said.
Surprisingly, according to him, the easy part was the technical issues of comp osition and exposure
because "it's just simple math and guid es." H e d escribed the element that interested him the most
about photograph y was the way one can see through the camera and not through the eyes. "I think
~hooting wedding receptions are pretty high o n my list o f favorite things to shoot. T wo people just
"Ot married so they are happy. They have all their fri ends, loud music, and a dance floor and flashy
lights. Pretty much, it's a m assive party. Got to love it," Rogers said.
Doing mostly portrait and wedding work, he also photographed individuals and coupl es or as
he phrased it, "people having good hair d ays or couples in love." "Braeden seemed to focus on his
subject's strong points and n ot necessarily captured the same thing in every photo," sophomore
music m aj or Sarah Partida said. "I loved to watch him study a setting and suddenly have an idea of
·hat h e wan ted to capture."
His work spanned m any locations around not only Arkansas and Texas, but he shot weddings
everywhere from the beaches of California to the mountains of New Mexico to San Francisco. Rogers
made a nam e for himself on camp us and th roughout t he country by word of mouth and business cards. He
acquired his own business license and marketed and branded the name o f Ambient 11 Photography complete
,,;th a Web address, www.ambientll.com, as well as a blog he set up himself. "I think the branding process
overall is the toughest part because it is going to be what makes or breaks you," R ogers said.
In th e realm of his college experience, he considered photography a nice escape from classes, tests, and
.ate night studying. "It's nice when I am going to be out of town for a weekend to shoot a portrait session
.n Dallas or a wedding som ewhere," he said, "In a way though, it makes me appreciate [Ouachita] so much,
;imply b ecause I have seen so many different environmen ts and people that I can see just h ow awesome this
place is. Ouachita, though cliche, really is a special place. It's very rare to find a place like this."
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Kelli Wilson • Edna, TX
J essiea Winston • Sheridan
Christina Wood • Longview, TX
Alyssa Wylie • Henderson, TX
Manna Yamasaki •

Fukuoka, japan
Caroline Yeager • Tyler, TX

Erin Young • Marshal/, TX
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Development Officer
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Dr. Kevin Cornelius •

Associate Professor of Physics
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Rob Crockett •

Computer Network Manager
Garry Crowder •

Women's Basketball Coach
Reo Cummings • TRIO Programs
Dr. jay Curlin • Professor
of English
J eanie Curry • Asstistant

Professor of Accounting
Sean Daly • Research Assistant

Betsy Danner • Women's

Tennis Coach
Dr. Guyla Davis • Assistant

Professor of Psychology
Alex Denning • Soccer Coach
J ay Derby • Assistant Football
Coach
Beverly Dickerson • Bookstore
Shirley Dumais • Assistant
Professor/Librarian

Ouachita pride runs deep for Mrs. Shirley H ardin. The daughter of Dr. Daniel R. Grant, Ouachita
president 1970- 1988, and granddaughter of Dr.]. R. Grant, Ouachita president 1934-1949, Ouachita has an
rmportant place in Hardin's h eart and family. She met her husband, Phil, while a student here. Hardin said,
-Ironically, he has ser ved as assistant to the president at Ouachita for the three men who followed my father. "
The Hardin's have two sons and daughters-in-laws who are Ouachita alumni.
With her strong connection to Ouachita, it is only natural that Hardin work for the school
she loves as a development officer. Hardin said, "I encourage alumni and friends to financially
support Ouachita's mission . My responsibilities include using mail, e-mail, and Phonatho ns to reach
thousands of our alumni and friends all over the world." Ouachita is a private university, and as such,
Hardin said, "Many people are unaware that Ouachita does not receive support from tax dollars, and
that tuition covers abo ut 60 percent of the cost of educating o ur students. We rely on contributions
to bridge that financial gap and provided funding for scholarships and programs."
In her line of work, Hardin had the opportunity to make a positive contact with alumni in hopes
to procure their prayer and financial support. T his year, Hardin had the opportunity to apply for and
receive a grant from a foundation of an alumnus. After the deaths of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Rogers
Jr. H ardin was informed that the Foundation that had contributed to Ouachita for over 20 years was
dissolving, and was given the opportunity to submit th e proposal for part of the final distribution of
funds.
To strengthen her proposal and document Ouachita's connection to the Foundation, Hardin turned
w the archive of yearbooks. Hardin said, "It was discovered that th e 1907 yearbook do cumented the
senior year and accomplishments of William "Fenna" Rogers Sr. for whom the Rogers Foundation
was named. An outstanding athlete, scholar and orator, Fenna Rogers later obtained a M.A. in
theology from Pr inceton and became a teacher and minister. The influence of this Ouachita g raduate led his
son to establish a charitable Foundatio n in his honor which supported schools and churches that impacted
the lives of the father and son."
H ardin's hard work and dedication paid off. Hardin said, "A Rogers Foundation grant for $800,000 was
award ed to Ouachita to renovate space in Lile Hall to house the depar tm ent of speech communication, which
will now carry the Rogers name. The influence of a 1907 Ouachita graduate has, in effect, spanned 100 years
w to uch the lives of current and future Ouachita students."

Dr. Janice Duncan •

Professor of Modem Languages
Judy Duvall •

Elrod Centerj ElderServe
Dr. Kay! a Dwelle • Assistant
Professor of Mathematics
L sa Easter • Secretary
for lntemational Education
Dr. Mark Edwards •

Assistant Professor of History

JR. Eldridge •
Assistant Football Coach
Dr. Ben M. Elrod • Char1cellor p;w~...;.
Dr. Byron Eubanks •
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Professor of Philosophy
Dr. Kent Faught • Associate

Professor of Managemmt
Dr. Jim Files • Assistant
Professor of Accounting
Rosemary Flora •

Lecturer in English
Melinda Fowler •

Computer Programmer

It has been three years since Dr. Kevin "Casey" Mot!, assistan t professor of history, began teaching here
Already, it was clear Mot! was here to stay. His office was overflowing with copies of The Washington Posl
for CORE class students. A coat rack stoo d in the corner - jackets included - and an Aggies quilt hung on
the wall. And students were not surprised by the full-sized, Star Wars light saber o n the ed ge of his d esk.
"I do n't expect I'll eve r leave," Mot! said, sitting behind his desk, surround ed by three coffee
cups used to feed his addiction to the drink. "One o f the things I find the most remarkable abom
being a member of the fac ulty here is how comfortable I am. I feel like I have been here for 10 years
God clearly knows what he's up to."
Students who had classes with Mot! appreciated his deep knowledge of history. "Yo u can tell
that he knows what he's talking about," said senior Andrew Curtis, a histor y major from Wickes
"H e's really laid back and he creates an atmosphere for discussion that leads everyone to get m ore
interested in the topic and develop their thoughts."
Mot! hoped, th rough his classes, students learned how "history is meaningful to their lives.Tracey Beckett, a senior early childhood education major from Garland, T exas, believed he did just
that. "H e has a talen t for making stud en ts see how important history is," Beckett said. "H e's real!~
passio nate and enthusiastic about what he teaches."
"Just because we're talking about people who have long since become fertilizer," Mot! said , "d oe£
no t mean that their choices, their ideas d o not somehow impact the way they [students]live now. O ur
identity is the sum product of our historical experience."
One thing keeping this busy man from becoming fertilizer prematurely was caffein e. "You em
me open and caffeine's going to come spilling out," Mot! said. Being the voice o f the basketball games.
announcing both the men's and women's home games in Bill Vining arena, it is understandable if he drinks
a mug or two m ore than the average person . "I have the best seat in the house," Mo t! said.
His spectator side is b es t shown at the foo tball games. "For my money, if I'm showing up at all, I'm goin~
to make noise," Mot! said. Being loud and proud is something Mo t! learn ed while attending Texas A&M
"The expectation at that place is yo u yell long and loud and constantly," he said. "I'd give a lot if we could
capture something like that here at Ouachita. We have the capacity to d o it."
"I come from a tradition where celebrating the school is a huge d eal," Mot! said, "and having been here
only ve ry briefl y, I fee l a more powerful sense o f loyalty and love fo r OBU than I feel for my own alma mater
We have intellectual freed om , we have room for diversity of though t and we have space for open discourse ..
and that is the essence of what any university should be. We have captured it along with a real communitarian
sensibility. I love this place."
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Being a college student can b e stressful. Add coaching men's and women's division II soccer, and it
can seem overwhelming. Not for Coach Alex Denning. In addition to being a part-time student, Denning
successfully coached both the men's and women's soccer teams.
It all started for Denning last spring when it seemed as though the soccer program had come to an end.
Denning stepped up and led the fight to keep the soccer program, and th e administration, realizing the
students wanted the program, decided to reinstate soccer. D enning was offered the interim coaching ,....-----------------,
position for the fall, which became a full-time position after the season.
Denning could have graduated in May of 2008 as a political science major, but he choose to add a
sociology major. Taking six hours to fulfill the requirements for the additional major, Denning began
his new coaching job. H e claimed it was pretty easy to manage his time b etween work and school.
~The professors that I had were very understanding when I had to miss classes and I was sure to get
all the work done and in as soon as possible so it wasn't a distraction to my job," said Denning.
The biggest challenge was managing his time as coach of both the men's and women's soccer
reams. As both practices were held in the afternoon and overlapped by an hour each day, D enning
had to simultaneously coach the teams. Coaching both teams' games was not a problem, as they were
scheduled back to back. Denning said, "The only thing is trying to switch from a women's coach to
a men's coach in the 20 minute time in between games, which is a very different type of coaching."
Having coached a college club in Canada, Denning came to the new coaching position with
experience. H owever, the rules in Canada were different than the NCAA rules. "I was lucky to have
a lot of help from the other coaches on campus who gave advice and helped me learn some of the
)lCAA rules quickly," said Denning.
Although D enning was a student and only a few years older than most of his players, he was able to obtain
rhe respect necessary to effectively coach. Junior Haley Barron, a Christian studies major from Flower Mound,
Texas, said, "Most of the girls did not know Alex before he was Coach, so there was not a problem as far as
respect. Since we were all new, we were able to start from scratch without many biases or expectations."
Denning had no regrets about choosing to balance school and a full-time jo b. "This was a very rewarding
experience. I am in a profession that I absolutely love in a great community, and I am able to start to put
my fingerprint on the program." Luckily for Denning, the str ess of being both a student and coach is behind
him. Having graduated in December, Denning was no longer a stud ent but continued to coach the men's and
women 's soccer teams.
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After 46 years as a chemistr y professor, Dr. Alex ·isbet decided to step in to the world of retirement.
Since coming to O uachita in 1963, isbet taught numerous chemistry classes as well as sections of Physical
Science, "for those who hate science," he said.
As a West Texas native, isbet was not exposed to Ouachita as a prospective student. ·w hen a chemiSII)
department position o pened in the fall of 1962, Dr. Wayne Everett was assigned to interview p eople fo r the
r-- ----- --., job. Everett ch ose a Regional American Chemical Society meeting as the search location for potentia:
candidates. As fate wo uld have it, Nisb et was in attendance at that particular m eeting. "When I me!
Wayne, I met Ouachita," Nisb et said. Nisb et interviewed for the position in january 1963 and started
teaching the following fall.
Even after teaching fo r 46 years, Nisbet was still not finished learning. "When I retire, I'm goin"'
to catch up o n my readings," he said, sitting at his desk which was engulfed in stacks upon stacks of
books and magazines.
He also hopes to catch up o n some old pastimes and hobbies. "One thing I'd like to do 1
continue with my m usic," Nisbet said. "I play the cello, organ and p iano, as well as compose."
D r. Joe J effers, dean of natural sciences, was a sophomore at Ouachita when Nisbet started
working, b ut did not have isbet as a professor until he was a j unior. "H e was dem anding as a
professor," J effers said. "H e gave exams during lab time, so he was able to ask more though·
provoking questions. I give my exam s during labs now too, because I liked his way of teaching.J effers ap preciated isbet's willingness to help whenever needed. "He's leaving behind 46 years o
timeless effor t on behalf of students and staff," J effers said. "H e's always willing to go the extra mile
to help anyone with anything."
photo by: Danny Brown
Dr. Nisbet was known by colleagues to b e the "resident p unster." "We can always expect on
Mo ndays to hear ' O HIM' (Oh Heck It's Monday) and T GIF every Friday," J effers said . O n a m ore serioru
note, J effers com pares his learning from isbet in a classr oom with what he learns daily as his colleague
"I learned mo re from him as a student, not only in the subject he was teaching, but ped agogically as well.J effer s said. "H e had a very positive impact on my own teaching skills and routine because of what I observed
in his classroom setting as a student."
Nisbet thoroughly enjoyed his years at O uachita and appreciated his time with other campus facul ty ana
staff. "I work with g reat people and there is always something fun to do at work," Nisbet said. "And the pa
is adequate, too."
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Attorney at Law

Mrs. Rita Spillyards
Rogers
Director of Education
Rolling Hills Baptist
Church

Mr. Gene Whisenhunt
Little Rock
Executive Vice President/
CFO
Hickingbotham Investments

Mrs. Vickie Keeton
Wynne
Career Counselor
East Arkansas Community
College

Mrs. Betty Oliver
North Little Rock
Volunteer Coordinator
Ark. Extension
Homemaker Council

Mr. Taylor King
Arkadelphia
Attorney
Taylor King and Associates

Dr. J. D. Patterson
Searcy
Dentist
Private Practice

Mr. William H.
Sutton
Little Rock
Attorney, of Counsel
Friday Eldredge & Clark

Mr. Larry Kircher
Bald Knob
President
Citizens State Bank

Rev. Faron Rogers
El Dorado
Pastor
Immanuel Baptist Church

Mr. Jeff Teague
ElDorado
Owner
Teague Motors

Rev. Mike Buster
Plano, Texas
Executive Pastor
Prestonwood Baptist Church

Dr. Ken Shaddox
orth Little Rock
Pastor
Park Hill Baptist Church

Dr. Ray Turnage
Maumelle
Pharmacist
Market Place Pharmacy

Mr. Jim Kelley
Tupelo, Mississippi
President and COO
BancorpSouth, Inc.

Mr. Richard Lusby
J onesboro
Attorney
Womack, Landis, Phelps,
McNeill & McDaniel

Mr. Tony Yocom
Hope
Attorney, District Judge
NATIONAL DIRECTORS

As part of a

SMALL TOWN, community was important

to students. The first community experience for most
students included a trip down the

SAME streets that

Ouachitonians had driven for years to buy all their dorm
necessities at

WAL-MART.

As the semester progressed, studen ts became members

ARKADELPHIA community by attending local
churches. Though TIGER SERVE DAY and other Elrod
of the

Center programs students were able to connect with
community members and volunteer their time. Then , they

DINO'S Main Street Cafe where they
by name while they waited for a LOCAL b and

were able to go to
were greeted

to preform.

In the spring afternoons, just like students had for years,
they went out to

DEGRAY for swimming and

beach volleyball.
Students were even clothed by some of the same stores
that clothed students in the

EDDIE CLARK'S had

1980s. Although

the focus of

moved form m en's clothing to social

YESTERDAY still rem ained
important part of TODAY.

club apparel, th e store from

an

MARY AND MARTHA'S
:if:;:,_ .... , -r-

XON
Tiger Mart

Ef'..

'David and Xarrie (joodman,
Owners
921 Jvlain Street
.Jtrkade (p fiia

10th & Pine Street (870) 246-717

870-246-2446

We are open 24 hours.

www.maryandmartfiasj{orist.com

Randy and Tanya Dixon

Sqp~»!~~T
Reggie Speights
Brent Garner
Sloan Speights
Josh Griffin

1-888-246-2311
TEAM SALES

Shane Lamb
Scott Speights
Dennis Tuggle
Ronnie Carter
Fax: (870) 246-3932
email: swsg@iocc.com

115 S. 6th
Arkadelphia, AR 71923
www.coachesonly.com

McMillan, McCor kle, Cur ry,
& Bennington, LLP
Law Fir m
929 Main Street
P.O.Box607
Arkadelphia , AR 71923
870-246-2468
Fax: 870-246-3851
§
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625 MAIN STREET
ARKADEI.PIDA, ARKANSAS

(870) 246-3803 1-800-858-4980
FAX 870-245-3821

Student Checking
Commercial Loans
Freedom Checking
Interest Checking
Online Banking
Text Banking
And Much Morel

Member FDIC
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Five Star Service Guaranteed ~~
526 Main Street Arkadelphia, AR 71923
870-246-4511
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Mickey W. Lindsey, D.D.S., P.A.
ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL
SURGERY
Diplomate, American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Fellow American
Association of Oral
and Maxillofacial
Surgeons

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-599-7860 (Camden)
1-800-284-2323 (Arkadelphia)
1-501-321-1151 (Hot Springs)

Suite A
1920 Washington St.
Camden, AR 71701
(870) 836-7860

Suite A
3001 Twin Rivers Dr.
Arkadelphia, AR 71923
(870) 836-7860

2212 Malvern Ave.
Eastgate Plaza-Suite 5
Hot Springs, AR 71901
(501) 321-1151

Summit Bank is proud to support Ouachita Baptist University as
well as serve the community with great serv ice and strong values .
Whether it's a savings account or financial planning for your
future, we've got you covered.

What's your personal summit? Let us take you there.

Summit Bank

summitbankdirect.com
409 Main
870.230.1100

2960 West Pine
870.230 . 93 78
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in Christ

And the
rest is
history ...
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Gold Medalist
Publications
of the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association

_B

A

Baart, Arlene

200

Adams, A'Laeshia

146

Babb, Chr is

210

Adams, Abby

172

Badalac, Radu

152

Adams, Alana

194

Bain, Nikki

160, 200

Adams, Victoria

188

Baker, Amanda

172

Adkins, Reid

142

Baker, Brooke

4-t-, 194

78, 172

Baker, Erin

188

Alaribe, Osita

210

Baker, H eather

172

Albee, C hristina

194, 197

Baker, Lindsey

188

Allen, Bobby

158

Baker, Tim

132, 210

Allen, Rachael

55, 172

Baldwin, Allie

194

Allen, Samantha

172

Bald....in, Kati

194

Allen, Vanessa

200

Baldwin, Phil

219

Bealer, Ariel

172

Bowdle, Brandi

Allison, Charolette

210

Baldwin, Trey

18, 106

Beaver,J ennifer

172

Bowen,JulieAnne

Altenbaurner, Lauren

194

Ball, Travis

152

Beck, Stephanie

194

Altman, Sarah

71, 172

Bankhead, Abby

188

Beckett, Tracey

172, 180,

Ammons, J acynda

210

Baran, Chase

Anderson, Claire

194

Barksdale, Dexter

91, 200

Begley, Avery

Anderson, Daniel

194

Barnard, Kyle

132, 188

Anderson, Joe

136

Barnes, Derrick

Anderson, Nona

210

Anderson, arah

~Ainsworth, Lauren

c~-t9o6

42, 85,

172, 180
Bowling, J essica

140, 200

Bowman, Chadon

76

144

Bowman, Kristen

200

Belcher, Brooke

188

Boyce, Amanda

144, 188

188

Bell, Sarah

160

Bradford, Anne

200

Barnes, Diana

210

Benjamin, Antonio

149

Braswell, Juliana

195

200

Barnes, Michael

210

Bennett, Vikki

200

Bratton, Kelli Beth

160

Anderson, Travis

132

Barnes, Tammy

210

Bercaw, Nathan

152

Braudrick,Jessica

200

Antley, Megan

102, 188

Barnette, Dusty

200

Berry, Amy

93, 112,

Breithaupt, Jacquelyn

195

Arledge, J ere my

172

Barron, Haley

64, 89,

Brennan, Kevin

210

Armstrong, Alana

188

Armstrong, D avid

106, 142

Barteaux, Sarah

Armstrong, Sharis

210

Arnold, Felicia

I

62

212

194
Berry, Sarah

188

Bridges, Brian

134

200

Bettis, Evelyn

210

Bridges, Phillip

26, 103,

Bartel, Taylor

200

Bettis, Mitch

128, 210

140, 188

Bartlett, Kyle

152

Beverly, Kim

146

Briggs, J ere my

112, 195

Ary, Eddie

210

Basinger, Brooke

92, 200

Bieloh, David

70,71

Briscoe, Bethany

10, 26

Ashburn, Quinl

132

Basler, Mike

!56

Bietendorf, J ason

188

Brown, Danny

18, 19,

Ashcraft, Genie

210

Basrin, O livia

200

Binz, Austin

200

Ashley, Alden

40, 188

Bass, Hal

78, 210,

Bird, Celeste

188

Brown, Denszell

132

Atkins, john

172

218

Black, Les

114

Brown, Karen

195

Atkins, Sandy

210

Bass, jan

210

Blackmore, Meagan

188

Brown, Molly

195

Atkinson, Richard

128, 188

Bass, Linda

210

Bland, j osh

172

Browning, J onathan

132

Atkinson, Susan

210

Bates, Kelsey

92

Boardman, Ananda

194

Browning, Korrie

128, 195

Austin, Taylor

160, 200

Batsel, Stephanie

200

Bobo, Sara Beth

200

Brownlow, Laura

172

Ayres, Mike

210

Bauman, Lizzy

138

Boling, Ross

195

Bruchan, Jessica

121, 172

Baxter, Amanda

140, 194

Bone, Larry

210, 218

Bruning, Merribeth

218

Boren, Caitlin

150

140, 188, 215

Beal, Meagan

121, 128, 188

96, 97, 129, 142, 143, 144, 180

Bryan, Ruth

195

Cash, J acque

210

Buckmaster, Amelia

188

Cash, Katelyn

24, 25,

Burger, Whimey

180

Burgess, Sarah

195

Cash, Reuben

200

Burgess, Suzanne

210

Caskey, Grant

188

Burk, Angela

172

Cate, Paige

17, 24,

Burk, Brian

172

Burk, Judah

172, 180

Caudle,J ennifer

172

Burke, Elizabeth

165, 200

Caudle, Matt

200

Burkett, Blake

132

Chambers, Haley

160

Burnett, Kiley

10, 188

Chandler, Chris

96

Burt, Ashlee

172

Chapman, Rachel

200

Bushey, Sam

57, 112,

Chapman, Stephen

195

Chapuis, Clayton

3, 134

172, 180

CAB members were front row: Molly Throgmorton. Sarah Part1da.
Adam Wheat. Heather Edenngton. Madison O'Connor, Lauren Nelson.
Katie Luff, Lara Sm1th. and Kristi Hall second row: Anna Tohlen, Tori
House, Will Hunsucker, Leslyn lchter, Alden AshleY, Nikki McNa~r. Abby
Dekle, Kelsi Ferguson. Bethany Moss. and Lurelee Doleshal back row:
James Ward, Tanner Treadway, Sky Howard, Steven Harvell, Rachel
Swayne, Megan Gentry, Josiah Wheeler. Nate Wade.

54, 120, 121, 172, 181

Bushman, Casey

34, 172

Christensen,J enny

150

Bussey, Ylallory

105, 188

Chu, Rosemary

50, 51,

Buster, Mike

219

Butler, Eric

132

Butler, Meredith

200

Butler, Morgan

172

Clarkson, Matt

106, 17-

Butler, T yler

132, 168

Clayton, Hannah

80, 188

Butram, Garland

188

Cloud, J ohn

210

Butters, Melissa

200

Cloud, Yvonne

210

Cockerell,J ohn Allen

76, 188

Cody, Danielle

188

Coffman, Meg

200

(

210
Church, Bryan

29, 33,

132

Cai, Lei

210

Cole, Graham

132

Cain, Mark

69, 132,

Cole, J on

83, 172.

173

188, 189
Caldwell, Kelli

!50

Coleman, Gabby

146

Calvert, Kay

210

Collier, Daniel

188

Calvert, Kendall

13, 116,

Collier, Melissa

99, 134,

168, 195, 197

200

American Chemical Society members were front row: James Ward.
Abby Brumley. Victona Adams. Matthew Clarkson. SaraJane Love
back row: Dax Demaree. Ben Farmer, Kenley Singleton, Sarah Bridges.
Adam Massey.

65, 188

Campbell, J ordan

200

Collins, Rance

18, 188

Campbell, Lindsey

ll , 188

Colliver, Angela

146

Cariker, H eath

190

Condorelli, Vicente

152,

Carney, J ennifer

200

Connell, T J.

172

Carpenter, Erin

172

Conrad, Julia

200

Carpenter, Kinsey Ann

200

Cook, Kalee

172

Carrell, Stephanie

138

Cook, Korrine

160

Carroll, Natalie

195

Cook, Trey

172

Carter, J a.ke

195

Coon, Hayli

172

Carter, Terrence

210

Cooper, Adam

132

Carter, Terry

64

Cordell, Kristin

85, 172

Carver, Landon

200

Corley, Harris

142

Case, Caleb

8, 9, 70,

Cornelius, Kevin

210

Cornell, Allison

140, 141

Cosh, Ian

35, 37.

172, 221
Casey, Sarah

172

17~

81, 210, 218

Davis, Monica

160, 201

Eady, Alyse

190

Fitzgerald, Coresia

202

Davis, Sarah

150, 151,

Eady, Lewis

219

Fitzgerald, Morgan

21, 195

Eason, Abby

160

Fitzhugh, Clay

94, 195

Cosh, Sharon

210

Cotten, Robert

173

Courtright, Nathan

116, 195

Dawson, J ennifer

189

Eason, BJ.

174

Fleeman, J essica

203

Cowart., Evalyn

210

Dawson, Nick

189

Easter, Lisa

212

Flemister, Cheyenne

203

Cox, Clint

173

DeWitt, Clinton

132, 201

Eaves, Andrea

17, 134,

Flint., jessica

203

Cox, Kaitlyn

173

DeWitt, Lauren

134, 201

Flippin, Erin

203

Cox, Laura

140, 141,

DeYoung, David

132

Ederington, Heather

195

Flora, Rosemary

212

Dee!, Matt

77, 103

Edwards, Mark

212

Ford, Andrew

22, 79,

173, 181, 215

195

201

174, 181

Cox, Matt

62, 195

Deen,Jana

160, 201

Edwards, Melissa

190

Cox, Michael

210

Deer, Philip

201

Eiland, Roger

149, 190

Ford, Cessany

49

Cox, Terese

112, 210

Deetz, Ian

195

Eldridge, J. R.

212

Fowler, :\llelinda

212

Cranor, Eli

132, 167,

Dekle, Abby

201

Elliott, Aubrey

202

Francis, Damon

213

Delaplaine, Ian

132

Ellis, Ryan

195

Frank, amantha

8,9

188
Craven, Audrey

200

Demaree, Dax

158

Elrod, Ben

40, 212

Franklin, Ray

65,213

Crenshaw, Kyla

200

Denning, Alex

140, 141,

Emerson, Sharon

195

Frazier, Katherine

104, 174

Cresswell, Katie

195

Emmons, Chad

132

Frazier. :\largaret

213

Crews, Aaren

200

Derby, j ay

132, 211

English, Lauren

73, 190,

Freel, Hope

203

Crews, Whitney

195

DiCarlo, Vince

22

Freeman, Charles

203

Crichton, Andrea

200

Diaz, Elizabeth

201

Engulu, Emmanuel

149, 195

Freeman, Stacy

213

Crockett, Rob

211

Dibbens, Derek

162

Emin, Tim

132

French, Carrissa

174

Crow, Katie

188

Dickerson, Beverly

2ll

Espy, Frank

132

French, j ordan

174

Crowder, Garry

146,211

Dickerson, Britmey

201

Eubanks. B)TOD

212

Fritts, Katy

174

Cummings, J enna

90, 201

Dickey, Zach

173

EubClll4 Carla

195

Fuller, Cindy

213

Cummings, Reo

211

Dicus, john

106, 189

Eubanks, Hal

152

Funderburk, Elaine

213

Cunningham, Chelsea

89, 113,

Dicus, Sandy

173

Eudy, Candace

21, 112,

Dillard, :\Ian

89

Curlin, jay

211

Divardin, :\1ariana

154, 155

Eurich. Alek

195

Curry, j eanie

211

Dodge, julie

219

Evans, Austin

132

Ganong, Anna

203

Curtis, Andrew

97, 173,

Doleshal, Lurelee

195

Evans, Emily

174

Garavelli, Leah

203

dos Santos, Luiz

114, 142,

Gardner, Chase

132

Garner, j eff

175, 182

Garner, Kyle

132

195

212
Curtis ,Josh

201

Cushman, Leanne

104, 195

J..l.2, 170, 211, 215

173
Drada, Natalia

202

E

154, 155,

173

D

197

G

Faught, Kent

212

Garrett, j eremy

175

Duffel, Jennifer

189

Faulkner, Lauren

174

Garrett., Maggie

213

Duke, Cody

62, 80,

Ferguson, Heather

174, 181

Garrett, Terrence

132

Ferguson, Kelsi

202

Garrett Bland, Rachel

175

Dale, Brian

195

174

Daly, ean

211

Dukes, Patrick

132

Ferguson, Kyle

54

Gathright, j ordan

109, 203

Daniel, Ashley

146

Dumais, Shirley

2ll

Ferrell, josh

195

Gay, j ordan

132, 134

Danielson, Dru

173

Duncan, Emily

189

Fida, :\1egan

190, 201

Gehring, Sarah

203

Danner, Betsy

211

Duncan, janice

212

Fifer, C.E.

195

Gentry, Megan

37, 190

Darr, Will

103

Dunn, Brittany

16, 201

Files, J ennifer

174

George, Mallory

190

Davidson, Tara

188

Duvall, Judy

35, 212

Files, jim

212

George, Samantha

190

Davis, Ashley

140

Duvall, Scott

67

Fillinger,

202

George, T yler

91, 132

Davis, Darci

173

Dwelle, Kayla

212

Fincher, Lydia

202

Gerber, Gary

36, 213

Davis, Elizabeth

21, 195

Fisher, Cole

158

Geurin, tephen

203

Davis, Guyla

21 1

Fisher, Katie

174

Gibson, Claire

213

Davis, J arren

142, 189

Fisher, Stefanie

9

Gibson, Courtney

175

E

icole

Gibson, J essica

113

Griffin, Haley

g6

Harris, Jacob

132

Hill, Leigha

204

Gibson, Kimberley

123, 203

Griffith, Rachel

196

Hart, Laura

203

Hill, Lisa

213

Gilbert, Germaine

132

Grigsby, Allison

164

Hart, Morgan

196

Hillyer, Sarah

64, 175

Gilbert, Tucker

132

Groves, J osh

65

Harvel, Barbara

213

Hinson, Audra

75, 82,

Gill, Emilie

195

Gubser, Brittany

175, 182

Harvell, Steven

21, 152,

Gilliam, Deanna

203

Gubser, Grant

175, 183

Gillis, Angela

195

Gudino, Matthew

24, 175

Gilmore, Marvin

203

Guiomard, Amy

84, 191

Glenn, Amanda

140, 175,

182
Glenn, Sarah

140, 141,

203
Glenn, Stephanie

134, 135,

175

H

170
Hawthorne, Lucas

80, 175,

183

96, 175, 182
Hipp, Elisabeth

73

Hiscocks, Corey

191

Hobbs, Cliff

94, 142

Hayes, Carly

175

Hobbs, Nico

132

Hayes, Mason

203

Hodges, Allison

175

Hayes, Tim

213

Hodges, Jus tin

164

Haase, Kara

213

Haynes, Emily

203

Hogue, Laura

196

Habimana, Elisee

203, 206

Hays, Danny

213, 218

Hollaway, Annie

175

Hack, Kelsey

191

Hays, Whitney

160

Hollenbeck, Thomas

132, 204

Glenn, Suzetta

213

Hackett, Lindsey

203

Hazelrigg, Amy

191

Hollingsworth, Judy

213

Glover, Kristen

77, 121,

Hagar, Julia

196

Hazlewood,J ack

219

Hollingsworth, Lindsay

191

Hakkak, Sara

17, 203

Hedges, Sarah

64

Hollis, David

54, 132

196, 197
Glover, Rachel

203

Halaby, Raouf

213

Heflin, J ay

219

Holmes, Jatalie

204

Godbolt, Cory

132

Hall, Austin

191

Hegt, Lexie

138

Holsclaw, Scott

213, 218

Goga, Razvan

152

Hall, Daniel

203

Heilshorn, Till

156

Hoisted, Chelsea

204

Gomez, John

171, 203

Hall, Evan

15

Heimsch, Charlene

Ill, 203

Hoppe, Whitley

160, 196

Good, Glenn

213

Hall, J eremy

175

Helferich, Jerry

162

Horne, Rex

17, 25,

Goode, Laura

190

Hall, Joe

82

Henderson, Trennis

213, 218

Goodnight, Leonard

190

Hall, Tiffani

104, 203

Henley, Keldon

213, 218

Horton, Austin

142

Goodson, Meredith

68, 175

Hamilton, Callie

203

Henley, Sarah

196

Horton, Genevieve

99, 175

Gordon, Chris

162

Hamilton, Craig

213

Hennagin, Robert

175

Horton, Marshall

213

Gorman, Ryan

106, 132

Hamilton, James

132

Henry, Anthony

149

Horton, Sarah

110, 175

Gorz, Christa

196

Handiboe, Mary

46,213

Henry, Jordan

191

Houlihan, Jill

213

Gosser, Megan

129, 196

Hanson, Sara

37, 160,

Henry, Meredith

138

Houlihan, Patrick

213

Goto, Mariko

203

Hensarling, Jessica

196

Housewright, John

204

Gouge, Misty

138

Happel, Michael

132

Hensley, Lori

213

Howard, Brian

214

Gowdy, Will

163

Hardin, Phil

213, 218

Hepp, Matthew

203

Howard, Hannah

144, 145

Graham, Daniel

175, 182

Hardin, Rachel

175

Hernandez, Andres

142

Howard, Luke

214

Grams, Aspen

160

Hardin, Shirley

211, 213

Hernandez, Mariela

140, 175

Howk, Kristyn

138, 20-t

Granade, Ray

213

Hardman, Chris

95

Herrin, Anna Leigh

196

Huber, Richard

15

Graves, Cara

175

Hardy, Jessiea

196

Herrington, Kevin

213

Huenefeld, Paul

204

Gravitt, Eric

190

Hardy, Terri

213

Hershberger, J arod

162, 163

Huey, Kyle

47

Gray, Danny

132

Hare, Andrea

203

Hesse, Robert

137

Huffman, Kris

81

Green, Brittany

203

Hargis, Alex

16, 191

Hewell, Rob

213

Huffman, Tanner

103, 204

Green, Brock

163

Hargrove, Teresa

203

Hickingbotham, Frank

219

Hughes, Ann

214

Green, Charlee

203

Harmon, J effery

117, 191

Higgerson, Shea

204

Hull, Chris

152, 153

Green, J eff

190

Harper, Drew

196

Hilburn, Hannah

55, 204

Hulsey, Kayla

146

Green, Michael

132

Harper, Jus tin

213

Hilburn, Jake

191

Humble, Mitsuko

191

Greenwood, Alan

83, 134,

Harper, Kolby

120, 175

Hilburn, Lori

196

Huneycutt, Laurie

214

Harrell, Audreyanna

191

Hill, Alissa

196

Hunsucker, William

117, 175

175, 182

196
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Rachael Allen, Claire Anderson, Richard Atkinson, Ariel Bealer, Korrie Browning, Rance Collins, Laura Cox, Erin
Faulkner, Andrew Ford, Lindsey Forga, Meg Gosser, Kris Huffman, Kara Humble, Will Hunt, Adam Hurst, Justin
James, Brady King, Wesley Kluck, Beau Landers, Lacey Lewis, Hannah Beth Midkiff, Jon Neal, Chloe O'Connor.
Neal Ozmun, Hannah Pfeiffer, Rebecca Rambin, Megan Ruggles, Jake Sligh, Emma Smith, Jake Stanley, Katie
Steele,Joseph Stout, Megan Tucker, Austin Walker, Phillip Williamson, Becca Woodall.

The 100th volume of the Ouachitonian yearbook was published by:
J osten's Printing and Publishing Company
4000 S. Adams
Topeka, KS 66601
Mary Nell Sparks was the regional manager, Natasha Durham was
the sales representative and Judy Huffaker was the inplant customer
service representative.
Schools interested in obtaining a copy may contact the Ouachitonian
through mail, by phone or email.
410 Ouachita Street
OBU Box 3761
Arkadelphia, AR 71998
(870) 245-5211
ouachitonian@o bu. edu
The majority of the photos were taken by student photographers in
the OBU photography department.
Portraits were provided by James Burge Photography of Sherwood,
Arkansas.
The design on the cover, as well as the theme and section designs,
were created by Audra Hinson.
All designs including the cover were created on the Macintosh iMac
and Adobe InDesign CS. Body copy was set in Baskerville 10 pt. font
Captions were set in Struktur 8 pt. font.
Student Life headlines were Margarosa font and Unitus font.
Background swooshes were created in Adobe illustrator.
Academic headlines were Function. All book photographs were taken
by Danny Brown
Organization headlines were Myraid Pro and Struktur.
Sports headlines were Myraid Pro.
Theme fonts were Cursive H and and Myriad Pro.
The 2009 Ouachitonian is a member of the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, the Associated Collegiate Press,
and the Arkansas College Media Association.
The 2008 Ouachitonian received a Gold-medalist rating from the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association and All-Columbian honors in
two categories. The book also received seven Gold Circle awards for
individual achievement. The Ouachitonian placed third in general
excellence in the Arkansas College Media competition, and won 18
individual awards. Audra Hinson was named yearbook Editor-of-the~
Year.

After many long nights. After hours of clicking button after button. After many outburst
at the printer, the book is finally d one! Now you can take a seat, flip through the pages
and relive the memories that meant the most to you. As I take my look though the book
I will think of the people who made this book possible; the people who made this book
special.
First of all, I would like to send a big thanks to everyone whose name is in the index.
This means one of two things. One-you got out and participated in Ouachita life. Thank
you for helping to make Ouachita a great place. And a very big thank you to those of you
who got your pictures taken for the people section. After all, what is a yearbook without
people? T wo-you gave us a quote. Thank you for getting back with us and giving us
what we need ed to record your Ouachita experience for others to enjoy.
ext, I would like to thank the contributors. Whether you wrote a story for D r.
Root's class or were just my lucky friend who got roped into helping me ... Thank you!
This book would not be possible without yow· help, your stories, and your pictures.
Practicum friends, I know you probably only picked working for the Ouachitonian
because I persuaded you with my sweet talk. So, thank you for putting up with us and
d oing all the little tasks that had to be d one.
My staff, most of you have been with me for two years now. Wow! Thank you for
f'. . .
helping to make two books amazing! I have enjoyed our time together. What would
Wednesday nights have been like if I hadn't spent all of them with you all?
r_.~\.).}:::1'\...,
p..udra Hinson-2008 ·
Tanner, I am so glad you joined us this year. Yo ur sarcasm and funny comments
2010
Undseykept me laughing. Thank you for volunteering so much of your time to help us get
'
1991 Erin Smith7
Lauren Farabough~~~~t~~~; and sponsor since
'
this book accomplished.
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Anna,I Iwish
am the
sad best
to say
that and
my your
art skills
never
live up
yow- wonderful
drawings.
to you
childwill
... haha.
Thanks
fortoproviding
us with
laughter and your smile every week.
Shea, even though you only really became a staff m ember at semester, I am still so grateful to have been able to work
with you. I have no idea how this book would have gotten done without your d edication and wonderful writing. Thanks you so much for being so
kind and shelving 5,000 books and spending how-s looking for po laroids.
Katie, thank you for keeping me on top of things. Your daily e-m ail reminders kept me in check and encouraged about getting this book finished. Yom ability
to do so many things and not put things off until the last minute amazes me. I wish I could be more like you in that way. I am so glad to have gotten to know you
over the last two years and to have you as a friend. Good luck at seminary!
Becca, have you ever seen "Wicked?" I didn't think so. Maybe Megan will be give you more freedom to listen to whatever music you like. : ) I don't think I
could say thank you enough for all the help you have given me. Thank you for taking time out of your summer to help me finish this book. Your loyalty to the
people you care about is so evident. That is such a good quality to have. Continue being the bubbly person that gets so excited about everything, not many people
have that much energy!
Cassie, thank you for working hard on a section that you may not have enjoyed. Perhaps Megan will give you something new to do. Thank you for allowing
me to be yow- friend. And thank you for providing us all with laughter through yow- sarcastic comments and cheerful spirit : ). I really did like working with you.
I promise. Keep working hard and believe that it will pay off some day. Good luck next year!!
Alan, you had three jobs yet you still came over here and helped after you graduated ... WOW! Thank you so much. Thank you for always being an encomaging
friend. For always reminding me that it will get d one and that the book will look amazing. I know that you will go far in life. You are so good at what you d o and
always go beyond what is asked of you. Hopefully you feel like you know me a little more after this year since you didn't know me last year. Ha Ha. Really, I am
so glad to have you as a friend and I will be expecting to hear from you while I am far away.
Kim, or should I say Mrs. Beasley? Hello, childhood friend. We have been together so long and I REAU..Y d on't know what I am going to do being so far
away from you. You are the best friend. I am glad you found Alex last summer and that ya'll are so happy together. You too, have always been a huge sow-ce of
encouragement for me. Thank you so so so much! You d id a g reat job as community editor and I hope it will help you if you fmally decide on a job one day.._
What is it now, graphic design? I know I will stay in touch with you so, I am not worried. You are wonderful!
Megan, well, I'm turning the reins over to you. And YOU CAN DO IT! I know you will do a wonderful job. Don't worry about anything. You can call me until
October 8 and then you can e-mail me and I can call you back. But, I don't expect too many calls. You are talented and smart and I know you will make a great
book. Thank you for your support over the past two years. Thanks you for being so willing to help and for indexing all those pages... I know that isn't a fun job. I
have enjoyed spending so much time with you through the staff and the EEEs. Keep me updated on how things are going and where life takes you.
Chloe, I am glad you were always right across the hall. I am thankful that you allowed me to continually interrupt your work so you could come across the
hall and look at mine. You were a wonderful editor and I am glad I was able to share this experience with you.
Darmy, oh Danny. Do you miss my e-mails yet? How about my text asking you where you are? You have been a great Photo Lab Editor and have been so much
fun to work with. Not to mention that you are a great friend. From your signature keys rattling as you ran down the hall, to you laying on the couch sharing your
opinions, you kept this d epartment lively. Sorry the photomontage never worked out. Maybe Megan could try it? Good luck to you and Kimmie in LA.
Dr. Deb, I truly do not believe there is a better yearbook sponsor in the world. I am so glad I have been able to spend the last four years under your guidance
and lead ership. Thank you for giving me freedom and at the same time d oing so much to help me along the way. You are not just a sponsor, but a friend. I will
miss you as I travel around the world, but I promise I will come visit sometime and that I will send you messages on face book.
Whew... So many people to thank. My friends, thank you for taking time to come down to visit me in the office, for writing funny notes on the board, and even
for draging me out of this office to have fun. Kelsey, Kalee, Kiley, Kim, Becca, Paige, R achael, Abby, JulieAnne, Laura and even you Sam, you are the greatest
friends. Thank you so much for always being there for me.
Lauren Faraba ugh, thank you for showing me the ropes my first few years. Thanks for being someone I could look up to and thank you for bein such a great
friend. I will miss Friday lunches and Monday diners, but I am sure you will still hear from me often.
Mom and Dad and I guess Zack too, thank you for being such a wonderful and supportive family. I really could not have made it this far if it were not for
all the support and love I have gotten from you. Mom, thank you so much for corning up here with me this summer and doing anything you could so I could
complete this book.
Well, I am sure I have forgotten someone. I can be a forgetful person. The book is d one. That is really all I can think about. I hope everyone enjoys it...

I suck at writing. I think that's why I take the pictures, but here's a shot at one voluntary piece for the yearbook. I feel like I owe to those who have given
their efforts and heart to me. I was the phoLO editor for two years, which was unusual since the former editors have mostly done it for their senior year only. I am
one of a handful of us unusual folk. The past two years the editor positions have been handled by people in my similar situation.
I have to tip my hat (or bandana) to those special people. Chloe, you have done a great job with the Signal these past two years. \\'hen it was so close to
graduation, you were already accepted to ewhouse and everyone had checked out, you continued to give I 10 percent for the publication. That perseverance
will set you apart from the crowd in Syracuse. Thanks for your friendship, advice and venting sessions. You are a great friend and I look forward to seeing your
Pulitzer, graphic design work or whatever talent you decide to make your career.
Audra, you are a great editor, but you already knew that Miss Editor of the Year. Kudos to you staying after to finish the book, even after you have graduated.
I will miss your constant reminders that you lived in Peru. 1 wish the best of luck to you with IMB, wherever you may be. Remember to have the most fun that
you can have. Thank you so much for putting up with me. I probably had some of the best times in the yearbook office harassing you and your staff.
Rance, you are extra unusual since you will be an editor for three years. You are a very talented man and I can't wait to see you in a major motion musical.
You have brought many laughs to the Signal within the office and online. Keep up the hard work that you have given and never stop creating. l will miss our
redneck conversations on where in the world this society is going.
ow, to my stafi. You guys have been amazing. There is absolutely no way that this book could have been published without you guys. Thank you for putting
up with my tangents. I loved seeing your faces every time you walked into that office.
Kara, your artistic head of yours brought great creativity to the staff. Thanks for your hard work and dedication to do things last minute. I can't wait to see
your hard hanging in some fancy gallery one day. Remember to never stop creating.
J ared, you're a funny dude and a great friend. Thanks for everything that you have done with the Photo Lab and the memories that we now share LOgether.
Your dra\vings have always impressed me. Keep up the great work I know the Photo Lab will miss you, but the ews Bureau will be gratefuL
Anna, you like me will never step foot into that office as an OBU photographer ever again. It's sad to see us both go, but I am so excited to see what's in store
for you. Thank you for four great memories together, you have been alongside with me for the longest out of everyone. Thank you for your hard work, keep
working like you do, I look forward to seeing you doing great things.
Jessica, the youngest out of all of us, but your photography has brought so much to us. You are a very talented young woman. Keep up what you are doing,
you are a great asset to the photo Jab. Thanks for your help with all these last minute assignments.
Callie, I cannot wait to see what else you will bring to the publications for next year. You have been a tremendous help and an inspiration. You deserve
every bit of the photo editor position. Good luck for the next two years. You are a part of that unusual group. I know you will do great work. Don't let the little
frustrations of the job get you down. You \vill do so many great things besides make the Photo Lab the best it's ever been. Good luck to you and your marriage.
You are a great friend and I \vill miss you dearly.
Thank you everyone that has been a part of my life. There are so many of you. Dr. Ozmun, Mr. Bettis, Dr. J eff and Deborah Root and Dr. Downs, thank
you for everything that you have done and taught me inside and outside of the classroom. I \vill miss you guys and the fun world of the Mass Communications
building. Dr. Mot!, you are a great professor and an inspiring one at that. Dr. Sonheim, thanks for leaching me about creating. Steve Phillips, your outrageous
ways of teaching have actually taught me some things, thank you for everything. Thank you to the guy on the lawn mower who always says hello, I never got your
name Lawn Mower Man. Fourth Ooor, you will never leave me. My roommates and the WafOe House crew, I can't go on because I don't have enough space, but
there are too many words to say about you guys anyways. Landon,Jimmy, Alan. Jon, Vince and
Craig I will miss you, come see me in Cali. Kimmie, my wife and the most important person of
all, I love you, without you there is no reason for this letter or anything I do for that matter. Thank
you students for all the memories and all the life lessons. I will cherish these days forever.

YESTERDAY
It did not matter if you stepped onto

CAMPUS

for the first time this year, four years ago or even

100 years ago. There was something about being
on campus that made one feel at HOME and made
memories come to
Ouachita was not a

Ll FE.

UNIVERSITY that was easily

forgotten. And it was not a university that easily
forgot its alumni.

STUDENTS saw alumni names as

they walked the sidewalk to class. They saw benches

DEDICATED by past CLUBS. They looked at the
names on monuments and the TIGER. They learned
about the people behind the names on buildings. It
was evident as students walked around campus that

YESTERDAY made Ouachita into who it is today. Let's
just say,

TODAY IS YESTERDAY.
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